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WE PROTECT PEOPLE AT WORK FROM WATER AND WARMTH, FROM 

NOISE AND FALLS, FROM FROST AND FLAME – FROM HEAD TO TOE.

SO THAT YOU CAN CARRY OUT YOUR WORK – AND KNOW THAT WE’VE  

DONE OURS.

EVER SINCE THE 1950`s WENAAS HAS WORKED TO GIVE PEOPLE 

A SAFE AND COMFORTABLE WORKDAY, BY PROVIDING THE BEST 

AND SAFEST WORKWEAR OF THE MARKET FOR A NORWEGIAN 

 ENVIRONMENT.

AND WE’RE HERE FOR THE FUTURE.
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WE PROTECT OUR 
 CUSTOMERS MOST 
PRECIOUS RESOURCE: 
THE PEOPLE
To people at work, protective workwear to rely upon is perhaps the most important tool there is. 
Regardless of whether the workplace is on land, at sea, or in the air, it creates a valuable sense of 
security.

To the job to be done, to the employer, and maybe the most important of all – to those 
 waiting at home.

Safety at work is the most essential thing we can offer. We protect the most valuable asset we 
have – life itself. Safety, not merely to those working close to flames, water, cold, volts, heights, 
bumps and blows, but also to those around them. Those who love them – who they share their 
lives with.

If something were to go wrong, it has huge repercussions – far outside the workplace.

Then it’s good to know that Wenaas employs all its knowledge and experience in making 
 workwear that tolerates more than the people who wear it. To us life is about protection and 
 responsibility.

Everything we do is done to ensure that everyone out there returns home safely – every day.

OUR MISSION:



“We are uncompromising 
when it comes to safety” 
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TESTED BY THE BEST
We make products that perform optimally when our customers need it the most. No one 
knows better what is required of workwear than those who wear it.

That’s why we test our prototypes in real working situations. We have a deep respect for our 
customers’ competence, knowledge, and needs, and our users provide us with experience we 
would never have obtained at the drawing-board. In this way we‘re able to develop, design, test 
and offer the safest workwear on the market.

We develop workwear for the future – for tomorrow’s market in a world in constant change, 
and with a technology that is becoming better and better.

In this catalogue you can read about our collaboration with SINTEF, and how we’ve developed 
the lightest arc-approved outer shell clothing ever, have had rig workers test new prototypes in 
extreme weather on rigs in the Barents Sea, and are now working on developing clothing that 
gives fire fighters better protection against the ingress of carcinogenic particles.

A number of studies show that fire fighters carry a slightly higher risk of getting some forms of 
cancer. So we came together with SINTEF, RISE Fire Research, the Norwegian Directorate for 
Civil Protection, the Labour Inspection, Devold of Norway and a number of fire and rescue bodies, 
with the aim of establishing new knowledge and methods for testing of ingress of hazardous soot 
and smoke particles in fire fighter clothing.

We are positive that our products can mean the difference between life and death. So even 
though we are curious and receptive to new knowledge and ideas, we’re uncompromising when it 
comes to safety. This applies whether you are saving life, defending your country, extracting our 
energy resources, securing power supplies, or building your country in other ways.  

Comfort is also safety. With the Spacer series, manu-
facturer Devold has succeeded in creating a range of 
mid-layer clothing that maintains the unique properties 
of wool, while adding enhanced insulation. Spacer is a 
three-dimensional knitted fabric with wool on the inside 
and outside, which creates pockets of air for enhanced 
insulation, and keeps the weight low.

Spacer consists of jacket, trousers and a  balaclava 
 adapted to hearing protection, which beats the 
 competition in noise tests. Spacer thereby supplements 
the Pyrad collection, which halves the weight compared 
with traditional arc-approved workwear.

The dialogue with users is equally essential away from 
the designing process. Wenaas Management System is 
a web shop that brings the shop home to users, offering 

customer specific designs and your own logo, and a 
 product mix regulated by contract.

Your may delegate purchasing authority in-house, and 
maintain full overview at management level. The system 
allows purchasing managers to decentralize and increase 
the efficiency of the purchasing process, but still  eliminate 
the risk of ordering errors or overconsumption by alloca-
ting budgets and defining the range that each user can 
access. All invoices are automatically sent through the 
system, and you can monitor the whereabouts of your 
order in the delivery process.

While we’re delivering the garments, the customers 
are running their business. Just like a good partner-
ship should be.    

“We are uncompromising 
when it comes to safety” 



“Our products are manufactured 
under sustainable conditions  
– because we care!”
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WE DON’T MIND BEING 
PUT TO THE TEST
We know that our operation has environmental and social impacts that go beyond our own 
business. You can rest assured that our products have been constructed under sustainable 
 conditions – because we care.

For this reason our suppliers have all signed a Code of Conduct. Either through our own 
 ethical guidelines or through our membership in the Foreign Trade Association (FTA), which 
allows audits under international standard BSCA (Business Social Compliance Initiative).

All requirements are in accordance with the UN’s International Labour Organization;  
the ILO Conventions. These conventions ensure good working conditions for all employees in 
line with international and national laws, rules and agreements. All employees have freedom of 
association, orderly working conditions, and a wage they can live on.

This signifies that we have zero tolerance against child labour and corruption, and that we  
support requirements that safeguard the surroundings in an environmental perspective.  
Wenaas is  working actively on improvement measures. 

You may always put us to the test! 
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DO YOUR JOB - AND 
KNOW THAT WE’VE 
DONE OURS
As experts in protecting people at work, nothing challenges us more than the Norwegian 
offshore industry.

Wenaas has been part of the Norwegian oil adventure ever since the first activities started up off 
Western Norway. Through pioneering and professionalization, through the slump, and the hunt for 
new exploration areas. Through the stillness of summer and the storms of winter.

The industry has shown us confidence in making us their first choice for clothing all those who 
every day, all year long, work under extreme conditions at considerable risk. 

Such trust requires uncompromising product development.

Health, environment and safety are always our first priorities. Our products meet all safety 
 standards, and are naturally certified according to the latest EN norms.

At the same time, functionality needs to be adapted to the tasks at hand. Being able to 
 concentrate fully and completely on the tasks you’re going to solve, because the working  trousers 
fit snugly, the pockets are where you need them to be, and the communication equipment 
 attachment can be placed where it’s most logical.

Summing up, this is about you doing your job – and knowing that we’ve done ours. 

Our quest has taken us from Måndalen to North Carolina, USA, where the offshore collection is 
tested in a so-called Manikin Burn Test. Get to know the diverse properties of Wenaas Offshore, 
Wenaas Offshore Multinorm, and Wenaas Offshore Multinorm Premium  - and come join us in the 
Barents Sea and discover Arctic Protection.
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FLAME RETARDANT

FLAME RETARDANT 
WORKWEAR 

We know that each garment can mean the difference between life and death. Work in the 
heavy industry and power industry, and within fire and rescue operations, takes place under 
extreme conditions. All our flame retardant garments are certified according to all relevant  safety 
requirements and standards. What is more, we carry out our own tests to make sure we are 
in the forefront of developments. Through longstanding experience, through testing and good 
 documentation, we have set the standard for flame retardant workwear.

We employ different fabrics in our flame retardant collections. The fabrics have different 
compositions in order to cover the various requirements and standards. This applies to everything 
from fire resistance, electric arc protection, antistatic and welding properties, to protection against 
liquid iron and aluminium, and much more.

Optimum protection is achieved through using three fire resistant layers. The combination of 
flame retardant garments from the inner to the outer layer is crucial to the degree of protection.

13
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VISIBILITY

WENAAS VISIBILITY 
CLOTHING

Even the toughest among us need protection, and that’s why we’re developing head to toe 
safety solutions you can rely upon to do the job, while you’re  concentrating on yours.

Wenaas’ hi-visibility workwear is developed in Norway – for Norwegian working conditions – on 
basis of workers preferences!

Wenaas’ new line of hi-visibility clothing is developed in partnership with people who work in the 
building and construction sector, because they know the requirements better than anyone. This 
approach, combined with our own experience and skill, helped us succeed in developing clothing 
featuring ergonomic solutions and material choices that ensure the clothes are hard-wearing, 
comfortable and has an excellent fit. All garments are naturally certified in accordance with the 
latest EN standards.

15
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TRADE & INDUSTRY

COMFORTABLE  
EFFICIENCY 
Our new line of craftsman clothing is specially designed to provide suitable workwear for 
the multiple work tasks your day has to offer.

In creating our craftsman line we consulted the people who know the requirements of the building 
and construction industry best: the people who work there. 

The collection therefore meets the wish for garments that are suitable for the various work 
 patterns throughout the workday, where the choice of materials and ergonomic solutions allow 
you to work efficiently and comfortably regardless of task:

•  Trousers with a wedge-shaped reinforcement at the crotch
•  Vest with netting in back ensures good ventilation and an implemented mid-section makes it 

simple to adjust width
•  Adapted to Wenaas safety harnesses for enhanced safety, with tools easily accessible and 

 detachable hanging tool pockets that reduce the risk of getting stuck
•  Cordura 240g/m2 in exposed places extend the useful life of garments
•  All trouser sizes are available in three leg lengths, making it easy to find your size.

The craftsman clothing was not made to meet visibility requirements, nevertheless, discreet 
 reflective details ensure you will be seen.  So will your company, thanks to dedicated places for 
inserting name and logo.

Wenaas – experts in protecting people at work

17
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WINTER GARMENTS

SPIRIT WINDPROOF BALACLAVA

TEST WINNER THAT KEEPS 
THE WARMTH IN – AND THE 
COLD AND NOISE OUT
Spirit windproof Balaclava helps you keep warm inside and gives improved protection against 
cold and noise. Spirit windproof Balaclava features a number of unique advantages:

• Two-layer double weave on top
• Extra insulating properties in the neck
•  The single weave around the ears gives the best noise insulation  

when worn with hearing protection
• Stops ice from forming around the mouth
• Greater comfort

The Spirit windproof Balaclava stops heat loss
Heat loss from the head is a significant hypothermia risk. Studies also show a clear connection 
between working in cold environments and back and neck problems. The Spirit Windproof 
 Balaclava from Devold is therefore made with a two-layer double weave on top – with 50% 
 Merino wool and 50% Lenzing – for better insulation under the helmet. The neck is also insulated 
to stop draughts between the helmet and jacket. A mesh around the mouth area also prevents 
moist air from freezing into ice, while the single weave around the ears allows earmuffs to fit 
 better. It all adds up to greater comfort.

The Spirit Windproof Balaclava – best in a noise test
When you wear a balaclava, there is a risk that earmuffs do not sit tightly enough around the ears, 
allowing in noise and the risk of damaged hearing. Research shows that the locations of seams, 
zippers, buttons, and folds on the balaclava also affect noise leakage. With the Spirit Windproof 
Balaclava, we have taken this very seriously. In studies performed by SINTEF, the Spirit Wind-
proof Balaclava is clearly the best of the four balaclava models that were all tested with Peltor 
Optime III earmuffs. The worst-performing balaclava gave 10 dB suppression in the frequency 
range of 0.5 to 8 kHz, while the Spirit Windproof Balaclava gave 30 dB suppression in the same 
frequency range, which is a considerably better result. The Spirit Windproof Balaclava is part of 
the Spacer intermediate layer series, which complements the Pyrad collection from Wenaas.

19



WORKWEAR

GET READY FOR THE 
COOL, CRISP SEASON
No one is more familiar with Norwegian conditions than Wenaas. No one feels the cold 
 better than you, who work outside in winter.

As the only company in Norway designing workwear, no one knows Norwegian conditions better 
than us. This experience stands us in good stead when we’re designing clothing for the winter 
season.

Our rough climate puts great demands on workwear to provide optimum protection against the 
harsh climatic elements and risk factors that typically go with the job. At the same time comfort 
and functionality are essential to the user experience. That’s why we in designing our winter 
 collection worked closely with the users who wear our clothing on a daily basis.

Our three-layer system makes it easy to regulate the body temperature by taking off or  putting 
on a garment when the situation demands it. Underwear transporting moisture, insulating 
 mid- layers, and outer garments. On the outside we employ different materials to meet varying 
 requirements, materials that are completely waterproof, breathing membranes, and Qualitex, 
which is wind and water proof and transports moisture. Winter garments also feature an insulating 
inner lining that withstands many washes without losing its insulating properties. Of course, the 
company logo may be applied on all garments. We can provide assistance in selecting design, 
embroidery, and print.   

20



WORKWEAR

Norwegian climate and tough working situations demand workwear that protects from 
inner to the outer layer. With our 3-layer system it’s easy to regulate your body temperature 
by taking off or putting on a layer, whatever the situation may be.

1. Moisture-wicking underwear
The inner layer moves moisture away from the body. Underwear should be tight-fitting and not 
too thick. By using wool underwear body moisture is absorbed and transported to the outside, 
where it evaporates. Wool boasts high insulating property and excellent temperature- regulating 
characteristics. Additionally, by wearing flame retardant wool underwear you are protected 
against flames and electric arc.

2. Insulating mid-layer
This layer warms and protects against 
coldness. At the same time moisture is 
transported away from the body, keeping 
the user dry and warm. The mid-layer must 
not be tight-fitting; its purpose is to create 
a pocket of air between layer 1 and layer 3. 
Select one or more mid-layers depending on 
temperature and level of activity. In working 
situations potentially exposed to flames, a 
mid-layer with flame retardant protection 
should be selected.

3. Protective outer garment
This layer keeps wind, rain, snow and  
cold at bay and maintains the insulating air 
pocket in layer 2. Our range of  protective 
outer garments includes hi-visibility 
 clothing, flame retardant clothing, and other 
outer clothing specially designed to give 
 protection against one or several hazards 
in the working  environment. Other winter 
clothing is adapted to the varying Norwegian 
winter conditions. You will find shell clothing, 
padded jackets, short and long jackets, etc. 
in Wenaas’ range of products. Select the 
 suitable garment with basis in your needs 
and climate. 

3-LAYER CLOTHING

SAFE AND COMFORTABLE 
WORKWEAR IN THREE LAYERS

1.  MOISTURE-WICKING 
 UNDERWEAR

2.  INSULATING  
MID-LAYER

3.  PROTECTIVE OUTER 
GARMENT
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FLAME RETARDANT

THE BEST  
PROTECTION AGAINST 
ELECTRIC ARC 
An electric arc may occur both in high-voltage and low-voltage plants. The potential  scope 
of damage from arc flash short-circuits is described using the concept of “incident energy”, 
which is stated in calories per square centimetre (cal/cm2). The incident energy  
is a result of the amount of energy, time and distance to the arc flash.  
The scope of damage thereby depends on how long you are exposed  
to the electric arc, and how close you are to it.

Wearing the right protection is therefore essential for everyone working  
on electrical installations and who perform equipment maintenance  
in plants not protected against electric arc, or who work with high  
voltage equipment.

Multi-layered garments give 
best protection
Multi-layered garments provide the best protection against 
electric arc. Multi layers of arc-tested clothing give a 
 minimum ATPV rating, which equals the sum of the ATPV 
value – for each layer. However, the composition may give 
an ATPV rating higher than the sum of each layer. This is 
because several layers increase the air volume between your 
skin and the garments. By wearing multi layers of clothing, 
you insulate better against the energy of a potential electric 
arc. Nevertheless, only testing will show precisely how much 
protection the air layers provide.

22



FLAME RETARDANT

PPE 4PPE X PPE 3 PPE 2 PPE 1 PPE 0

-

+

EXTREME DANGER NO REQUIREMENT FOR ARC-RATED CLOTHING

Pick the right ATPV value
It is important to wear protective equipment adapted to the potential incident energy of a plant. 
We call this the ATPV value (Arc Thermal Performance Value). Such clothing must be marked with 
the number of calories per square centimetre they are able to resist.

The correct wear has an ATPV rating equal to or higher than the relevant arc energy rating at the 
workplace. It is essential for all equipment, in particular hard hat, visor and gloves, to be certified 
to the same level of protection.

What does it mean to wear multi-layered clothing?
1.  Always wear wool underwear against your skin. It is flame retardant and gives  optimum 

protection, while it transports moisture, keeping your body dry. By using the wrong textiles 
you risk the underwear igniting and melting into your skin.

2.  A flame retardant intermediate layer provides thermal insulation and enhanced  protection. 
You should consider the thickness of garment with basis in your working conditions and 
 working environment. Besides, an intermediate layer increases the amount of air between the 
garments and gives better insulation against the energy in a potential electric arc.

3.  The outer layer is the shell that gives you extra protection. The garment should be 
adapted to the potential incident energy, and the ATPV value at the workplace. The 
 multi-layered principle provides enhanced flexibility. You should evaluate and regulate the 
amount of garments with basis in the weather and wind conditions, and the level of risk 
within your specific workplace.

Classified 
 according to 
 incident energy:
PPE 0 ≤ 1,2 cal/cm² 

PPE 1 ≤ 4 cal/cm²

PPE 2 ≤ 8 cal/cm²

PPE 3 ≤ 25 cal/cm²

PPE 4 ≤ 40 cal/cm²

PPE x > 40 cal/cm²

23
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WORKWEAR

0-56830-19819 GORE-TEX JACKET ARCTIC PRO
Standing double collar, hidden hood with adjustment, and room for a helmet. Hidden 
zipper under the double front flap. The jacket has 2 chest pockets, 2 front pockets with 
a zipper under the flap, 1 sleeve pocket with flap, D-ring, bracket for radio on the chest 
and in waist. 1 map pocket with zipper, fitting for iPad, and 1 mobile pocket, 1 pen pocket 
inside. Adjustable hemline and cuff. 2 Reflex on torso, sleeve and 1 on shoulders.

COLOR 3205 Yellow fluorescent/Navy

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN 1149-5: 2008, EN ISO 20471:2013 XS-S class 2 og M-> 
class 3, EN ISO 11612:2015 A1+A2 B1 C1 D3 E1 F1, IEC 61482-
2:2009, Etb50 49,1 cal/cm2, HAF:94,8, class 2 (7 KA ), EN ISO 
11611:2015 class 2 A1+A2, EN 343:2003+A1:2007 class 3.3 EN 
13034:2005+A1:2009 Type PB(6) 

MATERIAL Gore Ebro 2L: 99,4% Polyester, 0,6% Carbon with Gore Pyrad 
 Fabric technology. Bicomponent membrane ePTFE, 215 g/m2, 
Lining: 100% PKM, Mesh: 100% Meta Aramid

0-26850-19819 GORE-TEX TROUSER ELECTRIC ARC
Waistband with high back, belt loops, Velcro closure, and hidden zipper in front. Adjustable 
waistline, detachable braces, and gusset in crotch. The trousers have 2 front pockets with 
flap, 2 thigh pockets with zipper and flap. The right thigh pocket has a tool pocket at the 
front, knee pad pockets with 2 levels. At the side seam, from the thigh pockets and down, 
hidden 2way zipper with flap over and under zipper. Legs has snow stopper with Velcro, 
press studs, elastic and hook, adjustable legs, and 2 reflective bands around each leg.

COLOR 3205 Yellow fluorescent/Navy

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN 1149-5: 2008, EN ISO 20471:2013 class 2 trouser assemble with 
jacket, class 3, EN ISO 11612:2015 A1+A2 B1 C1 D3 E1 F1,  IEC 
61482-2:2009, Etb50 49,1 cal/cm2,  HAF:94,8, class 2 (7 KA ), EN 
ISO 11611:2015 class2 A1+A2, EN 343:2003+A1:2007 class 3.3 EN 
13034:2005+A1:2009 Type PB(6)

MATERIAL Gore Ebro 2L: 99,4% Polyester, 0,6% Carbon with Gore Pyrad 
 Fabric technology. Bicomponent membrane ePTFE, 215 g/m2, 
Lining: 100% PKM, Mesh: 100% Meta Aramid

0-80930-19819 GORE-TEX COVERALL ARCTIC PRO
Standing collar, hidden hood With the adjustment, and with space for a helmet. Hidden 
two-way zipper under the flap at the front and on the legs. Elastic in waist, adjustable 
arms, and legs. Loop for radio and gas meter. Chest pockets, hip pockets and map 
 pocket with zipper, tool pocket, inner pocket and loop with a hook inside left chest 
 pocket. Reflex on body, arms, legs, and shoulders. 

COLOR 3205 Yellow fluorescent/Navy

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN 1149-5: 2008, EN ISO 20471:2013 class 3EN ISO 11612:2015 
A1+A2 B1 C1 D3 E1 F1,  IEC 61482-2:2009, Etb50 49,1 cal/cm2,  
HAF:94,8, class 2 (7 KA ), EN ISO 11611:2015 class 2 A1+A2, EN 
343:2003+A1:2007 class 3.3 EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type PB(6)

MATERIAL Gore Ebro 2L: 99,4% Polyester, 0,6% Carbon with Gore Pyrad 
 Fabric technology. Bicomponent membrane ePTFE, 215 g/m2, 
Lining: 100% PKM, Mesh: 100% Meta Aramid
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WORKWEAR

0-56810-19101 OFFSHORE WINTER JACKET
Fully lined, waterproof, concealed two-way front zipper with storm flap, Adjustable hood 
with velcro closure in front. 50 mm reflective tape over shoulders, around body and arms. 
Concealed cuffs.  Ajustable waist. ID pocket, two chest pockets, two interior pockets, two 
side pockets with fleece lining, sleeve pocket with flap.  

COLOR 28 Fluo Orange

SIZE XXS-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 20471:2013 kl.3, EN 1149-5:2008, EN 14116:2015 Index 1.3, 
EN 343:2007 Kl. 3.1

MATERIAL 99% Polyester, 1% Carbon, 210 g/m2. Lining: 100% Cotton

0-96809-19103 MULTIRISK SHELL JACKET
Standing collar, detachable and adjustable hood w/hidden zipper under the flap, and 
space for a helmet. 1 hand tightening in front of the hood, waistline, and bottom of the 
jacket. The model has extended back, inner ribbing at the bottom of the sleeves. Hidden 
zipper, and 1 map pocket with zipper under the double front flap. The jacket has 2 front 
pockets, 2 breast pockets with a zipper under the flap, left chest pocket w/ embroidered 
opening in front, inside and outside attachment for a gas detector. 1 inner pocket on the 
left side with a zipper. Reflexes on the body, arms, and shoulders.

COLOR 3205 Yellow fluorescent/Navy

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 14116:2015, Outer face index 1, inner face 3, EN ISO 
20471:2013, class 3,  EN 343:2003+A1:2007,class 3.3 EN 1149-
5:2008

MATERIAL 98% Polyester, 2% Carbon + PU coating. Fleece: 100% Polyester

0-80920-15511 OFFSHORE DALETEC 350A COVERALL
Standing collar, two-way zipper under the front flap. Expansion folds in back, elastic  
in the waist and adjustable cuffs and leg. 2 chest pockets with zipper, 1 inner pocket,  
2 front pockets with grip opening. 2 back pockets, tool pocket, 2 sleeve pockets. Knee 
pad pocket pockets, shaped knees. Reflex on shoulder, sleeve, and leg.

COLOR 25 Orange, 80 Red

SIZE C42-C70

STANDARD EN ISO 11612 A1+A2 B1 C1, EN 1149-5, EN 61482-1-2 kl. 1

MATERIAL 99% Cotton, 1% Antistatic, 350 g/m2.
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WORKWEAR

0-80911-10222 OFFSHORE COVERALL 220A
Reflective tape on shoulders, sleeves and legs. Collar, two-way zipper under the front 
flap. Expansion fold in back, elastic in the waist, loops inside the waistband and adjusta-
ble cuff and leg. 2 chest pockets with zipper under flap, 2 side pockets with grip opening. 
2 back pockets, 1 tool pocket and 1 sleeve pocket with flap. Knee pad pocket. Reflex on 
shoulder, sleeve, and leg.

COLOR 25 Orange, 40 White, 45 Royal Blue, 80 Red

SIZE C40-C70

STANDARD EN ISO 11612 A1+A2 B1 C1, EN 1149-5, IEC 61482-2 kl. 1 (4KA) 
Metervare: ATPV 7,6 cal/cm2, HAF =70%

MATERIAL 99% Cotton, 1% Antistatic, 220 g/m2

0-80926-16100 COVERALL OFFSHORE NOMEX 150A
Reflective tape on shoulders, sleeves and legs. Two-way zipper in front. Action back. 
Adjustable  waist and sleeve hem. Two zippered chest pockets, interior pocket, two front 
pockets with integrated access to undergarments. Two back pockets, ruler pocket. Pen 
pocket on sleeve. Knee pockets. 

COLOR 25 Orange, 45 Royal Blue

SIZE C44-C70

STANDARD EN ISO 11612 A1 A2 B1 C1, EN 1149-5

MATERIAL 93% Nomex, 5% Para-Aramid, 2% Static-Control, 150 g/m2

0-80760-114 COVERALL SHIPPING
Collar, pleat in back, 2-way zipper under front flap, with hidden press-studs. Coverall has 
Shoulder flaps, 2 chest pockets, right side, 1 radio pocket with flap, and a pen pocket. 
Left side pocket with flap, 1 Velcro stripe for attaching a name tag. 1 sleeve pocket with 
flap, 2 cross pockets with grip-opening, 2 back pockets with flap, 1 double tool pocket 
at right side with a small pocket. Elastic waistband, 4 loops on inside waist for fastening 
braces, adjustable sleeves, and legs, and 1 reflex tape at shoulders, sleeves, and legs.   

COLOR 25 Orange, 45 Royal Blue, 80 Red

SIZE C44-C70

MATERIAL 100% cotton, 240 g/m2
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WORKWEAR

0-89869-10222 COVERALL 220A
Folded collar, shoulder flap, hidden zipper under the front flap, pleat back, elastic waist 
and adjustable cuff in sleeve. The coverall has 2 chest pockets, left side with flap and right 
side with 1 cell phone pocket with flap, 1 pen pocket on left sleeve, 2 side pocket wit grip 
opening, 2 back pockets, 1 double tool pocket, 1 hip pocket with flap and 2 knee pad 
pockets. Hidden zipper in the lower part of the leg, hidden from in and outside. 1 reflective 
tape around the sleeves and legs.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE S-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 11612:2015, A1+A2, B1, C1

MATERIAL 99% Cotton,1% Antistatic, 220 g/m2

0-87855-156 SHIPPING COVERALL
Collar, hidden two-way front zipper. Strap on the chest and in the neck for attachment 
of Regatta Free safe lifejacket (art. no. 396-150).  Elastic in the waist, two chest pockets 
with flap, cell phone pocket, pen pocket, sleeve pocket, map pocket with zipper. Two side 
pockets with grip opening, 2 back pockets, one with flap, tool pocket, and knee pockets. 
Reflective tape on shoulders, around arms and lower legs.  Additional equipment: Adjus-
table, removable braces on the interior, attached to suit by straps. (art.no. 19567-156).

COLOR 532 Navy/Fluorescent Yellow, 8032 Red/Fluorescent Yellow

SIZE 44-66

STANDARD EN ISO 11612 A1 A2 B1 C1 

MATERIAL 75% Cotton, 25% Polyester, 290 g/m2

0-56855-19101 OFFSHORE SHIPPING JACKET WINTE
Waterproof outer fabric, taped seams and quilted lining. Standing collar with fleece, 
 detachable hood with regulation, customized for helmet, and Velcro closure in front. 
 Hidden two- way zipper under front flap, Strap on chest and neck for attachment of 
 Regatta Freesafe lifejacket (art. No.396-150). 2 chest pockets with zipper under flap,  
1 ID-card pocket, 1 sleeve pocket with flap, 2 front pockets with zip under flap, 1map 
pocket with zipper, 1 inner pocket, cell-phone pocket. Ribbing in sleeves.  Reflextive tape 
on shoulder and sleeve.

COLOR 532 Navy/Fluorescent Yellow, 8032 Red/Fluorescent Yellow

SIZE XXS-XXL

STANDARD EN ISO 14116:2008, index 1.3 EN 1149-5:2008, EN 
343:2003+A1:2007, cl. 3.1

MATERIAL 99% Polyester, 1% Antistatic, 210 g/m2, Lining: 100% Cotton
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WORKWEAR

0-88355-19101 SHIPPING WINTER COVERALL
Waterproof outer fabric, taped seams and fully quilted lining. Standing collar with fleece, 
detachable hood with brim, customized for helmet, hood has regulation and velcro 
closure in front. Two-way hidden front zipper. Belt in waist. Strap on chest and neck for 
fastening of Regatta Freesafe life jacket (Art. No. 396-150). 2 chest pockets with flap, cell 
phone pocket, ID-card pocket, pencil pocket. map pocket with zipper, Inner pocket with 
zipper, 2 side pockets wit sipper under flap, 2 back pockets, one with flap. Tool pocket. 
Pen pocket with flap on left sleeve. Knee pad pockets. Cuff in the end of the sleeve.  
Zipper in legs and under the sleeves. Reflective tape on shoulders, sleeves and legs.

COLOR 532 Navy/Fluorescent Yellow, 8032 Red/Fluorescent Yellow

SIZE XXS-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 14116 index 1, EN 1149-5, EN 343 kl.3.1

MATERIAL 99% Polyester, 1% Carbon, 210 g/m2, Lining: 100% Cotton

0-22147-446-8005 TROUSERS MARLAN 365
Trousers Hydro, ANTIFLAME MODEL. The model has elastic at the waistband, 7 belt 
loops, button in waist and hidden metal press studs in fly. Trouser has 2 cross pockets 
with flap, 2 back pockets with flap, 1 tool pocket with flap, and 1 hip pocket all pocket with 
flaps.  All flaps close’s with hidden metal press studs button.   

COLOR 8005 Red/Navy

SIZE 46-66

STANDARD EN ISO 11612 A1 A2 B1 C1 D3 E3 F1, IEC 61482-2 cl. 1 ( 4 KA )

MATERIAL 50% viscoce, 30%wool, 20% polyamide, 365 gr/m2. 

0-45747-446-8005 JACKET MARLAN 365
JACKET MARLAN. This model has Yoke in contrast at front and back, collar, closed with 
loop and plastic press studs button and facing inside the collar. The jacket has hidden 
metal press studs button and anti-flame Velcro in the front flap, buttons is between the 
outer and inner fabric layer, not directly to the body. Jacket has 2 chest pockets with 
flaps, 2 front pockets with a thin flap.  All flaps close with hidden press studs. Jacket has 
adjustable sleeves and 1 reflective tape around the sleeves.  

COLOR 8005 Red/Navy

SIZE 46-66

STANDARD EN ISO 11612:2015, A1 A2 B1 C1 D3 E3 F1, IEC 61482-2:2009 cl. 1 
(4 KA )

MATERIAL 50% viscoce, 30%wool, 20% polyamide, 365 gr/m2. 
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0-95300-18103-25 OFFSHORE RAIN BIB 'N BRACE
Trouser with braces, with main fabric at front, and elastic at back, closes with fix lock in 
front. Buckle at back to keep braces together. 1 hidden black plastic press -stud at right 
side, in the side opening, and elastic in the back of the waist.  Adjustable legs, and Reflex 
tape around legs.

COLOR 25 Orange

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 14116:2015 index 1, EN 343:2003+A1:2007 class.3.1

MATERIAL 65% Polyester, 35% Polyurethane, 220 g/m2

0-95200-18103-25 OFFSHORE RAIN JACKET
Hood with regulation. Button closure in front with double flap. 2 front pockets with flaps. 
Adjustment in the lower sleeve. Reflex on shoulder and sleeve.

COLOR 25 Orange

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 14116:2015 index 1, EN 343:2003+A1:2007 class 3.1

MATERIAL 65% Polyester, 35% Polyurethane, 220 g/m2

0-29671-12203-30 TROUSER PBI MAX PARALLON 600
Adjustable and detachable braces. Zipper in front with flap and Velcro closure. Elastic 
adjustment in life. Two thigh pockets with flap. Knife pocket with flap. Hook for hanging 
gloves. Shaped knees. Snow gaiters with elastic in the bottom of leg with adjustment.

COLOR 30 Yellow

SIZE XXS-XXXL

STANDARD EN 469:2005 Xf2, Xr2,Y2,Z2

MATERIAL PBI Max, 205 g/m2. Inner Layer: Parallon 600., 295 g/m2.   
Reinforcement: 100% Silicon coating
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0-49671-12203-30 JACKET PBI MAX PARALLON 600
Padding on shoulder. Solid front zipper with storm flaps and velcro fastening. Extended 
back piece. Possibility of replaceable pocket panels for all types of communication 
 equipment on the chest. Two front pockets with flap. Hooks for suspending gloves. 
 Shaped sleeve, solid padding on lower sleeve and thumb grip in sleeve end. 

COLOR 30 Yellow

SIZE XXS-XXXL

STANDARD EN 469:2005 Xf2, Xr2,Y2,Z2

MATERIAL PBI Max, 205 g/m2. Inner Layer: Parallon 600., 295 g/m2.  
 Reinforcement: 100% Silicon coating

0-85650-186-29 FLEXOTAN MUDDRESS
Hood with adjustment. Opening with two-way zipper in front. Elastics in waist.  Concealed 
elastics in sleeve end. Snap fastener adjustment in leg end.  Non flame retardant. 
 Offshore reflex.

COLOR 29 Burned Orange

SIZE S-XXL

MATERIAL 55% Polyamid, 45% Polyurethane, 170 g/m2

0-29637-12507-7 TROUSERS ACTION WITH REFLEX
This model has waistband with 8 belt loops, button, and Zip in fly. Trouser has pleat in 
front and incision at back. 2 cross pockets in front. 1 back pockets with a zip under flap.  
2 passepoilert hip pockets with zip, 2 hip-pocket with expanding and flap, outside right 
hip pocket, 1 passepoilert hip pocket wit zipper. Trouser has reflex tape on leg, shaped 
knee with reinforcement, and adjustable legs.

COLOR 7 Dark Navy Blue 5891

SIZE C44-C64

MATERIAL Main fabric 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 215 gr.
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4-23621-70881-7 MENS UNIFORM TROUSERS BN - STD
Uniform trousers in dark navy. Men's trousers with two front pockets and two back 
 pockets. Modern fit, in comfortable quality. Anti-slip tape on the inside of the waistband. 
Comes in three lengths; standard 81cm, short 76cm, long 86cm. Color: dark navy, 
 meltered. Quality: 54% polyester / 44% wool / 2% elastane.

This model has waistband with belt loops, press-studs button, and zipper in the fly. The 
trouser has 2 front pockets. 1 back pocket on the right side with zipper and flap. 2 passe-
poilert hip pockets with zipper. 2 hip pockets with flap, right side with expansion, closed 
with flap, the pocket has a small outside passepoilert pocket in the front with zipper. Left 
hip pocket divided into two pockets, closed with a flap. The trouser has reinforcement on 
the knee’s, 1 reflective band around the legs, and at the end of the legs, a tunnel with an 
elastic band with a small tamp at the end of the elastic for adjustment of the width, tamp 
closes with press-studs

COLOR 7 Dark Navy Blue 5891

SIZE

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

44-62

54% polyester / 44% wool / 2% elastane. 

65% polyester, 35% Cotton, 210g 

0-29137-12507-7 TROUSERS LADY ACTION W/REFLEX

COLOR 7 Dark Navy Blue 5891

SIZE 36-54

0-24196-10202-3210 HIGH-VIS TROUSERS KL.1
waist band with, belt loops, at the back of the waist on the middle 1 double loop, and 
big hammer loops at both sides closed by velcro. Zip in fly and metal button in the waist. 
Gusset in crotch for better movement.  2 cross pockets. 2 back pockets. Under right back 
pocket a hammer-loop. Tool pocket with metal button, pen-pocket, and a small knife 
loop.  Double hip pocket at left side with flap,  Smal pocket has an extra expansion, ID-
card pocket,  Knee-pad pocket, adjustment for with and length in the leg, and reflective 
tape around the legs. 

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE C44-C64

STANDARD EN ISO 20471 Class. 1

MATERIAL 80% Polyester, 20% Cotton, 300 g/m2. Contrast: 65% Polyester, 
35% Cotton, 310 g/m2. Reinforcement: 100% Cordura
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0-14394-10202-3210 HIGH-VIS SHORTS CL.1
Waistband with metal button, zip in the fly, belt loops and belt loops in Cordura, 2 big Tool 
holders with Velcro on the side. Two front pockets, two back pockets. Hip pocket with 
flap, cell phone pocket, and one small pocket. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket, with reinforce-
ment, a button for a knife, pen pocket and knife loop. 2 Reflex tape on thighs.

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE C44-C62

STANDARD EN ISO 20471 Class. 1

MATERIAL 80% Polyester, 20% Cotton, 300 g/m2. Contrast: 65% Polyester, 
35% Cotton, 310 g/m2. Reinforcement: 100% Cordura

0-51594-18807-3210 HIGH-VIS PILOT JACKET
Waterproof outer fabric, and fully quilted lining. Standing collar with fleece, Hidden zipper 
under double front flap, Hidden from in and outside. yoke at front and back. Lengthened 
back, and a rib knit cuff with thumb grip. The jacket has 2 chest pockets with flap, 1 
ID-card pocket, 1 pen pocket, 2 front pockets with a zipper under the flap, 1 cell-phone 
pocket with flap. Velcro adjustment in sleeves and at the back, reflective tape on torso 
sleeve and shoulder. 

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 20741:2013 XS kl. 2 S> kl. 3EN342

MATERIAL 100% Polyester 230 g/m2. Fleece: 100% Polyester, Fòr: 100% 
Polyester

0-81594-18807-3210 HIGH-VIS COVERALL WINTER
Standing collar with fleece, detachable hood with regulation, customized for a helmet.  
Two-way hidden zipper under double front flap, yoke, and pleat in the back. Belt loops 
and tool loops in the waist, elastic at the back waist, hidden zipper in the leg, Velcro width 
adjustment at bottom leg. 1 double Chest pocket with flap, pencil pocket, ID-card pocket, 
and cell phone pocket. Two front pockets, one back pocket with flap on the right side. 
Tool pocket with knife holder and pen pocket.  Map pocket under the front flap, with cell 
phone pocket inside. Cordura knee pad pockets. Ribbing in sleeves with a thumb grip 
and velcro width adjustment. Reflective tape on shoulders, sleeves, body and leg.

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE S-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 20471:2013 class 3, EN 342:2004, Air permability Class 3

MATERIAL 100% Polyester 230 g/m2. Fleece: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% 
Polyester
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Hi-visibility winter coverall
FLEECE

on the inside of collar provides 
high comfort

EXTRA REFLECTIVE TAPE
For high visibility and with 

reflective tape on shoulders 
well visible from above 

BACK POCKET WITH FLAP
prevents snow from entering

FOLDING RULE POCKET
with pencil pocket and button 

for knife sheath

ELASTICATED BACK WAIST
on the inside of collar provides 

good comfort

ACTION BACK 
provides optimum working comfort

ADJUSTABLE LEG

HIDDEN ZIPPER
prevents dirt and dust from entering

ADJUSTABLE SLEEVE WIDTH
with Velcro and ribbed cuff with thumb grip pre-
vent dirt and dust from entering

SIDE POCKETS
easily accessible

BELT LOOPS FOR TOOL HOLDERS

KNEE POCKET WITH FLAP

POCKET WITH FLAP
ID pocket and cell phone pocket

ZIPPER DOWN OUTER SEAM OF LEGS
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0-1010-18-3210 OVERALL 1014 PLU
Two-way zipper and snap closure in pole to top of collar, two loosely hanging belt pockets with push-
button, 1 with flap and push-button and D-ring, 1 with push-button and pen pocket, buttons and loops 
for knife on belt pockets, elastic braces, two loose-hanging, foldable CORDURA® - reinforced pockets, 
left pocket with extra pocket and right pocket with three pockets and tool holders, two front pockets, 
D-ring in waistband, double, reinforced seam in the crotch, two back pockets, 1 with flap and Velcro 
closure, thigh pocket with flap and Velcro, mobile pocket with flap and Velcro fastener, D-ring and ID card 
holder in plastic, hammer strap, CORDURA®-reinforced thumb pocket with tool pocket, and two buttons 
and holders for two knives, life adjustment with buttons, reinforced thigh panels in contrasting color, 
bent legs, CORDURA®- reinforced knee pockets with internal opening for height adjustment of knee 
pads, CORDURA® reinforcement in leg closure, approved according to EN 14404 along with knee pads 
124292, EN ISO 20471, class 2, wash eritest tested according to 15797, OEKO-TEX® certified.

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE 44-66

STANDARD EN 20471, EN 14404

0-25682-18006-32 HI-VIS RAIN TROUSERS CL. 2
Removable braces, elasticated waistband, belt loops, opening for hanging pockets. 

COLOR 32 Flouresent yellow

SIZE S-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 20471:2013 class. 2, essemblies with jacket class 3,  
EN 343:2003+A1:2007 class. 3.1

MATERIAL 100 % Polyurethane, Coated Nylon Jersey, 250 g/m2

0-95482-18006-32 HI-VIS RAIN JACKET CLASS 3
Detachable hood with drawstring, extra reflective tape on shoulder, buttons and zipper in 
front and ventilation in back. Two front pockets, the right one with inside phone pocket. 
Adjustable cuffs. 

COLOR 32 Flouresent yellow

SIZE S-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 20471:2013 class. 3,  EN 343:2003+A1:2007 class. 3.1

MATERIAL 100 % Polyurethane, Coated Nylon Jersey, 250 g/m2
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VISIBILITY

New requirements relating to hi-visibility workwear 

Class 0 Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

ENO ISO 20471 – Hi-visibility protective clothing

The standard specifies requirements and test 
methods for hi-vis clothing, aimed at making users 
visible in all high risk situations, regardless of light 
conditions.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
In accordance with the new standard hi-vis work-
wear must be designed in a uniform manner, re-
garding for example such things as the positioning 
of reflective bands and the fluorescent material. 
The requirements depend on which parts of the 
body the garment is meant to cover (only the tor-
so, torso and arms, torso and legs. Only the legs, 
or garments covering both torso, arms and legs).  
Reflective bands and the fluorescent material must 
be equally distributed over the front and back of 
the garment, with a maximum deviation of + 10%.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
The standard requires that the fluorescent 
fabric retains its fluorescing properties after a 
certain number of wash cycles. For materials 
in contrast colour there is a colourfastness 
requirement. Additionally, the reflective fabric 
has to retain its reflective properties after being 
washed.

Minimum area per garment for fluorescent 
fabrics and reflective materials, measured  
in m2.

Fabric    Class 3  Class 2  Class 1

Fluorescent fabric                0,80 0,50  0,14

Reflective material               0,20 0,13  0,10

In many workplaces ensuring safety and high visibility are an essential part of efforts to reduce work-
place accidents. That’s why we’re developing safety solutions that will protect the whole body from 
head to toe. Our workwear and protective safety equipment make you safe as well as visible, enabling 
you to fully concentrate on your job.
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Gore-Tex trouser 
cl. 2

26882-198

Trouser cl. 2 
with tool pocket

74390-10202

Trouser cl. 2
24396-10202

Trouser cl. 1
24196-10202 

Trouser, winter 
cl. 2 

23596-18807

Raintrouser cl. 2 
25682-18006

Rainoverall cl. 2   
95982-18006

Shorts
14394-10202

Kneepads
26006-0

Type 2 Level 1 Type 2 Level 1 Type 2 Level 1 Type 2 Level 1

Gore-Tex jacket 
cl. 3
96882-198

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

Parka cl. 3
96494-18807

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

Jacket
51594-8807  
XS cl. 2, >S cl. 3

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

Pilotjacket cl. 3
43894-10202
XS=cl. 2. 
S>cl. 3.

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

Vest cl. 2
54194-10202

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

Softshell
35594-218  
XS >S cl. 2,  
M> cl. 3

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

14394-10202 
co-certifyed with 

35594-218  
Class 3

Fleecejacket cl. 3 
35595-21705
XS=cl. 2, S>cl. 3

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

Sweater 
35286-21703  
XS=cl. 2, S>cl. 3 

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

Rainjacket cl. 3 
95482-18006

Class 3 Class 3

T-shirt, 
long sleeve cl. 2
35195-10302
XS=cl. 2, M>cl. 3

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

14394-10202 
co-certifyed with 

35594-218  
Class 3

T-shirt cl. 2
35094-10302

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

Co-certifyed 
14394-10202 and 

35094-10302 
achieves cl.2

Piqué cl. 2 
35194-10302

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

Safety vest cl. 2
48201-107

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

Safety vest cl. 2
48400-107

Class 3 Class 3 Class 3

TOPS 

TROUSER   
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0-35594-218-3210 HI-VIS SOFTSHELL JACKET
Wind and water repellent fabric with fleece inside. Zip at front. Reflective tape on 
 shoulders, body and sleeves. Raglan sleeves with elastic cuffs with thumb grip, with black 
insert. Two side zip pockets in black. Chest pocket with zipper and ID pocket. Extended 
back piece in black where the jacket is particularly susceptible to dirt. 

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 20471 XS cl. 2, S> cl. 3

MATERIAL 100% Polyester, 300 g/m2 

0-203-50-32 VEST 203-G-RET CL.2 CARVEST
Reflective stripes around waist. Velcro closure at front. One size.

COLOR 32 Flouresent yellow

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN ISO 20471 cl. 2, EN 471 cl. 2.2

MATERIAL 100% polyester 

0-35094-10302-3210 T-SHIRT HIVIZ
T-shirt with round neck. Black rib collar. Elastic applied reflective tape around waist and 
over shoulders.

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 20471:2013, class 2

MATERIAL 100% Polyester, 140 g/m2
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0-35194-10302-3210 T-SHIRT PIQUET HIVIZ
Short sleeved piqué, with black rib collar, elastic reflective tape over shoulders and waist. 
Pocket at right hand side.

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 20471:2013, Class. 2

MATERIAL 100% Polyester, 140 g/m2

0-35195-10302-3210 T-SHIRT LS HIVIZ
Long sleeve t-shirt. Black rib V-neck. Stretch Reflective tape on Shoulders, Body, and 
Sleeves 

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD EN ISO 20471:2013, XS-S Class 2, M-> Class 3

MATERIAL 100% Polyester, 140 g/m2

0-2998-0-3210 BEANIE REVERSIBLE KNITTED
Beanie, knitted and reversible. Yellow on one outside, alternatively black with yellow bord.

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE One Size

MATERIAL 96% Acrylic, 4% Elastane
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0-6-8040-40 DISPOSABLE SUIT WENAAS W40
Disposable suit in breathable, antistatic, silicone-free and laminated material. Inner 
seams. Hood designed for use of mask. Zipper in full length. Protection type 5 and 6, 
against solid particles and limited chemical spray. Suitable for pharmaceutical industry, 
production, water and electricity plants, electronics, agriculture and spray packaging. 
Discarded after use. Carton: 25 pcs.

COLOR 40 White

SIZE S-XXXL

STANDARD EN 1073-2:2002, EN 1149-1:1995, EN ISO 13982-1:2004 Type 5, EN 
ISO 13034:2005 Type 6.

MATERIAL Polypropylene

0-6-8111-40 DISPOSABLE SUIT WENAAS A40
Disposable suit in breathable, antistatic, silicone-free and laminated material. Inner 
seams. Hood designed for use of mask. Zipper in full length. Protection type 5 and 6, 
against solid particles and limited chemical spray. Suitable for pharmaceutical industry, 
production, water and electricity plants, electronics, agriculture and spray packaging. 
Discarded after use. Carton: 25 pcs.

COLOR 40 White

SIZE S-XXXL

STANDARD EN 1073-2:2002, EN 1149-1:1995, EN ISO 13982-1:2004 Type 5, EN 
ISO 13034:2005 Type 6.

MATERIAL Polypropylene
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WORKWEAR

DESIGNED
FOR COMFORT
At Wenaas nothing is more important to us than protecting people at work.  
However, we understand that workwear should be comfortable and look good.

This is why we have put together a profile range consisting of, amongst others, short-sleeved and 
long-sleeved T-shirts, technical wear, hooded sweaters, woollen jumpers, hats and caps, which 
can be worn separately or in combination with our traditional workwear.

The garments have a modern design, are durable and supplied in the quality you have grown 
accustomed to and expect from Wenaas. This means, amongst others, reinforced seams, 
 concealed zippers and stretch materials adapting to the natural body movements.

Thanks to an exact fit and a large selection of stocked sizes for both women and men, users will 
be able to find a size that fits. Most styles are available in a range of different colours, allowing 
your company to find their own expression. Items that are not in stock at Måndalen can be 
 delivered directly from the manufacturer within 10 days.

A number of garments are specially designed to be used as promotional products, helping to 
 enhance corporate identity. Our in-house VAS team can also add logo, badges or messages, 
to help make your company more visible. Whether it be in the a workplace, at customer events, 
 presence at fairs or for developing teamwork at internal events.
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0-35010-0 T-SHIRT WENAAS GOLDEN
T-Shirt with classic fit, round neck. Pre-shrunk. 100% combed cotton,  
single jersey, round spuned, 185 g/m2.

COLOR 5 Navy Blue, 10 Black, 40 White, 45 Royal Blue, 61 Light Grey 
Melange, 64 Dark Grey, 80 Red

SIZE S-XXXL

MATERIAL 100% Combed Cotton, single jersey, 185g/m2

0-35146-0 POLO SHIRT WENAAS FALK
Classic polo t-shirt with three buttons in front, straight fit, with side split. 

COLOR 5 Navy Blue, 10 Black, 40 White, 45 Royal Blue, 64 Dark Grey,  
80 Red

SIZE XS-XXXL

MATERIAL 100 % Cotton, 200g/m2.

0-1722-0-5 POLOSHIRT LS A-CODE 1722
Long sleeved heavyweight polo shirt with flat knitted collar and cuffs.

COLOR 5 Navy Blue

SIZE L-XS

MATERIAL 100% Cotton
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0-35167-10402-5 POLO SHIRT VENICE LADY
Comfortable short sleeved lady shirt made from piqué woven fabric. The shirt has front 
placket with 4 matching buttons with brim in fake mother of pearl, rib-knitted cuff in 
sleeves, and shirt collar. contrast herringbone tape inside the collar and the shirt’s 2 side 
splits.   

COLOR 5 Navy Blue

SIZE S-XL

MATERIAL 100% Cotton, 200 g/m2.

0-121-62-40 MENS SHIRT
A stylish shirt with classic collar. Regular fit. Short sleeves. This shirt is easy to iron.  
This is a high quality men's shirt in both fabric and sewing

COLOR 40 White

SIZE 35/36-47/48

MATERIAL 60/38/2% Cotton/Polyester/Elastane, 134 g/m2

0-27950-0-44 SHIRT CLARK
Long sleeve shirt in regular fit. Lined stitches. Can be used with cufflinks.

COLOR 44 Light Blue

SIZE S-XXXL

MATERIAL Cotton
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0-35207-21601-59 HOODIE ATLANTA+
Men's Hoodie, with long raglan sleeves and rib-cuff, lined hood with white thick lace in 
front for adjustment. The hoodie has a big kangaroo pockets in front with a small pocket 
with a zipper partly inside, the zipper is slightly visible from outside, makes an extra nice 
detail. Torso has rib-cuff at the bottom of the sweater.

COLOR 59 Dark Navy

SIZE XS-3XL

MATERIAL 70/30 Cotton/Polyester, 300 g/m2

0-35517-0 FLEECE JACKET W WINDBREAKER
Fleece jacket, windproof micro fleece with TPU membrane, zippered chest pocket on 
right side, two front pockets. Black lycra tape in sleeve ends. Adjustable hem. 

COLOR 10 Black, 5 Navy Blue

SIZE XS-XXXL

MATERIAL 100% Micropolyester Fleece - Antipill and antistatic treated, 
280 g/m2

0-35518-0-5 JACKET WENAAS MICRO FLEECE
Fleece jacket with contrast color in neck, zippered chest pocket on right side.  
Two zippered front pockets. Black lycra band in sleeve ends. Adjustable hem.

COLOR 5 Navy Blue

SIZE XS-XXXL

MATERIAL 100 % Micro Polyesterfleece, 280 gr/m2
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0-122-209-10 JACKET SHELL 1461
Lightweight shell jacket in 4-ways super stretch fabric. Water and windproof with fully 
taped seams and high breathability.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE S-XXXL

MATERIAL Polyester

0-35535-0-10 JACKET SOFT SHELL W BERGEN
Softshell jacket with high neck. Zip in front, chest pockets at left side, two front pockets, 
both with zip in white contrast color. Sleeve and hem with width adjustment.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE XS-XXXL

MATERIAL 93% Polyester, 7% Spandex, 300g/m2 - Slick surface, membrane 
and micro fleece inside, water resistant and breathable.

0-113-530-4 JACKET SOFTSHELL LADY 1477 SBT
Windproof and water-repellent. Full-length front zip. 2 front pockets with zip.

COLOR 4 Sailor Blue

SIZE S-XXL

MATERIAL 100 % Polyester
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0-119-11-4 JACKET FLEECE LADY
A classic fleece jacket in soft comfortable material with a feminine fit and zipped side 
pockets.

COLOR 4 Sailor Blue

SIZE S-XXL

MATERIAL 100% Polyester

0-122-210-10 JACKET STRETCH LADY
Lightweight shell jacket in 4-ways super stretch fabric. Water and windproof with fully 
taped seams and high breathability.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE S-XXL

MATERIAL 100% Polyester
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SPACER INTERMEDIATE CLOTHING

TECHNOLOGY THAT 
MAKES IT EVEN EASIER 
TO KEEP WARM
The Spacer intermediate layer uses new technology that combines extra insulation with low 
weight. Spacer is perfect for everyone who works in cold and demanding environments – whether 
they are craftsmen, building and construction workers, or working at power stations or on oil 
 platforms.

Spacer intermediate clothing – the greatest possible insulation at the lowest possible weight
With Spacer technology, we have managed to create a material that maintains the unique 
properties of wool, but with even greater insulation. Physiological laboratory tests at SINTEF in 
Trondheim show that the Spacer intermediate layer weighs less but provides as good or better 
insulation than other, heavier materials.

Three unique layers
The Spacer intermediate layer consists of a three-dimensional knitted material, with wool on the 
inside and outside. Spacer yarn maintains the gaps between these layers, allowing airflow that 
increases the insulating effect - while allowing the weight to be kept to a minimum. The Spacer 
 intermediate layer from Devold also gives good temperature regulation, high moisture wicking, 
and a fast drying time. The collection consists of a jacket, trousers, and a balaclava (Spirit Wind-
proof Balaclava).

The Space intermediate layer complements the Pyrad collection
The Spacer intermediate layer worn over Spirit FR underwear complements the Pyrad collection 
or other shell clothing. It provides increased comfort and safety, where greater mobility makes it 
easier to manage the world’s most demanding jobs.
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0-130-310-110PANTS SPACER
Spacer pants are made of three-dimensional knitted fabric, with wool 
inside and out. Spacer yarns maintain the distance between the layers 
and open it up to increase more airflow insulation, and at the same time 
keeping the weight low. With Spacer technology, one has managed to 
create an extremely high heat-to-weight value, good temperature control, 
high transport of moisture and that makes the fabric to dries quickly. The 
pants have an elastic waist and rib-cuffs at the end of the leg

COLOR 110 Anthracite

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD ISO 11612 A1A2B2C2, EN1149-5, EN61482 cL1

MATERIAL 35% Lenzing, 30% Polyester, 28% Ull, 6% Polya-
mid, 1%  Nega-Stat

0-251-310-110 JACKET SPACER
SPACER FR jacket is with three-dimensional knitted fabric, with wool 
inside and outside. Spacer yarns maintain the distance between the layers 
and open with it for increasing airflows the insulation - while keeping 
the weight low. With Spacer technology, one has managed to make one 
intermediate clothing that retains the unique properties of wool, while also 
providing increased insulation. The jacket has a standing collar, zip in front 
and cuff in sleeves. 

COLOR 110 Anthracite

SIZE XS-XXXL

STANDARD ISO 11612 A1+A2,B2,C2, EN1149-5, EN 61482 cL1

MATERIAL 35% Lenzing, 30% Polyester, 28% Wool, 6% 
Polyamide, 1%  Nega-Stat.  Contrast: 49 % Lenzing 
FR/39 % Wool  Wight: 300 g/m2

0-127-382-10 UNDERWEAR 7416 UE
Fitted underwear in quick drying material with moisture-wicking control

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE XS-XXXL

MATERIAL 100 % Polyester
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WORKWEAR

0-815-269-10 DEVOLD SAFE BALACLAVA
Flame retardant balaclava is versatile wool underwear that covers the need for protection 
in occupations where one is exposed to heat and flame during the workday. Safe is knit-
ted with Lenzing FR and merino wool, with polyamide reinforcement. Merino wool keeps 
your body dry and comfortable even during high activity. 

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN ISO 11612:2008 A1+A2, B1, C1, EN 1149-5:2008,EN 61482-1-
2:2007 cl. 1 (4 ka)

MATERIAL 50% FR Lenzing, 40% merinoull, 8% polyamid, 2% NEGA-STAT, 
230 g/m2

0-36700-0-5 ZERO CAP SN 1
Hood is made of lining, padding (outside) and Devold wool (at inside) all layers is quilted 
together. Hood has 4 tamps with buttonholes and plastic buttons, 1 in front, 1 at back and 
1 at each side. 3 buttonholes at each side of hood. Top and bottom of hood is split with 
6mm metal zipper. Elastic in front with velcro at the end for fastening under.

COLOR 5 Navy Blue

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 531 Certification waiting for update

0-36701-196-80 FLAME RETARDANT BALACLAVA
Balaclava, flame retardant, with ribbing in neck, and with quilted lining. Carton: 50 pcs.

COLOR 80 Red

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 531

MATERIAL 100% Cotton
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WORKWEAR

0-10160-0-10OFFSHOREBAG PVC
Offshore bag with carry handles and shoulder strap, inner ID-card holder. 
60x30x30 cm.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE One Size

MATERIAL PVC

0-10170-0-8010OFFSHORE BAG WENAAS NYLON/PVC0
Offshore bag With carry handles and shoulder strap, Inside ID-card holder. 
60x30x30 cm.

COLOR 8010 Red/Black

SIZE One Size

MATERIAL Nylon/PVC

0-26005-0-98KNEEPADS, STANDARD, PAIR
The kneepad has upgraded material that protects the knee better and has 
longer durability. The knee pad are equiped with text informing you that the 
kneepad shall be placed with cushion against the knee (this side towards 
knee). If placed the wrong way they will not protect the knee sufficiently and 
quickly wear down. Width 150 mm, height 198 mm, thickness 19mm.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE PAR

MATERIAL Etylenvinylacetat (EVA)

0-10150-0-805WENAAS OFFSHORE BAG WENAAS
Carry strap, shoulder strap,  PVC-coated on inside. 60x30x30 cm.

COLOR 805 Red/Navy

SIZE One Size

MATERIAL 100% Polyester, PVC coating. 300 g/m2
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FOOTWEAR

TAKING NEW  
STEPS TOGETHER
Choose footwear from someone who knows how it is to be in your shoes.

The requirements that safety footwear have to meet are as complex as the qualities they need 
to have. They need to be shock-absorbing, ensure a good grip on the surface, and provide good 
stability and support for the rest of the body. Not least they need to protect you against the 
 external risk factors which make safety shoes a must. 

What is more, they need to maintain these qualities through hard wear over a long time. 

As a direct supplier we keep in regular contact with professional customers, HSE personnel, and 
users of our safety shoes. The feedback we receive is channeled back into product development 
of our safety footwear, where the goal consistently is to obtain optimal protection and comfort.

That’s why we are not satisfied with simply meeting norm requirements; we surpass them in terms 
of shock-absorption and slip resistance. We make lasts designed for Nordic sized feet, using light 
weight safety toes providing optimal safety and room for toe movement. We wish all our users 
to wear footwear that fits perfectly. That’s why we offer Workpro insoles certified for use in our 
 footwear, providing 100% contact between foot and footwear. 

Choose between a broad range of footwear from our Wenaas brand and from manufacturers 
 supplying quality we can vouch for: Because we know how it is to be in your shoes.
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LASTING QUALITY 
High quality leather and 
technical lining provide 
good temperature control 
and attractive lifetime 
costs of Wenaas products.

ADAPTED
Anyone can find footwear that fits. Our 
footwear collection offers a number of 
different fits, and  Workpro insole gives 
opportunity for individual adjustment.

TECHNOLOGY 
AND PROPERTIES

FIT
Memory foam around ankle gives 
superior fit and comfort, preventing 
blisters.

TRIPLE SHOCK
ABSORBTION
Insole  provides 
good  comfort. Gel 
cushion provides for 
shock absorption in 
heel area, preventing 
muscular and ske-
letal diseases. Light 
weight moulded PU 
in midsole.
 

DRY AND 
COMFORTABLE

Sweat-absorbent 
insole makes feet 
feel dry and gives 
comfort through a 

long workday.

GOOD GRIP ON THE SURFACE
Our SRC soles exceed normal slip resistance  
standards. Users get a good grip on the surface  
both summer and winter, preventing slipping.

STABLE AND STEADY
Shank – provides footwear 
stability and gives sufficient 
support.

THE LAST 
Designed for 
Nordic sized 
feet

PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT
Workpro insoles are individually 
adapted and certified for use in 
our safety footwear.

STABLE HEEL STAY  
Ensures footwear 

stability, giving feet 
sufficient support and 
greater comfort during 

the workday.

GOOD FOOT GRIP
Stable heel cap keeps feet in 
their place and ensures a long 
lifetime of footwear 

W-TEX
Ensures dry feet. Water 
stays on the outside while 
moisture/sweat is released 
from the inside.

SAFETY TOE
Light weight safety toe provides 
optimal protection, at the same 
time as allowing enough room 
for toe movement.
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BREATHABLE
OUTER MATERIAL
OR LEATHER

W-TEX 
MEMBRANE 

NYLON
MESH

WATER

MOISTURE

COLD/SNOW

WIND

W-TEX
W-TEX by Wenaas offers superior water tightness and optimal 
safety. Our safety shoes and boots with W-TEX membrane 
are designed to keep your feet dry no matter the state of the 
 weather. The W-TEX membrane makes sure that water stays on 
the outside while moisture/sweat is released from the inside. 

ELECTRIC INSULATED 
EH ASTM F2413-11 is electric insulating up to 18,000 V. When footwear is electric insulating it does 
not conduct electricity. In case of an accident the footwear will insulate towards the ground so that 
the current does not pass through the body, but goes into the ground/surface. The footwear is suited 
for work on power lines. Electric insulating is the opposite of ESD and antistatic: It is therefore not 
suited for activities where there is a risk of sparks from static electricity igniting inflammable gases and 
liquids.  

ESD 
ESD stands for electrostatic discharge. Electrically conductive footwear must be used whenever it is 
necessary to minimize electrostatic discharges in the shortest possible time, e.g. if there is a risk of 
destroying electronic equipment. An ESD shoe is antistatic. If you get an electric shock while wearing an 
ESD shoe, the current will go straight through your body. ESD shoes are primarily made to preserve fine 
pitch electronics, not to protect the worker. Electrically conductive footwear must not be worn if there is 
the slightest risk of getting an electric shock from the live parts of electrical appliances. Products marked 
ESD fulfill current requirements and standards for ESD. In order for ESD shoes to work in a satisfactory 
manner, both the personal protective equipment and the workplace must divert static electricity.

ANTISTATIC
Antistatic footwear is slightly conductive and discharges the static electricity gathered in the body, 
using it when necessary to minimize electrostatic charges. This way the risk of sparking ignition 
from e.g. inflammable substances and vapors is prevented. At the same time it is electric insulating, 
providing protection against dangerous electrical shocks in the case of defective electrical devices 
powered by voltage levels up to 230 V. Resistance limit values are 100 kΩ - 1000 MΩ. For electricians 
working in locations with an explosion hazard, antistatic footwear is the best alternative.     

W-SOLE
Wenaas has developed an entirely new sole, to be used on Wenaas’ future footwear collection. The 
sole has a contemporary and sporty design, and properties that makes it suitable for tough environ-
ments. It is made in hard-wearing rubber, with a polyurethane midsole. It withstands heat up to 300°, 
is oil-resistant and functions eminently in cold environments. The pattern has a structure that offers 
superior grip both sideways and in linear movements. Its unique draining channels release water, 
snow, oil and dirt. Our shock absorption system, combined with in-built support in the arch of foot, 
provides high comfort and safety throughout the workday. W-SOLE is now being launched in our 
newly developed collections, Voltmaster and Prowork.
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FOOTWEAR

 EU UK US  US mm
   Man Women

 35 2,5 3 4 225

 36 3 4 5 232

 37 4 4,5 5,5 239

 38 5 5 6 245

 39 6 6 7 252

 40 6,5 7 8 260

 41 7 8 9 267

 42 8 8,5 9,5 271

 43 9 9 10 279

 44 10 10 11 286

 45 10,5 11 12 292

 46 11 11,5 12,5 298

 47 12 12 13 305

 48 13 13 14 312

Place one of your 
feet on the piece of
paper with the heel
against the wall and 
mark the longest part 
of your foot on the 
paper. 

Do the same with the 
other foot. If they
differ, use the longest 
measurement.

By using a ruler, 
 measure the length 
from the edge of the 
piece of paper to the 
line. 

The length of the foot
+ extra length = length 
in mm as referenced in 
the table. I.e. if the
foot is 282 mm long 
+ 10 mm, you should
order a size 45. 

Put a piece of paper
on the floor, from the
wall and outwards. 

1 2 3

CARE FOR LEATHER
Leather footwear should be treated with shoe polish,
preferably followed by spray impregnation.

CARE FOR TEXTILES
Textile footwear should be impregnated using spray 
 impregnation. Do not use products containing fats 
or oils, as this diminishes leather breathability. If 
 breathability is reduced feet may become clammy,  
and comfort is compromised.

CLEANING
The upper part is cleaned simply by using a shoe brush, 
or a light damp cloth. Very dirty footwear is washed in 
lukewarm, mild soapy water, and then rinsed.

DRYING
Never dry footwear too close to a heat source, such as 
stoves and heating cabinets. This will make the leather 
dry up and become hard, so that it may crack. To get a 
better airing during drying, we recommend that the
shoe tongue be opened, and the insole taken out. 

CARING FOR FOOTWEAR
Dirt and moisture have little effect on footwear that is well cared for, which is why proper care is important 
to maintain the level of comfort. To prolong the lifespan of your footwear it should be kept clean, dry and 
nice-looking. Below you find our recommendations for proper care of your footwear.

SIZE GUIDE – WENAAS FOOTWEAR

WASHABLE FOOTWEAR UP TO 40 DEGREES
Shoes can be washed in the machine in temperatures up to 40 degrees.
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57

Style 1498 Style 1460 Style 1474

SAFETY FOOTWEAR IN BIG SIZES
As a specialty production, we offer a selection of safety shoes in large sizes, from size 49 and all the way 
up to size 54. The styles have a spacious last in the S3 classification, both as a low shoe, ankle boot and 
a lace boot. All have full grain leather uppers, with a TPU/PU sole that is antistatic and oil resistant. They 
have protective toe cap and nail penetration protection. Delivery time is approximately 4 weeks. Contact 
our customer service for ordering.
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Wenaas Footwear - Symbols

* =  Additional requirements for special applications with appropriate symbols for marking
** =  The values indicated in the table, correspond to the minimum coefficient of friction  

requirement for slip resistance

WENAAS
SYMBOL

EN-SYMBOL DEFINITION REQUIREMENTS

Protective toe cap 200 Joule

Closed heel

FO Oil resistance outersole

E Shock absorption in heel ≤ 20 Joule

A Antistatic footwear Resistance 100 kΩ -1000 MΩ

WRU Water resistance of upper ≥ 60 min - Absorb ≤ 30% H₂O ≤ 0,2 gr

P Perforation resistance ≥ 1100 Newton

C Electrically conductive outersole * Resistance 0,1 MΩ

HI Heat insulated footwear * Test 150°C

CI Cold insulated footwear * Test -20°C

WR Water proofed footwear * ≤ 15 min no water penetration - 15 cycles ≥ 3 cm²

M Metatarsal protection * ≤ 40 mm

AN Ankle protection * ≤ 20 Kn

CR Cut resistant upper * Factor ≥ 2,5

HRO Heat resistant outersole * Test 300°C

SRA
Slip resistance tested on ceramic floor tile  
with NLS (Special sope) **

Coeffisient heel/flat, ≥ 0,28 / ≥ 0,32

SRB
Slip resistance tested on steel floor with 
glycerol **

Coeffisient heel/flat,  ≥ 0,13 / ≥ 0,18

SRC SRA + SRB ** SRA + SRB

SRB
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* =  Additional requirements for special applications with appropriate symbols for marking
** =  The values indicated in the table, correspond to the minimum coefficient of friction  

requirement for slip resistance

WENAAS
SYMBOL

EN-SYMBOL DEFINITION REQUIREMENTS

Protective toe cap 200 Joule

Closed heel

FO Oil resistance outersole

E Shock absorption in heel ≤ 20 Joule

A Antistatic footwear Resistance 100 kΩ -1000 MΩ

WRU Water resistance of upper ≥ 60 min - Absorb ≤ 30% H₂O ≤ 0,2 gr

P Perforation resistance ≥ 1100 Newton

C Electrically conductive outersole * Resistance 0,1 MΩ

HI Heat insulated footwear * Test 150°C

CI Cold insulated footwear * Test -20°C

WR Water proofed footwear * ≤ 15 min no water penetration - 15 cycles ≥ 3 cm²

M Metatarsal protection * ≤ 40 mm

AN Ankle protection * ≤ 20 Kn

CR Cut resistant upper * Factor ≥ 2,5

HRO Heat resistant outersole * Test 300°C

SRA
Slip resistance tested on ceramic floor tile  
with NLS (Special sope) **

Coeffisient heel/flat, ≥ 0,28 / ≥ 0,32

SRB
Slip resistance tested on steel floor with 
glycerol **

Coeffisient heel/flat,  ≥ 0,13 / ≥ 0,18

SRC SRA + SRB ** SRA + SRB

S4 S5

STD Safety footwear - EN-ISO 20345:2011 Work shoes - EN-ISO 20347:2012

CATEGORY SB S1 S1P S2 S3 S4 S5 OB 01 02 03 04 05

CLASS I - II I I I I II II I - II I I I II II

WENAAS
SYMBOL
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Protection against 
electrical shocks
Voltmaster safety shoes insulate up to 18.000 
volts and provide comfort and a steady grip all 
year long.

Most safety shoes pass on the electricity to the soil to prevent 
static electricity from building up and discharging in the body. To 
personnel working on high-voltage power lines this involves a risk. 

Wenaas’ new Voltmaster collection insulates all the way up 
to 18,000 volts and comes in four models providing optimal 
 protection and comfort summer and winter. From low shoes 
through ankle boots to lined winter boots, the shoes provide a 
steady grip for electricians, electrical engineers, and electrical 
fitters, who often work under demanding conditions.

The feet are protected through three layers of shock-absorbing 
soles. The insole can can be taken out if needed. 

While the low shoes come in both fabric and leather, ankle 
boots and winter boots are equipped with a W-TEX membrane. 
 Features of all Voltmaster shoes are:

• Light and metal-free toe cap
• Soft puncture resistance
• Shock-absorbing outer sole with very good slip resistance
• Atop lacing system
•  Contemporary and uniform design with fluorescent 

 contrasting colors 

FOOTWEAR - ELECTRIC INSULATING

SHOE VOLTMASTER TXT SB 0-1210-3101-1032
Light shoe in modern design with upper of fluorescent and breathable 
Moron textile. ATOP lacing system with nylon coated steel wire. Lightweig-
ht and sporty Rubber/PU outsole, very good slip resistance, shank, heat 
and oil resistant. Sole isolated up to 18.000 V. Composite toe cap. Soft 
penetration protection. Removable insole.

COLOR 1032 Black/Fluor Yellow

SIZE 35-47

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, SB FO E P HRO SRC, tested to 
EH ASTM F2413-11

MATERIAL Upper: Breathable Moron textile. Lining: Textile. 
Outsole: Rubber/PU. Safety Toe Cap: Composite. 
Penetration Protection: Soft
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FOOTWEAR - ELECTRIC INSULATING

SHOE VOLTMASTER SB 0-1211-1101-10
Shoe in modern design with upper of full grain leather and fluorescent con-
trast colors. ATOP lacing system with nylon coated steel wire. Lightweight 
and sporty Rubber/PU outsole, very good slip resistance, shank, heat and 
oil resistant. Sole isolated up to 18.000 V. Composite toe cap. Soft penetra-
tion protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 35-47

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, SB FO E WRU P CI HRO SRC, 
tested to EH ASTM F2413-11

MATERIAL Upper: Full grain leather. Lining: Textile. Outsole: 
Rubber/PU. Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration 
Protection: Soft

ANKLE BOOT VOLTMASTER SB 0-1310-1101-10
Ankle boot in modern design with upper of full grain leather and fluore-
scent contrast colors. ATOP lacing system with nylon coated steel wire. 
W-TEX membrane makes it waterproof and breathable. Lightweight and 
sporty Rubber/PU outsole, very good slip resistance, shank, heat and oil 
resistant. Sole isolated up to 18.000 V. Composite toe cap. Soft penetration 
protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 35-47

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, SB FO E P WR CI HRO SRC; 
tested to EH ASTM F2413-11

MATERIAL Upper: Full grain leather. Lining: W-TEX. Outsole: 
Rubber/PU. Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration 
Protection: Soft.

WINTER BOOT VOLTMASTER SB 0-1410-1101-10
Winter boot in modern design with upper of full grain leather and fluore-
scent contrast colors. ATOP lacing system with nylon coated steel wire. 
W-TEX membrane makes it waterproof and breathable. Lightweight and 
sporty Rubber/PU outsole, very good slip resistance, shank, heat and oil 
resistant. Sole isolated up to 18.000 V. Composite toe cap. Soft penetration 
protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 35-47

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, SB FO E P CI WR HRO SRC, 
tested to EH ASTM F2413-11

MATERIAL Upper: Full grain leather. Lining: W-TEX. Outsole: 
Rubber/PU. Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration 
Protection: Soft
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FOOTWEAR - SAFETY SHOES

SHOE OILMASTER S3 0-75-856-10
Shoes that are ESD approved, with uppers of full grain leather. It is lined 
with 3M Thinsulate™, which insulates against cold, and let the shoe bre-
athe. Rubber/PU outsole with shank, with extra good anti-slip properties 
through the Active Grip treatment. Composite toe cap. Soft penetration 
protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 38-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 CI HRO ESD SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Full grain leather, textile. Lining: 3M Thin-
sulate ™. Outsole: Rubber/PU. Safety Toe Cap: 
Composite. Penetration Protection: Soft.

ANKLE BOOT OILMASTER S3 0-75-857-10
Ankle boot that are ESD approved, with uppers of full grain leather. It 
is lined with 3M Thinsulate™, which insulates against cold, and let the 
shoe breathe. Rubber/PU outsole with shank, with extra good anti-slip 
 properties through the Active Grip treatment. Memory Foam System 
gives extra stability and comfort. Composite toe cap. Soft penetration 
 protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 38-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 CI HRO ESD SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Full grain leather, textile. Lining: 3M 
 Thinsulate ™. Outsole: Rubber/PU. Safety Toe Cap: 
Composite. Penetration Protection: Soft.

LACE BOOT OILMASTER S3 0-75-855-10
Lace boot that are ESD approved, with uppers of full grain leather. It is 
lined with 3M Thinsulate™, which insulates against cold, and let the shoe 
breathe. Zip opening on side. Rubber/PU outsole with shank, with extra 
good anti-slip properties through the Active Grip treatment. Memory 
Foam System gives extra stability and comfort. Composite toe cap. Soft 
 penetration protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 38-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 CI HRO ESD SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Full grain leather, textile. Lining: 3M 
 Thinsulate™. Outsole: Rubber/PU. Safety Toe Cap: 
Composite. Penetration Protection: Soft.
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FOOTWEAR - SAFETY SHOES

SHOE REME S3 0-3102-222-10
Shoe with upper of leather. Reflective piping on side. Comfortable sole of 
PU/PU. Lightweight, spacious, non-metallic and antistatic. Composite toe 
cap. Soft penetration protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 36-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Leather. Lining: Textile. Outsole: PU/PU. 
Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration Protection: 
Soft.

ANKLE BOOT REME S3 0-4101-122-10
Ankle boot with upper of leather. Reflective piping on side.  Comfortable 
sole of PU/PU. Lightweight, spacious, non-metallic and antistatic. 
 Composite toe cap. Soft penetration protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 36-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Leather. Lining: Textile. Outsole: PU/PU. 
Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration Protection: 
Soft.

LACE BOOT REME S3 0-5101-122-10
Lace boot with side zipper opening. Upper of leather. Comfortable sole of 
PU/PU. Lightweight, spacious, non-metallic and antistatic. Composite toe 
cap. Soft penetration protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 36-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Leather. Lining: Textile. Outsole: PU/PU. 
Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration Protection: 
Soft.
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FOOTWEAR - SAFETY SHOES

BOOT REME S3 0-6102-122-10
Rigger boot with upper of leather. Comfortable sole of PU/PU. Lightweight, 
spacious, non-metallic and antistatic. Composite toe cap. Soft penetration 
protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 36-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Leather. Lining: Textile. Outsole: PU/PU. 
Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration Protection: 
Soft.

BOOT REME WINTER S3 0-6101-122-10
Rigger boot with winter lining. Upper of leather. Comfortable sole of PU/
PU. Lightweight, spacious, non-metallic and antistatic. Composite toe cap. 
Soft penetration protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 36-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Leather. Lining: Pile. Outsole: PU/PU. Safety 
Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration Protection: Soft.
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FOOTWEAR - SAFETY SHOES

SHOE MONZA S1P 0-3300-351-10
Shoe with upper of breathable textile, with Atop lacing system. Sporty 
CS two component TPU/PU sole, with HiPoint gel absorption in heel, 
and shank. Solid, spacious and antistatic. Aluminum toe cap for better 
 protection and slimmer shape. Enigma Zero soft penetration protection. 
ESD approved. Removeble insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 38-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S1 P ESD SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Textile. Lining: Textile. Outsole: TPU/PU. 
Safety Toe Cap: Aluminium. Penetration Protection: 
Soft.

SHOE PRO RUN S3 0-76-850-10
Sporty shoe lined with W-TEX membrane, waterproof and breathable. 
Lightweight, stable and sporty sole with shank, in PU/PU, which gives very 
good grip. ATOP lacing system with Kevlar wire. Composite toe cap. Soft 
penetration protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 36-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 WR SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Microfiber, polyamide. Lining: W-TEX. 
 Outsole: PU/PU. Safety Toe Cap: Composite. 
 Penetration Protection: Soft.

SHOE BEAT S3 0-14234-0-10
Shoe in nice design with upper of full grain leather. Lightweight sporty 
TPU/PU sole with shank. Composite toe cap. Soft penetration protection. 
ESD approved. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 36-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 ESD SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Full grain leather. Lining: Textile. Outsole: 
TPU/PU. Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration 
Protection: Soft.

ANKLE BOOT DRUM S3 0-14034-0-10
Ankle boot in nice design with upper of full grain leather. Lightweight sporty 
TPU/PU sole with shank. Composite toe cap. Soft penetration protection. 
ESD approved. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 36-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 ESD SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Full grain leather. Lining: Textile. Outsole: 
TPU/PU. Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration 
Protection: Soft.
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FOOTWEAR - SAFETY SHOES

SHOE SPIDER S3 0-72-820-10
Shoe with contrast colors, with upper in microfiber. Lace system with smart 
tightening mechanism. TPU/PU sole with good cushioning.  Aluminum toe 
cap for better protection and slimmer design. Soft  penetration protection. 
ESD approved. Removeable insole. Supplied with additional pair of laces.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 37-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 ESD SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Microfiber. Lining: Dri-Tex textile. Outsole: 
TPU/PU. Safety Toe Cap: Aluminium. Penetration 
Protection: Soft.

LACE BOOT ARCTIC S3 0-1450-1505-10
Lace boot with upper of full grain leather and silver contrast colors. Pile 
lining. Sympatex membrane makes it waterproof and breathable. TPU/PU 
outsole with extra toe protection, good slip resistance, antistatic, and with 
shank. Gel in heel. Aluminum toe cap for better protection and slimmer 
shape. Soft penetration protection. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 38-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 CI WR SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Full grain leather. Lining: Pile - Sympatex 
membrane. Outsole: TPU/PU. Safety Toe Cap: 
Aluminium. Penetration Protection: Soft.
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Heavyweights disguised as lightweights
The Lithium can withstand both molten metal 
and 18.000 volts, yet don’t weigh more than  
914 grams.

For more than 80 years, Wenaas has clothed those that build 
Norway. Few things are as demanding as the melting industry: 
extreme temperatures, spatters of molten metal from casting 
and welding, and high electrical voltage. 

Such working conditions have led to a new and stricter 
footwear-certification standard, namely, the EN ISO 20349. 
Wenaas’s brand-new Lithium footwear provides the answer to 
these challenges. The weight is just 914 grams, and comply 
with all the new safety requirements, fully protecting the 
 wearer’s feet: 

Comfort:
•  Excellent cushioning and a good height help  

prevent twisted and sprained ankles
• Easy on/off laces, side zip and heel loop
• Light weight: 914 grams

Safety:
•  Special sole insulates up to 18.000 Volts
• Highest level of protection against welding spatter    
  and angle grinding
• Extremely good grip achieved through excellent       
  non-slip properties

High-voltage protection makes Lithium an excellent choice 
for railway and metro workers, as well as other high-voltage 
environments. A full lace cover and considered seam design 
prevent molten metal, concrete, oil and other spillages from 
sticking to the footwear, allowing them to be easily flushed 
clean without damaging the zip and laces. 
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ATTRACTIVE 
DESIGN 

SOFT ANKLE 
PROTECTION

LIGHT WEIGHT
914 grams in size 42

SOFT AND LIGHT LACE COVER
Covers lacing and seams (protecting 
against high heat and molten metal),  
with built-in metatarsal protection 

SOLE 
Rubber sole can withstand 300 degrees, 
antistatic, oil resistant and with excellent  
anti-slip properties in wet and cold  
environments 

SEAMS WITH 
HEAT-RESISTANT 

THREAD 

FULL-GRAIN  
LEATHER PROTECTS 

AGAINST COLD  
AND WET 

FRONT LACES 

SIDE ZIP OPENING 
-EASY ON / EASY OFF 

LIGHT AND 
STRONG  
ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP 

FLEXIBLE PUNCTURE  
RESISTANT SOLE 

HEEL LOOP - EASY 
ON / EASY OFF 

REINFORCED LEATHER 
COVER OVER TOECAP 

SPACIOUS  
FIT

SIZE 38-48 STOCKED 

ELECTRICAL INSULATION UP TO 
18.000 VOLT IAW ASTM COMPLIANCE



FOOTWEAR - SAFETY SHOES

MOLTEN METAL BOOT LITHIUM SB 0-5203-112-10
Lace boot for protection against high heat and molten metal. Electric 
insulated up to 18,000 V. Outer sole in Rubber/PU. Heat resistant thread. 
Full grain leather, laces in front, zipper opening in the side. Front and side 
with cover, included soft metatarsal protection. Aluminum toe cap and soft 
penetration protection. Reinforced leather scuff cap. Removeable insole.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 36-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20349:2010, SB P E FO M WRU HRO AL 
HI-3 SRC, testet iht. EH ASTM F2413-11

MATERIAL Upper: Full grain leather. Lining: Textile. Outsole: 
Rubber/PU. Safety Toe Cap: Aluminium. Penetration 
Protection: Soft.

SHOE IRON S3 0-1228-1105-10
Shoe in tough design with upper of leather. Solid Rubber/PU outsole with 
extra protection, antistatic, oil and heat resistant. Composite toe cap 
and soft penetration protection. Removable and antistatic insole that are 
padded.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 38-47

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 HRO SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Leather. Lining: Textile. Outsole: Rubber/PU. 
Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration Protection: 
Soft.

ANKLE BOOT TITANIUM S3 0-1329-1105-10
Ankle boot in tough design with upper of leather. Solid Rubber/PU outsole 
with extra protection, antistatic, oil and heat resistant. Composite toe cap 
and soft penetration protection. Removable and antistatic insole that are 
padded.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 38-47

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S3 HRO SRC

MATERIAL Upper: Leather. Lining: Textile. Outsole: Rubber/PU. 
Safety Toe Cap: Composite. Penetration Protection: 
Soft.
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FOOTWEAR- WELLINGTON

WELLINGTON PROFESSIONAL S5 0-462-933-15
Allround wellington in PU, with insulation down to -20°C. High model. 
 Antistatic, good shock absorption, and low weight. Toe cap and nail 
penetration protection in steel. Resistant to minerals, animal and plant oils 
and fats, disinfectants, fertilizer, solvents, various chemicals. Removeable 
insole.

COLOR 15 Green

SIZE 37-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S5 CI SRA

MATERIAL Upper: PU - Purofort®. Outsole: PU - Purofort®.  
Safety Toe Cap: Steel. Penetration Protection: Steel.

WELLINGTON THERMO+ S5 0-662-933-15
Wellington in PU, with insulation down to -50° C. High model. Antistatic, 
good shock absorption, and low weight. Toe protection and nail penetra-
tion protection in steel. Resistant to minerals, animals and plant oils and 
fats, disinfectants, fertilizers, solvents, various chemicals. Removeable 
insole. Sizes: 37-38, 39-40, 41, 42, 43, 44-45, 46, 47, 48.

COLOR 15 Green

SIZE 37/38-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S5 CI SRC

MATERIAL Upper: PU - Purofort®. Outsole: PU - Purofort®.  
Safety Toe Cap: Steel. Penetration Protection: Steel.

WELLINGTON PROTOMASTOR S5 0-53400-0-15
Allround wellington in PVC. High model. Antistatic, good shock absorption, 
and low weight. Toe cap and nail penetration protection in steel. Remove-
able insole.

COLOR 15 Green

SIZE 36-48

STANDARD EN ISO 20345:2011, S5 SRA

MATERIAL Upper: PVC. Outsole: PVC. Safety Toe Cap: Steel. 
Penetration Protection: Steel.
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FOOTWEAR- ACCESSORIES
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FOOTWEAR- ACCESSORIES

Hjulbent
Bow Leg

Rette ben
Straight Leg

Inntilbens
Knock Knees

A 

1 2 3

B C D 

A1 . A2 . B1 . B2
Supinasjon " Nøytral
Supination " Neutral

C3 . D2 . D3
Nøytral " Overpronasjon
Neutral " Overpronation

Høy fotbue
High Arch

Medium fotbue
Medium Arch

Lav fotbue
Low Arch

Flat fotbue
Flat Arch

A3 . B3 . C1. C2 . D1
Overpronasjon
Overpronation

FOTAVTRYKK – FOOT PRINT

BENSTILLING – LEG AXIS

DINE RESULTATER – YOUR RESULT

Med vårt Workpro innleggssåle  

konsept tilpasses fottøyet hver  

bruker sin unike passform. Kroppens 

bevegelsesmønster og ytelse forbedres 

både i statisk og dynamisk arbeid, som 

forebygger smerte- og belastnings- 

skader i fot, kne og rygg.

With our Workpro insole concept,  

the footwear customizes each user’s 

unique fit. The body’s movement and 

performance are improved both in static 

and dynamic work, which prevents pain 

and injury in the foot, knee and back.

Workpro 
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FOOTWEAR- ACCESSORIES

ARTICLE NAME DESCRIPTION
0-90-283-98 Sole WENAAS WORKPRO Low Low profile

0-90-282-98 Sole WENAAS WORKPRO Medium Medium profile

0-90-281-98 Sole WENAAS WORKPRO High High profile

ESD insole for static and dynamic work, adjusted for individual arch support. 
 Designed to reduce fatigue by increasing comfort and enhancing ergonomics. 
Sizes: 36-37, 38-39, 40-42, 43-44, 45-47, 48-49. 

COLOR 98  Assortert

MATERIAL High Performance Fiber

SOLE WENAAS WORK COMFORT 0-81-293-45
Wenaas Work Comfort double gel ESD sole, with very good cushioning. 
Cut lines for correct size. Sizes: 36-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48. 

COLOR 45 Royal Blue

SIZE 36-39-46-48

MATERIAL PU

SOLE WENAAS WORKPRO

10 pairs impregnated laces.

COLOR 10 Black

MATERIAL 100% Polyester. 

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION FITS
0-6-57100-10 SHOE LACES 100 CM 10 PCK PAIRS 10 pairs impregnated laces for shoe. 

0-6-57130-10 SHOE LACES 130 CM 10 PCK PAIRS 10 pairs impregnated laces for ankle boot. 

0-6-57160-10 SHOE LACES 160 CM 10 PCK PAIRS 10 pairs impregnated laces for lace boot. 

0-6-57200-10 SHOE LACES 200 CM 10 PCK PAIRS 10 pairs impregnated laces for lace boot. 

0-6-5030 SHOE LACES LEATHER 120CM 10 pairs laces in leather for ankle boot. 

SHOE LACES
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QUALITIES BENEFITS

Leather quality Made in best goatskin quality, providing extra comfort

Reinforcement Added reinforcement in palm gives exposed areas of glove additional lifetime

Ergonomics Improved thumb grip makes glove feel more comfortable wearing

Design A contemporary design that appeals to end users

Cuff Reinforced cuff makes glove fit snugly around the wrist

REINFORCED 
CUFF

PERFECTIONISM

DESIGN

ABRASION 
RESISTANT

ERGONOMIC 
THUMB GRIP
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GLOVES

CORRECT GLOVES 
It’s essential to select the correct gloves in relation to the risk factors one is exposed 
to, in order to achieve the degree of protection required by the work. It’s the employer’s 
 responsibility to ensure that you have the training and protective equipment required to do 
the job. This also applies to protective gloves. Therefore, selecting the correct protective 
gloves begins with a risk assessment of the working environment.

Scope of application that requires added attention. Cuts: If the end user is exposed to 
 handling sharp objects, gloves with resistance to cuts must be worn. From level A - the lowest, 
to level F. Impact: If the end user is in danger of being hit by objects that could injure knuckles 
and bones in the hand. Heat: If the end user is exposed to heat and needs to wear heat resistant 
gloves. Chemicals: If the end user is exposed to chemicals it’s important to use correct gloves 
when handling chemicals. Chemical resistant gloves have varying lifetimes: Maximum eight hours 
and must never be reused. Our sellers are ready to help you choose the correct gloves.

SYMBOL GLOVES WENAAS

Precision Gloves with added finger sensitivity

Touch Gloves with touch function

Cuts Cut resistant gloves

Winter Gloves with thermal insulating properties

Raindrops Water repellent gloves

Impact Gloves for protection against impact and blows

Welding Gloves suitable for work involving welding and tig

Heat Heat resistant gloves
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GLOVES

GLOVE CUTMASTER IMPACT 0-11300-1110
Glove with double coating in nitrile. Textured palm coating for extra grip. 
Protects against cuts and impact. Water proof. Minimum sales unit: 1 
bundle of 12 pairs. Carton: 6 bundles.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 7-12

STANDARD

STANDARD

EN 388: 2016 4444DP

EN 388:2016 4X43F

MATERIAL Textile: Nylon / Fiberglass. Impact protection: TPR. 
Coatings: Nitil

GLOVE PRECISION 0-11100-1120
Glove with coating in Nitrile. Good dexterity with touch function. Minimum 
sales unit: 1 bundle of 12 pairs. Cardboard: 10 bundles.

COLOR 4510 Royal Blue/Black

SIZE 6-12

STANDARD EN 388: 2016 4131X

MATERIAL Textile: Nylon. Coating: Nitrile.

GLOVE PRECISION WINTER 0-11200-1120
Glove with double coating in latex. Sandblasted palm for extra good 
grip. Winter lining. Water proof. Minimum sales unit: 1 bundle of 12 pairs. 
Carton: 10 bundles.

COLOR 4410 Light Blue/Black

SIZE 10-9

STANDARD EN 388 2142X; EN 511 X1X

MATERIAL Textile: Nylon. Coating: Latex

GLOVE PRECISION 0-11100-1130
Glove with coating in PU. Good dexterity. Minimum sales unit: 1 bundle of 
12 pairs. Carton: 10 bundles.

COLOR 6010 Grey/Black

SIZE 6-12

STANDARD EN 388: 2016 3131X

MATERIAL Textile: Nylon. Coating: PU

GLOVE CUTMASTER 0-11300-1120
Glove with seamless ergonomic design that ensures comfort. Cut 
 protection, as well as nitrile foam coating that provides a good grip. 
 Minimum sales unit: 1 bundle a 12 pairs. Carton: 10 bundles.

COLOR 510 Navy/Black

SIZE 10-9

STANDARD
MATERIAL

EN 388:2016 4342D

Textile: polyetylen, glassfiber. Coating: Nitrile.

GLOVE TENACTIVE™ CUT SUPERIOR 0-11500-1120-60
Glove with extra good protection against cut. Reinforcement in thumb 
crotch for better protection.

COLOR 60 Grey

SIZE 5-12

MATERIAL Textile: Tenactiv™; Coating: PU
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GLOVES

HANSKE IMPACT WATERPROOF 0-13100-1210
Glove with impact protection covering hand, fingers and nails. Extra good 
cut protection. Pre-shaped fingers that counteract fatigue. Good grip on 
surfaces contaminated with water and oil. Comes with membrane for 
protection against water penetration. Minimum sales unit: 1 bundle à 6 
pairs. Carton: 10 bundles.

COLOR 1032 Black/High Viz Yellow

SIZE 6-12

STANDARD EN 388 3X42DP

MATERIAL Palm: Teksturert PVC. Backhand: Polyester Spandex. 
Impact: TPR. Cuff: Neopren. Membrane for protecti-
on against water.

GLOVE CHEMICAL IMPACT LONG 0-13115-1111-98
Chemical glove with impact protection. Cut resistant 360. Outstanding 
palm grip to handle slippery and/or oily objects. Wide cuff and glove 
length is 39 cm.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE 10-9

STANDARD EN 388:2016 4x43DX

MATERIAL Nitrile

GLOVE ENDURA ARC SUPERIOR 0-15500-1010-50
Glove with specially treated goatskin that provides protection against 
water and oil. Kevlar® lining. Arc protection. ATPV 41 cal / cm2

COLOR 50 Brown

SIZE 10-9

MATERIAL Goatleather, Kevlar® 

GLOVE ANSELL ALPHATEC 0-19587-1135
Glove in nitrile that provides protection against chemical. Yellow kevlar 
that makes it easy to detect rift. Minimum sales unit: 6 pairs. Carton: 72 
pairs.

COLOR 12910 Turquoise/Black

SIZE 6-11

STANDARD EN ISO 374-1: 2016 AJKLMNOPT, EN 1186: 2002

MATERIAL Textile: Kevlar. Coating: Nitrile.
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GLOVES

UNIQUE PROPERTIES
SuperiorGlove® Gloves with extreme properties, plus several functions gathered in one and 
the same glove. With gloves from SuperiorGlove®, we are a complete supplier of gloves. 
Ask our salesman if you need gloves with unique properties.

D30®:   Gloves with impact protection in D30 material. This material provides better   
impact protection than other materials.

Oilbloc™:  Gloves made of leather specially treated to resist oil and water.
Kutt:   Gloves with a better protection against cuts than any other gloves    

in our assortment.
Punktering:  Gloves with a better than ordinary puncture resistance.
Lysbue:  Leather gloves that protect against electric arc. Stated as ATPV value
 (Arc Thermal Performance Value)

GLOVE IMPACT D3O SUPERIOR 0-13500-1110-10
Glove with protection against cuts and impact. 3/4 dipped in nitrile, textu-
red in palm for excellent grip. Reinforcement in the thumb crotch.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 7-12

STANDARD EN 420; EN 388: 2016 4X43DP

MATERIAL Textile: Tenactiv™; Impact: D3O; Coating: Nitrile.

GLOVE TENACTIVE HIVIZ SUPERIOR 0-13500-1120-3210
Glove with cut resistance. Impact on backhand. Nitrile coating for good 
grip.

COLOR 3210 Fluorine Yellow/Blac

SIZE 6-12

STANDARD EN 420; EN 388: 2003 4543

MATERIAL Textile: Tenactive™ Coating: Nitrile
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GLOVES

GLOVE WELDING 0-20100-1010
Welding glove in ox leather in palm and split leather in upper hand. Fully 
lined with cotton. Long cuff for extra protection and rubberized wrist. 
Sewing in Kevlar.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE 10

STANDARD EN 388: 2016; EN 407 2004.

MATERIAL Palm: Ox leather. Backhand: Ox-split leather.

GLOVE ISO ARC 0-209-2002
Glove with arc approval. Composite glove class 0-1000 volts. ATPV 21.6 
/ cal. ATPV 21.6 cal / cm2. Recommended used together with 201-2897. 
Textured grip pattern provides a very good grip in humid conditions. 
Silicone free. Minimum sales unit: 1 pair. Carton: 50 pairs.
COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE 7-11

STANDARD IEC EN 61482-1-2, IEC EN 60903:2003

MATERIAL Latex and polychloroprene

GLOVE HEAT VESUV 0-23100-1010
Five-finger glove, with 13 cm cuff, in heat resistant Brontoguard leather. 
Lining with fleece. Produced with Kevlar® thread. Minimum sales unit: 1 
bundle of 6 pairs. Carton 6 bundles.

COLOR 50 Brown

SIZE 7-12

STANDARD

MATERIAL

EN 407, EN 388 

Ox-leather, Kevlar®, Fleece

GLOVE HEAT VULCAN 0-23100-1030
Glove, with short cuff, in heat resistant Brontoguard leather. Fleece lining. 
Produced with Kevlar® thread. Minimum sales unit: 1 bundle of 6 pairs. 
Carton 6 bundles.

COLOR 50 Brown

SIZE 8-10

STANDARD

MATERIAL

EN 407, EN 388 

Ox-leather, Kevlar®, Fleece

GLOVE ANSELL HYFLEX 0-6-11624
Glove with PU in the palm, makes the glove flexible and provides a good 
grip on both dry and slightly oily parts. The lining is knitted in yarn that 
contains Dyneema®, which contributes to good cutting resistance. 
 Minimum sales unit: 1 bundle of 12 pairs. Carton: 12 bundles. 

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE 6-11

STANDARD EN 420:2003

MATERIAL Textile: Nylon, Lycra, Dynema. Coating: PU

GLOVE ANSELL SOL-VEX FLOSSET 0-6-37675
Glove in nitrile coating with a grain surface for good grip. Flocked lining for 
good comfort. High abration and protection against corrosive chemicals. 
Minimum sales unit: 12 pairs. Carton: 12 bags of 12 pairs.

COLOR 15 Green

SIZE 6-11

STANDARD EN 420:2003, EN ISO 374-1:2016: JKLOPT, EN ISO 
374-5: 2016 Virus

MATERIAL Textile: Flocked cotton. Coating: Nitrile.
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GLOVES

HANSKE IMPACT EXTREME 0-6-6362
Glove with impact protection covering back of hand  and nails. Cut-
protection. Preshaped fingers to prevent fatigue. Good grip on oily 
surfaces. Minimum: 1 bundle  6 pairs. Carton: 10 bundles.

COLOR 1032 Black/Fluorine Yello

SIZE 6-12

STANDARD EN 388 3X42DP
MATERIAL Textile: Textured PVC, polyester spandex, Impact 

protection: TPR, Cuff: Neopren.

GLOVE IMPACT 0-6-6354
Glove with impact protection covering back of hand  and nails. Cut-
protection. Preshaped fingers to prevent fatigue. Good grip on oily 
surfaces. Minimum: 1 bundle  6 pairs. Carton: 10 bundles.

COLOR 1032 Black/High Viz Yellow

SIZE 6-12

STANDARD EN 420:2003 + A1:2009, EN 388:2016 2121XP

MATERIAL Textile: PVC, polyester spandex. Impact: TPR Cuff: 
Neopren.

GLOVE WENAAS OFFSHO. MECHANIC 0-6-6358
Glove in microfiber finish, and elastic materiale over knockles.  
Re-inforce ments in the palm. Minimum selling unit 1 bundle of 6 pairs. 
Carton 10 bundles.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE 8-12

STANDARD EN 420:2003, EN 388:2003

MATERIAL textile: Microfiber, spandex, Neoprene, Lycra

GLOVE ANSELL HYD-TUF 0-6-52502
Glove fully coated in nitrile, with comfortable soft jersey. First-class 
resistance to tearing and penetration. Excellent grip. Minimum sales unit: 
1 bundle of 12 pairs. Carton: 12 bundles.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE 8-10

STANDARD En 420: 2003, ihht. EN 1149

MATERIAL Textile: Jersey-cotton. Coating: Nitrile.

GLOVE NORTH SEA PREMIER 0-6-6692
Glove coated in nitrile on interlock cotton lining. Knitted cuff. Minimum 
sales unit: 1 bundle of 12 pairs. Carton: 10 bundles.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE 7-10

STANDARD EN 420:2003, EN 388:2003

MATERIAL Textile: Cotton, Coating: Nitrile.

GLOVE TOUCH N TUFF 0-6-92600
Disposable glove in Nitrile. Good grip under wet and dry conditions. 
No risk of Type I allergies to the user. Smooth fingertips, unpowdered. 
 Minimum sales unit: 1 box of 100. Carton: 10 boxes.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE S-XL

STANDARD EN 420:2003, EN ISO 374-1:2016 JKPT, EN ISO 374-
5: 2016 Virus EN 1149:2008

MATERIAL Nitrile
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT

PROTECT YOUR MOST 
IMPORTANT ASSET
Work-related injuries have serious consequences for individuals,  
the company and society in general. 

Considered as work-related injuries are injuries that occur suddenly due to external strains or 
stresses unrelated to an ”ordinary occupational accident”. They are assumed to constitute some 
12 % of all injuries in Norway and often involve young people – primarily men.

This is related to the fact that the risk of sudden external strains is particularly high among 
 craftsmen and in the primary industry, which is also recognized in building and construction, and 
offshore. It is assumed that the number of personal injuries could have been significantly reduced 
if correct protective equipment had been used.

According to the Norwegian Working Environment Act, personal protective equipment must 
always be used unless satisfactory protection of the employee’s safety, health and wellbeing can 
be achieved by means of technical installations at the workplace, or by changes to work methods 
or work processes.

We have therefore gathered a broad selection of protective equipment from the biggest and 
best manufacturers to enable ourselves to offer you everything you need within head protection, 
 hearing protection, eye and face protection, respiratory protection and fall arrest. 

Your health is your most important asset.

HEAD PROTECTION 82-89

LIGHTING PRODUCTS 90-91

HEARING PROTECTION 92-95 

EYE AND FACE PROTECTION 96-101 

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION 102-119

FIRST AID  120-121
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HEAD PROTECTION

USE YOUR HEAD
To concentrate is important regardless of which job you are doing. This is why your head 
 needs the right protection.

We offer safety helmets from the most innovative and recognized manufacturers in the market, 
with a good fit and low weight for optimum comfort and safety. Most safety helmets
can also easy be adapted to our visor and hearing protection equipment.

Safety helmets can be divided into four groups depending on the type of risk they are meant to 
protect you against:

Mechanical risk: Falling, blunt or sharp objects and crush injuries. Electrical risk: Contact
with electric cables or installations. Molten metal: Contact with hot or molten metal.
Explosion risk: Working environment involving potential danger of explosion. 
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HEAD PROTECTION

HEAD PROTECTION

TECHNOLOGY

Light helmet for industry (EN 812):
Consists of a cap/hat with protective lining.
Protects the user’s head against minor impacts. 
Is to be worn in working environments without 
danger of falling objects.

Climbing helmet (EN 12492):
Climbing helmet with a chin strap that loosens 
with pressures at 50 kilos. It is intended to 
protect the upper part of the user’s head when 
climbing. Protection against falling debris.

Materials
ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene)
Impact resisting material with a smooth and 
even finish. Normally worn on helmets within 
the building and construction industry, heavy 
industry, shipyards etc.

HDPE (High Density Polyethylene)
Material which is more resistant to chemicals 
than ABS.

Polyamide / Glass fibre
Material that can achieve approvals for +150ºC 
or -50ºC. Protects against molten metal.
Higher weight than ABS and HDPE materials.

Helmet marking
CE 0402  Notified body (ID no.)
EN 397  Standard for industrial helmet
ABS/HDPE  Shell material
-20°C / -30°C  Tested for low temperatures
+150°C  Tested for high temperatures
LD  Lateral deformation
MM  Molten metal
440 VAC / 1000V  Electrical insulation

Electrician’s helmet (EN 50365):
Electrically insulated and unvented helmets, 
electric insulation of 1000V. Intended for use in 
electric installations.

Protective helmet for industry (EN 397):
Protective helmets for general industry with a chin 
strap that loosens with pressure of 25 kilos. Pro-
tects the head against falling objects that could 
cause head injuries. Consists of a helmet shell and 
lining, and has a short or long brim depending on 
the type of work. Several additional tests are defi-
ned in the standard (See the helmet markings).

Manufacturing date and useful life
The helmet’s manufacturing date can be read at 
the underside of the helmet brim, where the date 
and year are stated. The lifetime and  protective 
properties of a safety helmet are affected by 
 physical and chemical damage, plus UV radiation. 
If the helmet has been exposed to such  damage, 
it must be scrapped before the expiry of its lifetime.

MSA:
ABS: Three years in storage + five years of use
(eight years from the manufacturing date).
HDPE: Two years in storage + four years of use
(six years from the manufacturing date).
Polyamide / Glass fibre: Three years in storage + 
five years of use (eight years from the manufactu-
ring date).

3M:
3M Uvicator (red sensor on the helmet) measures 
the amount of UV radiation that the helmet can 
withstand. The sensor will gradually lose its red 
colour. When it has disappeared, the helmet must 
be replaced.
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HEAD PROTECTION

HARNESS
Usually, helmets are delivered with either wheel 
ratchet or slip ratchet.

CHIN STRAP
Helmets are delivered with a 2 point, 3 point or 
4 point chin strap. The 3 point chin strap is sui-
table for work at height and can be used along 
with hearing protection.

SLOT FOR ACCESSORIES 
Most of our helmets have a 30mm slot on the 
side of the helmet for attaching earmuffs and 
visor. Please be aware that visors and earmuffs 
provided by a different manufacturer may need 
adapter to the helmet. See our assortment for 
the correct adapter.

HELMET TECHNOLOGY
RAIN GUTTER
The rain gutter guides the water away from your 
neck.

BRIM
The brim protects you against light. Industrial 
helmets are delivered in models with either a 
short or long brim. A short brim allows a good 
upwards view when working on ladders, pillars, 
scaffolding, etc.

VENTILATION
Industrial helmets are delivered in styles with 
ventilation for better comfort. Helmets certi-
fied for electrical insulation are delivered as 
non-ventilated helmets only. 

ACCESSORIES
The helmets are available with a wide range 
of accessories. Some styles are delivered 
with either reflex, ear protection, card holder, 
torch holder, integrated glasses or a visor as 
 standard. See our assortment regarding the 
available accessories and styles.
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HEAD PROTECTION

HELMET V-GARD 1000V 0-112-10
Unventilated 1000 volt allround helmet, with 4-point Fas-Trac® III ratchet 
suspension with PVC comfort band. Integrated brim. 30 mm slot for 
 attachment of accessories. Size 52-64 cm.

COLOR 15 Green, 30 Yellow, 40 White, 45 Royal Blue, 80 Red

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 397, EN 50365, EN 13463-1

MATERIAL HDPE Plastic

HELMET V-GARD 500 1000V 0-2660-500
Unventilated 1000 volt helmet. 4-point Fas-Trac® III ratchet suspension with 
PVC comfort band. Integrated brim and rain channel. Protect against lateral 
crush (LD). 30 mm slot for attachment of accessories. Size 52-63 cm.

COLOR 40 White, 80 Red

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 397, EN 50365. EN 13463-1

MATERIAL ABS

HELMET V-GARD 520 1000V 0-912-520
Unventilated 1000 volt helmet. For work at height and room with confined 
space. 4-point Fas-Trac® III ratchet suspension with PVC comfort band. 
Integrated small brim and rain channel. Protect against lateral crush (LD). 
30 mm slot for attachment of accessories. Size 52-64 cm.

COLOR 40 White

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 397, EN 50365, EN 13463-1

MATERIAL ABS

VISOR PC CLEAR MSA 20CM 1MM 0-1011-5836-98
Clear polycarbonate visor. Protects against impact. Thickness 1 mm. 
203x432 mm. Weight 90 g. Must be combined with MSA visor carrier, and 
attached in 30 mm slot on helmet, or on earmuff. Carton: 10 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 166, Lens Marking: 2C-1.2 1B

MATERIAL Polycarbonate

VISOR PC CLEAR MSA 20CM 1,5MM 0-1011-5840-98
Clear polycarbonate visor. Protects against impact, splash, molten metal 
and electric arc. Thickness 1.5 mm. 203x432 mm. Weight 145 g. Must be 
combined with MSA visor carrier, and attached in 30 mm slot on helmet, 
or on earmuff. Carton: 10 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 166, Lens Marking: 2C-1.2 1B 389

MATERIAL Polycarbonate
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VISOR CARRIER MSA STD 0-1012-1266-98
Visor carrier for attaching visor to helmet. Metal free. Suitable for all MSA 
visors. Attached in 30 mm slot on helmet, or on earmuff. Carton: 10 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

MATERIAL Plastic

VISOR CARRIER MSA UNIVERSAL 0-1012-1268-98
Visor carrier for attaching visor to helmet. Attached to helmet with a heavy 
rubber strap. Metal free. Suitable for all MSA visors. Can be used with 
earmuff. Carton: 10 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

MATERIAL Plastic

HEADGEAR VISOR MSA 0-1012-7061-98
Headgear for visor when helmet is not used. Metal free. Suitable for all 
MSA visors. Carton: 10 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

MATERIAL Plastic

CHINSTRAP 2PT ELASTIC MSA 0-2593-78-98
2 point elastic chinstrap for MSA V-Gard, V-Gard 200, 500, 520 and 930 
helmets. Metal free. Carton: 20 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

MATERIAL Polyester

HELMET CENTUR NEXUS S/P 1000V 0-10016-10000-40
Unventilated 1000 volt helmet with 6-point suspension. Short brim. Silver 
reflective on front, sides and top. Comfort band of polyester, and 4 point 
chin strap. Protect against lateral crush (LD). 30 mm slot for attachment of 
accessories. Size 52-64 cm. Weight 415 gr. Carton: 5 pcs.

COLOR 40 White

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 397, EN 50365, LD, MM, -40°C

MATERIAL ABS

CAP CENTURION COOLCAP S28 0-28-100-5
Bump cap that combines high ventilation, high flexibility and reassuring 
against minor bumps and scrapes to the head. Corporate badging via 
embroidery or transfer print.

COLOR 5 Navy Blue

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 812

MATERIAL ABS plastic and textile
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LIGHTING PRODUCTS

HEADLAMP LED NIGHTSTICK HELMET 0-40100-54540-98
A lightweight, powerful and multi function Cree LED headlamp for use on 
helmet. 160 lumen. 1711 candela. ATEX zone 0. Water-/dustproof IP-67. 
5 mode: High/low flashlight, high/low floodlight, and Dual-Light ™. 94 m 
 distance. Runtime 5 - 16.75 h. Weight 97 gr. Adjustable angle, stainless steel 
clip for attachment. Contains light, 3xAAA batteries and helmet clip with 3M 
glue (Important to use cleaning napkin before installation). Extra helmet clip 
are available (45000-10000-10). Lifetime warranty (see terms). Carton: 4 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD Ex II 1 G Ex ia IIC T3 Ga

MATERIAL Polymer

HEADLAMP LED NIGHTSTICK 4708B 0-40110-47080-98
A powerful and rechargable Cree LED headlamp. with adjustable and elastic 
head band of powerful 1.000 lumen. Aluminium housing makes it very durable. 
Adjustable tilt head. Resistant to chemicals, heat and impact. 11.108 candela. 
Waterproof IP-X7. 4 mode: Flashlight on 3 levels and strobe light. 211 m 
distance. Runtime 2,25 - 6,25 h. Weight 242 gr. Contains light, USB cable and 
rechargable lithium-ion battery. Lifetime warranty (see terms). Carton: 2 pcs. 

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD CE

MATERIAL Aluminium

BATTERY NIGHTSTICK 4700-BATT 0-40555-47000-98
Rechargeabel Lithium-ion battery to head lamp Nightstick 4708B. The 
battery has no memory, meaning it can be charged a little or a lot, with 
no impact on battery lifetime. 3,6 V, 3400 mA. 70x19 mm. Weight 48 gr. 2 
years warranty (se terms).

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One Size

MATERIAL Lithium-ion

BATTERY CHARGER SINGEL NIGHTST 0-40557-47001-98
Portable battery charger for one Nightstick battery 4700-BATT. Indicator 
light that illuminates red when charging, and green when fully charged. 
Use the cable from the lamp. 2 years warranty (se terms).

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One Size

MATERIAL ABS

BATTERY CHARG DUAL NIGHTSTICK 0-40558-47002-98
Portable battery charger, dual, for 2 pcs Nightstick battery 4700-BATT. 
Indicator light that illuminates red when charging, and green when fully 
charged. Use the cable from the lamp. 2 years warranty (se terms).

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One Size

MATERIAL ABS

ADAPTER USB-DC NIGHTSTICK 0-40556-47500-98
Adapter from USB to DC (cigarette lighter), used to recharge a variety of 
products. Power cord is not included. One year warranty (se terms).

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One Size

MATERIAL Plastic
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PEN LIGHT LED NIGHTSTICK 0-40120-54010-98
A very small and light Cree LED pen light. 30 lumen. 107 candela. ATEX 
zone 0. Water-/dustproof IP-67. Flashlight. 40 m distance. Runtime 18 h. 
Weight 54 gr. Contains light and 2xAAA batteries. Lifetime warranty (see 
terms). Carton: 4 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD Ex II 1 G Ex ia op is IIC T3 Ga

MATERIAL Polymer

FLASHLIGHT LED NIGHTSTICK 0-40122-55680-98
A powerful rechargeable Cree LED light. Flashlight adjustable 90° up, flood 
light 45° down. 200 lumen. 40256 candela. ATEX zone 0. Water-/dustproof 
IP-67. 8 mode: Flashlight high/medium/low/ strobe, flood light high/medium/
low, and Dual-Light ™. 401 m distance. Runtime 7-27 hours. Weight 301 gr. 
Belt-/pocket clip and clip for hanging. Contains light, rechargeable Li-ion 
battery, 12V charger, charging station and battery holder for spare battery. 
Lifetime warranty (see terms). Fits on jacket PBI MAX. Carton: 2 pcs. 

COLOR 98  Assortert

SIZE One size

STANDARD Ex II 1 G Ex ia op is IIC T3 Ga

MATERIAL Polymer

HARD HAT CLIP NIGHTSTICK 2PCK 0-45000-10000-10
Helmet clip for Nightstick lights. Suits almost any helmet, with self- 
adhesive 3M glue. It is very important to clean the helmet thoroughly 
before mounting, use a cleaning napkin. The box contains 2 pieces.

COLOR 10 Black

SIZE Box

MATERIAL Rubber and metal

HEADLAMP LED NIGHTSTICK STRAP 0-40101-54540-98
A lightweight, powerful and multi function Cree LED headlamp with head 
band. 160 lumen. 1711 candela. ATEX zone 0. Water-/dustproof IP-67. 5 
mode: High/low flashlight, high/low floodlight, and Dual-Light ™. 94 m 
distance. Runtime 5 - 16.75 h. Weight 97 gr. Adjustable angle. Contains 
light, 3xAAA batteries, elastic head band and rubber strap. Lifetime 
 warranty (see terms). Carton: 4 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD Ex II 1 G Ex ia IIC T3 Ga

MATERIAL Polymer

FLASHLIGHT LED MAGN NIGHTSTICK 0-40123-54220-98
A powerful Cree LED light with dual magnets. 210 lumen. 7970 candela. 
ATEX zone 0. Water-/dustproof IP-67. 8 mode: Flashlight, flood light 
 Dual-Light ™. 187 m distance. Runtime 14 hours. Weight 196 gr. Belt-/
pocket clip. Contains light and removeable lanyard. Requires 3xAA 
 batteries (not included). Lifetime warranty (See terms). Cartoon: 4 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD Ex II 1 G Ex ia op is IIC T3 Ga

MATERIAL Polymer

LANTERN NIGHTSTICK XPR-5580G 0-40125-55800-98
A powerful rechargeable Cree LED light. 300 lumen. 101.000 candela. 
ATEX zone 0. Water-/dustproof IP-67. Spot light and flashlight in high/me-
dium/low, and Dual-Light ™. Green safety light on back. 635 m distance. 
Runtime up to 65 hours. Weight 936 gr. Solid handle with hooks. Contains 
light, shoudler strap, rechargeable lithium-ion battery, charger for both 
12V and wall. There is room for both 2 and 3 batteries, which will increase 
the runtime. Lifetime warranty (See terms). 

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD Ex II 1 G Ex ia op is IIC T3 Ga

MATERIAL Polymer
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NOW LISTEN
Noise can cause incurable hearing loss, and can also have a number of negative  health 
effects by disturbing the cardiovascular system, cause an elevated blood pressure, 
 muscular tensions and stress.

In Norway, hearing loss constitutes half the notifications to the Labour Inspectorate on  occupational 
illness and is the most common occupational injury in Europe. It’s furthermore a safety risk if noise 
distracts you and makes it more difficult to hear and understand what is being communicated at 
work.

The risk of sustaining hearing loss depends on the noise level and how often and for how long 
you are exposed to it. It’s the duty of the employer to protect employees against health hazards 
and to undertake the required noise measurements in order to map both average noise levels and 
 impulse noise, such as gunshots and impacts.

Typical symptoms of hearing loss are: 
• Constant tinnitus
• Difficulty in following conversations
• High frequency sounds disappear, such as doorbells, ringing tones

The most effective method of reducing noise is always to remove the source of the noise. If this 
is impossible, we have a broad selection of hearing protection to ensure the  recommended noise 
 level, such as earplugs in foam, banded earplugs, moulded earplugs for  reuse, passive earmuff 
and electronic earmuffs from the best manufacturers in the market. Our hearing protection can be 
combined with radio, surround sound and audio communication.
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HEARING PROTECTION 

Marginal values
For exposure to noise over an 8 hour period of between 
80db and 85db, protective measures must be initiated. 
The upper limit for impulse noises is 130db.

Choice of hearing protection
The best hearing protection is worn 100% of the time 
when staying in a noise zone. Protection is dramatically 
reduced if the hearing protection is removed for short 
periods. The worker should use hearing protection with 
attenuation that provide a noise level between 70-80db. 
With to much attenuation, you may risk not being able to 
hear necessary communication or warning signals. 

Noise attenuation
All hearing protection has a value that  indicates the 
 extent of the hearing protection measured in db. The 
SNR value and the HML value may be obtained from 
reading the attenuation values in the user manual that are 
enclosed the hearing protection.

The SNR method (Single Number Rating):
An average protection factor measured across the entire 
frequency spectrum. However, the method does not 
make allowances for the variations between the sound 
pressures in the different frequency ranges.
Hearing protection with an SNR value of 24 will give a 
noise level of 73db with a known average noise level of 
97db for less than eight hours (97db – 24db = 73db).

The HML method (High, Medium, Low):
An average protection factor in the various  frequency 
 ranges. In order to utilise this method, the sound 
 pressure will need to be measured in the different 
 frequency ranges:

High:   Above 1000Hz
Medium:  Between 500-2000Hz
Low:   Below 500Hz

FOAM EAR PLUGS:
Compressible ear plugs in polyurethane or PU foam.  
These provide a good combination of comfort and 
 protection. Available in various sizes and shapes.

BANDED EAR PLUGS:
Practical for those moving in and out of noise zones as 
they are simple to put on and take off, and easy to keep 
around the neck. The ear plugs are placed in the ear and 
removed by means of the hoop. Renewable tips ensure 
good hygiene.

MOULDED EAR PLUGS FOR REUSE:
Made of flexible materials and shaped to fit in most ears. 
Normally delivered with a string.

PASSIVE EAR MUFFS:
Earmuffs with differing attenuation levels, with headband, 
neckband or with a helmet attachment.

ELECTRONIC EARMUFFS:
In addition to passive earmuffs, these have electronic 
properties with or without one or more built-in functions:
•  Radio: Built-in DAB+/FM radio.
• Bluetooth: For wireless mobile telephone connection.
•  Surround sound: Built-in microphones that enable the 

wearer to listen to what is happening outside, complete 
with a noise filter that shuts out sounds exceeding 82db 
internally. Depending on the style, it may be combined 
with a mobile phone, communication radio or other 
sound sources.

•  Audio communication: Built-in radio communication to 
enable communication with colleagues working in the 
noise zone.
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EARMUFF 3M OPTIME3 HEADBAND 0-6-10000-98
Passive earmuff with headband. Suitable for working environment with 
extremely high noise level. Carton: 20 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 352-1, Attenuation: SNR=35dB H=40dB M=32dB 
L=23dB

EARMUFF 3M OPTIME3 HELMET P3G 0-6-10013-98
Passive earmuff with helmet attachment (P3G, 25 mm slot). Suitable for 
working environment with extremely high noise level. Carton: 20 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 352-3, Attenuation: SNR=34dB H=40dB M=32dB 
L=22dB

HYGIENE KIT 3M HY54 OPTIME3 0-6-10010-98
Hygiene kit for 3M Optime 3 earmuff. It consists of muffler pads and 
sealing rings. The kit should be replaced before the sealing rings have 
become hard or cracked. They are recommended to be changed twice a 
year, for those used daily. Carton: 20 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE PACKET

EARMUFF MSA HIGH HELMET 14 0-1008-7422-98
Passive earmuff with helmet attachment (14). Fluorecent yellow color. 
Ergonomically design with difference between left and right ear. Suitable 
for working environment with high noise level. Suitable for MSA-helmets. 
Carton: 20 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 352-3, Attenuation: SNR=31dB H=32dB M=28dB 
L=21dB

EARMUFF MSA HIGH HELMET 2 0-1009-4608-98
Passive earmuff with helmet attachment (2). Fluorecent yellow color. 
Ergonically design with difference between left and right ear. Suitable for 
working environment with high noise level. Suitable for 3M, Iris and Uvex 
helmets. Carton: 20 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 352-3, Attenuation: SNR=31dB H=32dB M=28dB 
L=21dB

HYGIENE KIT MSA HIGH 0-1009-2880-98
Hygiene kit for MSA Left/Right High earmuff. It consists of muffler pads 
and sealing rings. The kit should be replaced before the sealing rings have 
become hard or cracked. They are recommended to be changed twice a 
year, for those used daily. Carton: 20 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE PACKET
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EARPLUG LASER LITE 200PCKPAIR 0-330-1105-98
Earplug, with fluorescent colors, which expands softly in the ear canal, 
giving a good fit over time. T-shape for easy entry and exit. One pair single 
packed in bag. Carton: 10 boxes of 200 pair.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE BOX

STANDARD EN 352-2, Attenuation: SNR 35db H=34db M=32db 
L=31db

MATERIAL Polyurethane

EARPLUG LASER LITE REFILL 200PCKPAIR 0-1013-47-98
Earplug, in refill bag, with fluorescent colors, which expands softly in the 
ear canal, giving a good fit over time. T-shape for easy entry and exit. 
Carton: 10 bags of 200 pair.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE BAG

STANDARD EN 352-2, Attenuation: SNR 35db H=34db M=32db 
L=31db

MATERIAL Polyurethane

EARPLUG DISPENSER LS400 0-1013-40-98
Dispenser for Firmfit, Bilsom 303, Laser Lite and Max ear plugs. Mounts 
to wall or stands as table-top dispenser with balanced footing. Holds 400 
pairs of uncorded earplugs. 

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

MATERIAL Plastic

EARPLUG FIRMFIT 200PCKPAIR 0-1033-10-98
Earplug, classic design and comfortable in use. One pair singel packed in 
bag. Carton: 10 boxes of 200 pair.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE BOX

STANDARD EN 352-2, Attenuation: SNR 37db H=37db M=34db 
L=31db

MATERIAL PVC
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LOOK OUT
Eye sight injuries are among the most frequent occupational injuries with significant 
 consequences to both fitness for work and quality of life.

We offer safety glasses with temples, safety goggles with side bars, full face glasses/goggles with 
adjustable elastic, visor and welding masks from leading manufacturers in the market.

Injuries to eyes and sight may be divided into 
three categories, depending on what caused 
them:

Mechanical hazards:
Objects and particles entering the eye and 
injure the cornea, iris or the eye lens.

Chemical hazards:
Chemical squirts or drops entering the eye 
and where the injury is exacerbated through 
rubbing or touching.

Thermal hazards:
Squirts of molten metal that may injure the eye 
lens.

Radiation-related hazards:
Ultra violet radiation (UV), infrared radiation 
(IR), laser radiation and visible lighting that may 
injure the retina and the eye lens.

Electrical hazards:
By direct contact with live parts and light arc in 
electrical installations.

Lens markings

POSITION
EXAMPLE

2C 1.2 P 1 F N CE
DESCRIPTION

1 2C 2 or 3: UV filters EN170 

4: IR Filter EN171

5 or 6: Solar Filter EN172

C: Correct colour description

2 1.2
1.2 - 6: Degree of visible light 
filtration

3 P
The manufacturer’s  
identification code

4 1
1: Permanent use: High optical 
quality/No optical distortion

2: Non-continuous use:
May be used permanently

3: Random use: May not be used 
permanently

5 F N Mechanical strength

S: Extra strong, can withstand a 
22mm 43g ball falling from 1.3m at 
5 m/s

F: Low energy influence, can 
withstand a 6mm 0,86g ball falling 
at 45 m/s

B: Median energy influence, can
withstand a 6mm 0,86g ball
falling at 120 m/s

A: High energy influence, can 
withstand a 6mm 0,86g ball falling 
at 190 m/s

K: Protection against surface 
 damage from fine particles 
 (optional)

N: Anti-fog (optional)

T: Permitted for use in working 
environments where high  velocity 
particles at extremely high 
 temperatures are present

6 CE CE-Standard
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GLASSES UVEX PHEOS CX2
Spectacle in two-color sporty design with lens with panoramic view. Anti 
scratch and chemical resistant coating outside, and anti fog  Supravision 
Excellence permanent coating on inside (16 seconds). UV 400 filter. 
Good ventilation around eyes, rubberized top edge. Comfortable non slip 
temples with hang cord attachment option, soft nose bridge. Fits well with 
earmuff and helmet. Weight 28 gr. Carton: 32 boxes of 5 pcs.

GLASSES UVEX I-VO
Spectacle in sporty design. UV 400 filter. Curved lens for good protection 
and view. Soft parts on nose piece, around face and on temples. Temples 
adjustable in 5 lengths, 5 step angles on the lens. Weight 32 gr. Carton: 40 
boxes of 5 pcs.

VERSION ART. NO. LENS MARKING COATING

Clear 0-20220-15202-98
EN 166, EN 170, 

Lens Marking: 2C-
1.2 W 1 FTKN CE

Supravision 
Excellence, 
anti-scratch, 

anti-fog (16 sec)

Grey 0-20221-15202-98
EN 166, EN 172, 

Lens Marking: 5-2.5 
W 1 FTKN CE

Supravision 
Excellence, 
anti-scratch, 

anti-fog (16 sec)

Yellow 0-20222-15202-98
EN 166, EN 170, 

Lens Marking: 2C-
1.2 W 1 FTKN CE

Supravision 
Excellence, 
anti-scratch, 

anti-fog (16 sec)

I/O 0-20223-15202-98
EN 166, EN 172, 

Lens Marking:5-1.4 
W 1 FTKN CE

Supravision 
Excellence, 
anti-scratch, 

anti-fog (16 sec)

VERSION ART. NO. LENS MARKING COATING

Clear 0-9160-275-98
EN 166, EN 170, 

Lens Marking: 2C-
1.2 W 1 FTKN CE

Supravision 
Excellence, 
anti-scratch, 
anti-fog (16 

sec)

Grey 0-9160-76-98
EN 166, EN 172, 

Lens Marking: 5-2.5 
W 1 FT CE

Supravision 
Sapphire, 

anti-scratch

GLASSES UVEX SUPER OTG CLEAR 0-9169-260-98
Spectacle for wearers for of prescription spectacles, and site visitors. 
Anti-scratch, anti-fogg. Supravision Excellence coating. UV 400 filter. Metal 
free. Temples without hinges. Weight 38 gr. Carton: 32 boxes of 5 pcs.  

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 166, EN 170, Lens Marking: 2C-1.2 W 1 FKN CE

GOGGLE UVEX ULTRASONIC CLEAR 0-9302-245-98
Goggle with headband in modern design, suitable in environments with 
grinding activities, or chemicals. Anti-scratch, anti-fog. Supravision 
 Excellence coating. UV 400 filter. Ventilated. Suitable as overspecs.  
Weight 95 gr. Carton: 18 boxes of 4 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 166, EN 170, Lens Marking: 2-1.2 W 1 B9 KN 
DIN CE
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FLUID LENS UVEX REFILL 0-6-9972-98
Refill fluid lens 0,5 litre, for Uvex cleaning station. 

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

SPARE PUMP UVEX 0-6-9973-98
Spare pump for cleaning fluid. Carton: 100 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

MATERIAL Plastic

NECK CORD UVEX 10PCK 0-6-1090-98
Adjustable polyester cord for spectacles.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE BAG

MATERIAL Polyester

CLEANING STATION COMPLETE UVEX 0-9970-2-98
Contains 700  silicone free cleaning tissues, 0.5 litre lens cleaning solution 
and a pump. Suitable for all lens types.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

MATERIAL Plastic

CLEANING TISSUES UVEX REFILL 0-6-9971-98
Refill tissues for Uvex cleaning station. 700 pcs. 

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE Package

MATERIAL Paper
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GLASSES BOLLÈ CONTOUR METAL
Spectacle in modern design and curved lens. Anti scratch, anti-fog. Metal 
frame. Nickel free. Soft edge on top of the frame, for increased safety and 
comfort. Adjustable nose piece in rubber, and temples in rubber that can 
be folded 160°. Microfiber pouch are included. Weight 38 gr. Carton: 24 
boxes of 10 pcs.

VERSION ART. NO. LENS MARKING COATING

Clear 0-6609-111-98
EN 166, EN 170, 

Lens Marking: 2C-
1.2 Bollè 1 FT CE

Anti-scratch, 
anti-fog

Grey 0-6609-222-98
EN 166, EN 172, 

Lens Marking: 5-3.1 
Bollè 1 FT CE

Anti-scratch, 
anti-fog

ESP I/O 0-6609-888-98
EN 166, EN 172, 

Lens Marking: 5-1.4 
Bollè 1 FT CE

Anti-scratch, 
anti-fog

GLASSES BOLLÈ HUSTLER POL BLUE 0-6620-666-98
Spectacle with blue lens. Anti-scratch, anti-fog. Polarized technology. Ideal 
for off-shore and maritime activities. Side protection, non-slip nose piece 
and temples. Miccrofiber pouch are included. Weight 31 gr. Carton: 24 
boxes of 10 pcs.  

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 166, EN 172, Lens Marking: 5-3.1 Bollè 1 FT CE

GOGGLE BOLLÈ BLAST CLEAR 0-6614-111-98
Goggle in modern design, and good comfort. Anti-scratch, anti-fog. Metal 
free. Ventilated.  Adjustable strap. Water channel. Can be combined with 
visor BLV. Weight 113 gr. Carton: 13 boxes of 5 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE BOX-One size

STANDARD EN 166, EN 170, Lens Marking: 2-1.2 Bollè 1 BT 9 CE

VISOR PC BOLLÈ BLV BLUEBLV 0-6614-44-98
Visor for goggle Bollè Blast. Carton: 80 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 166, Lens Marking: Bollè CE

MATERIAL Polycarbonate
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MICROFIBER POUCH BOLLÈ 0-6610-20-98
Microfiber pouch for all kind of spectacles. 190x100 mm.  
Carton: 100 bags, 10 pcs each.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

MATERIAL Microfiber

VERSION ART. NO.  LENS MARKING COATING

Clear 0-4-8610-98
EN 166, EN 170, 
Lens Marking: 2C 

1.2 P 1 F N CE

Anti-scratch, 
anti-fog

I/O 0-4-8680-98
EN 166, EN 172, 
Lens Marking: 
5-1.7 P 1 F CE

Anti-scratch, 
anti-fog

GLASSES EVER-LITE 12PCK
Spectacle with panoramic view and good side protection. Lightweight. Anti 
scratch and anti fog coating. Slim temples with anti-slip material and hang 
cord attachment option. Ventilated soft nose bridge. Weight 22 gr. Carton: 
25 boxes of 12 pcs.

GLASSES INTRUDER 12PCK
Spectacle, rimless, very light, good side protection. Anti scratch coating. 
Suitable with ear muff and helmet. Weight 23 gr. Carton: 25 boxes of 12 
pcs.

VERSION ART. NO. LENS MARKING COATING

Clear 0-6-4110-98
EN 166, EN 170, 

Lens Marking: 2C-
1.2 P 1F CE

Anti-scratch

Grey 0-6-4120-98
EN 166, EN 172, 
Lens Marking: 
5-2.5 P 1F CE

Anti-scratch

Yellow 0-6-4130-98
EN 166, EN 170, 
Lens Marking: 
2-1.2 P 1F CE

Anti-scratch

GOGGLE EG704T CLEAR 12PCS 0-6-704-98
Goggle with strap and soft frame in modern design. Ventilated. Anti scratch 
and anti fog coating. Lightweight. Protection from chemical splashes. 
Weight 35 gr. Carton: 12 boxes of 12 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE BOX

STANDARD EN 166, EN 170, Lens Marking: 2C-1.2 P 1 BT CE 
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VERSION ART. NO.  LENS MARKING COATING

Clear 0-4-8610-98
EN 166, EN 170, 
Lens Marking: 2C 

1.2 P 1 F N CE

Anti-scratch, 
anti-fog

I/O 0-4-8680-98
EN 166, EN 172, 
Lens Marking: 
5-1.7 P 1 F CE

Anti-scratch, 
anti-fog

LENS CLEANERS PYRAMEX 100PCK
Individually wrapped lens cleaners, for spectacles, goggles and visors, 
made of polycarbonate, glass or plastic. Anti fog and antistatic properties. 
Silicon free. Box of 100 pcs. Carton: 10 boxes of 100 pcs.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE BOX

0-21020-10000-98
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BREATHE WITH YOUR STOMACH
Airborne pollution in the form of gas, vapour or hazardous particles may cause harm to both 
lungs and other vital organs, and lead to development of asthma and allergies.

Respiratory protection protects you against such air 
pollution. These may be divided into two different types 
and in order to know which one to choose, the type of 
pollution must also be known. 

Filtrating breathing protection
Requires that the air contains a minimum of 19.5% 
 oxygen. The type of filter is selected on the basis of what 
you want to protect yourself against and in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s filter guides.

Breathing apparatus 
If the air contains less than 19.5% oxygen, you will 
need to use breathing equipment that obtains air from 
a non-polluted source. This also applies to odourless 
gases.

PASSIVE
Disposable masks, half masks and 

full face masks

COMPRESSED AIR UNITS 
WITH HOSE

Compressed air

MOTORISED
Fan unit

PORTABLE UNITS
Compressed air units

The air passed through a filter that 
removes the pollution

Air is obtained from 
a non-polluted source

Filter Breathing units 
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Particle filter:
A mechanical filter which is divided into three classes 
(P1, P2, P3). Protects against solid particles and particles 
in fluid form. To be used when the breathing resistance 
 becomes too high.

P1:  Protects against non-harmful coarse dust
P2:  Protects against harmful fine dust and smoke
P3:   Protects against harmful fine dust and smoke, 

micro-organisms, bio chemical substances, virus, 
bacteria and spores.

CLASSIFICATION OF PROTECTION AGAINST DUST/OPARTICLES PURSUANT TO EN 143 AND EN 149
FILTER CLASS BOILED SALT  (NACL) PARAFFIN OIL

EN 143 EN 149 EN 143 EN 149 EN 143 EN 149

P1 FFP1 80 % 80 % 80 % 80 %

P2 FFP2 94 % 94 % 94 % 94 %

P3 FFP3 99,95 % 99 % 99,95 % 99 %

(FFP1: «Filtering Face Piece Class 1»)

FILTERING HALF FACE MASKS 
AGAINST PARTICLES (EN 149)  

FILTERING HALF FACE MASKS WITH 
REPLACEABLE FILTERS  (EN 140)   

FILTERING HALF FACE MASKS WITH 
INTEGRATED FILTERS  (EN 405)  

ESCAPE MASKS (EN 403, EN 14387)

FILTERING FULL FACE MASKS WITH 
REPLACEABLE FILTERS  (EN 136) 

BREATHING PROTECTION WITH COMPRESSED AIR 
(EN 14593-1, EN 14592-2, EN 14594)

BREATHING PROTECTION WITH MOTORISED FAN  
(EN 12941, EN 12942)

FILTERING BREATHING PROTECTION BREATHING UNITS
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Gas filter:
Protection against gas/vapour is achieved with 
 char coal filter. Often combinations of various gases/
vapours occur at the same place. The gases/vapours 
must be known in order to select the correct gas filter 
(see the manufacturer’s recommended filter).

Examples of the scopes of application:
A:  Solvents when using pain, varnish or glue. Spraying 

with insecticides. Disinfection of greenhouses and 
henhouses.

B:  Electrolysis work (acid gases). Chlorination plants.
In water works (Chlorine). Emptying of liquid manure 
plants (requires minimum 19.5% oxygen).

E:  Ore roasting. Combustion plants (sulphur dioxide).
K: Paper industry and chemical industry (ammonia).

Combination filters:
When combining particles and gas/vapour, a combina-
tion filter shall be used.

Protection factor:
The protection factor describes how effectively it 
reduces the polluting content in the airways, i.e. inside 
the mask.

Assigned protection factor (APF): Is based on 
measure ments outside and inside the breathing 
 protection, among inter alia conducted in actual wor-
king environments on working persons. The APF is sig-
nificantly lower than the theoretical (protection factor).

Nominal protection factor (NPF): Is based on labora-
tory measurements relating to the approval against 
the breathing’s EN-standard. Concept based on the 
theoretical leak rate. (Example: FFP3 mask with a 
maximum leak rate of 2% requires a protection factor 
of 100/2=50).

Hygienic limit value (HLV): Is a value determined by the 
authorities (administrative norm) which indicates the 
highest permitted average concentration throughout a 
working day, plus the maximum value.
 

PROTECTION FACTOR FOR FILTERING BREATHING 
PROTECTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE EUROPEAN 
NORM (HSE)

Selection of respiratory 
 protective equipment:
When other measures have been initiated, 
breathing protection is the last measure to 
prevent harmful air pollution to enter your 
body via the airways.

Four things to consider:

1 IDENTIFICATION: Which harmful gases, dust, 
 smoke or aerosols must you protect yourself against? 
 Measurements will have to be made at the workplace 
to check the concentration of these. 

2 RISK ASSESSMENT: Is there sufficient oxygen to 
last the entire period of exposure? Which health 
effects do you need to protect yourself against? 
Are there other risks, such as for example sparks or 
explosive compounds?

3 CHOICE OF BREATHING PROTECTION: Half face, 
full face mask, fan based or compressed air system. 
In case of low workload: Half or full face mask with 
 filter. In case of greater workload and longer shifts: 
Fan assisted filter protection. In case of oxygen 
 starvation/tasteless or odourless gases: Compressed 
air units. 
 
Does the breathing protection have a sufficient 
 protection factor? Chose the correct filter on the basis 
of the supplier’s filter recommendations.

4 TRAINING: Adaptation, functionality checking, fitting. 
Storage and maintenance. Routines for cleaning, 
change of filter and parts.

CLASS TEST CONCENTRATION 

1 0,1 volume percentage < 1000 ppm

2 0,5 volume percentage < 5000 ppm

FILTER TYPE: HALF FACE FULL FACE MASK

Particle filter P1 4 x adm.norm

Particle filter P2 12,5 x adm.norm 16 x adm.norm

Particle filter P3 50 x adm.norm 1000 x adm.norm

Gas filters Class 1 50 x adm.norm  
(max 1000 ppm)

2000 x adm.norm  
(max 1000 ppm)

Gas filters Class 2 50 x adm.norm  
(max 5000 ppm)

2000 x adm.norm  
(max 5000 ppm)

Breathing supplied 
with  compressed air

50 x adm.norm 2000 x adm.norm

GAS FILTERS MARKED IN ACCORDANCE  
WITH CLASSIFICATION:

FILTER FILTER TYPE SCOPE OF APPLICATION 

Brown A Organic gases and vapours with a boiling 
point in excess of 5ºC (Ex.: benzene, cyclo-
hexane, isopropanol, white spirit, tectyl)

Brown AX Inorganic gases and vapours with a boiling 
point less than or equal to 65ºC (Ex.: acetone, 
methanol, benzene) 

Grey B Inorganic gases and vapours. (Ex.: chlorine, 
hydrocyanic acid, sulphuric acid, hydrogen 
sulphide, formaldehyde)

Yellow E Acid gases (Ex.: Sulphur dioxide, Hydrochlo-
ric acid, formic acid, acetic acid)

Green K Ammonia and certain amines

Red HG Mercury
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MASK P2 MSA 1121 10PCK 0-1012-8850-98
Disposable dust mask FFP2, cup shaped, with yellow valve. Particle  
and aerosol protection. Two elastic band, pre-shaped nose area.  
Carton: 12 boxes, of 10 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE BOX

STANDARD EN 149

MASK P3 MSA 1131 5PCK 0-1012-8871-98
Disposable dust mask FFP3, cup shaped, with red valve. Particle and 
aerosol protection. Two adjustable elastic band, face seal, pre-shaped 
nose area. Carton: 12 boxes, of 5 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE BOX

STANDARD EN 149

FULL MASK SR200

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One size

STANDARD EN 136, ATEX Approved

FULL MASK SR200 AIRLINE 0-1012-0-98
Respiratory equipment, with mask SR 200 and compressed air  regulator. 
Air flow rate of 150 and 320 l/min at a working pressure of 5-7 bar 
Estimated for long-term work in an environment that requires a high level 
of protection. Can be used without filter, holes must be plugged. Filters 
purchased separately.

Full face mask SR 200 with three inhalation- and two exhalation valves. 
Silicon frame. Adjustable headband. Can be used as filtering device, 
with fan or with compressed air. Carton: 3 pcs. 

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 14594

MATERIALE Visor: Polycarbonate

ART. NO. ARTICLE NAME VARIANT

0-200-1-98 FULL MASK PC SR200 Visor: Polycarbonate

0-6-1312-98 FULL MASK GLAS SR200 Visor: Glas
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PRODUCT ART. NO. ARTICLE NAME DESCRIPTION STATUS

0-6-341-98 LENS HOLDER SR341

Lens holder SR 341, is designed to support 
 prescription lenses within the full-face mask  
SR 200. The lenses have to be mounted into the 
lens holders by an optician. The position of the 
lens holder can be adjusted vertically as well as in 
depth. Easy to mount in a stable manor and easily 
adjustable for perfect fit. 

Catalogue item

0-6-1215-98 HEAD BAND SR340 Head band SR 340 in rubber for full mask SR 200. Catalogue item

0-1203-0-98 HEAD HARNESS R01-1203
Headband R01-1203, adjustable and elastic textile 
to full mask SR 200. 

Catalogue item

0-550-0-98 HOSE 1M SR550

Breathing hose SR 550 for connection to full face 
mask SR 200 and SR 200 Airline, together with SR 
500, SR 500 EX and SR 700 fan units. Delivered 
with couplings. Available in several lenghts. 

Catalogue item

0-280-0-98 FILTER ADAPTER SR280-3
Filter adapter SR 280-3 for Sundstrøm full face 
masks. Carton: 20 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-1204-0-98 MEMBRANE SET R01-1204
Set of membranes R01-1204 to full mask SR 200.  
2 x exhalation, 3 x inhalation, 2 x valve cover,  
2 x dowel. Carton: 5 bags. 

Catalogue item

0-1205-0-98 GASKET R01-1205
Gasket R01-1205 to full mask SR 200 and helmet 
SR 580. 

Catalogue item

0-6-343-98
PROTECTIVE FILM  

SR343 10PCK

Protective film SR 343 for polycarbonate-visor. 
The film are used for protecting the visor of the 
Sundström SR 200 full face mask against fouling, 
e.g. during spray painting. 

By order

0-26021-11206-98 CARRIER STRAP R01-1206
Carrier strap R01-1206 in polyester for full face 
mask SR 200 .

By order

ACCESSORIES TO SUNDSTRÖM FULL MASK SR 200
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HALF MASK SR900

COLOR 98 Assorted

MATERIAL TPE/PP

STANDARD EN 140

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE NAME VARIANT

0-6-3112-98 HALF MASK SR900 M Size: M 

0-6-3212-98 HALF MASK SR900 L Size: L

PRODUCT ART.NO. ARTICLE NAME DESCRIPTION STATUS

0-3412-0-98
FILTER HOLDER COMPL 

H01-3412

Complete remote filter holder H01-3412 with leather 
belt and twin hose for use with half mask SR 900. 
Includes also hose protection and spark protection. 
Filter is not included. 

Catalogue 
item

0-6-2005-98 SERVICE KIT R01-2005 Service kit R01-2005 for half mask SR 100. By order

0-6-2004-98 MEMBRANE KIT R01-2004
Membrane kit R01-2004 to half mask SR 100 and 
SR 900. 

By order

0-6-952-98 DOUBLE HOSE SR952

Twin hose SR 952, for connection between half 
mask SR 900, and air unit. It is very flexible and has 
good durability. Can be used with a hose protector 
when welding and grinding. 

By order

0-3004-0-98
HOSE PROTECTION T01-

3004 5PCK
Hose protection T01-3004 for SR 952 twin hose. By order

ACCESSORIES TO SUNDSTRÖM HALF MASK SR 100 AND SR 900

HALF MASK SR100

COLOR 98 Assorted

MATERIAL Silicone

STANDARD EN 140

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE NAME VARIANT

0-6-101-98 HALF MASK SR100 S/M Size: S/M

0-6-100-98 HALF MASK SR100 M/L Size: M/L

0-6-103-98 HALF MASK SR100 L/XL Size: L/XL

Half mask SR 100 in silicone. Double exhalation valves provide 
 significantly lower breathing resistance. Adjustable headband. Can be 
combined with compressed air (SR 307 regulator). Carton: 10 pcs.

Half mask SR 900, double-molded TPE/ PP with removable filter holder 
for  mounting accessories. Adjustable headband. Suitable with welding 
screen (Must be re-built). Can be combined with fan or compressed air. 
Carton: 8 pcs.
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PRODUCT ART.NO. ARTICLE NAME DESCRIPTION STATUS

0-6-1605-98
PRE FILT HOLDER 
R01-0605 5PCK

Pre filter holder R01-0605 is mounted with prefilter SR 221 on 
gas, particulate or combination filter. Carton: 5 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-221-0-98
PRE FILTER SR221 

80PCK

Pre-filter SR 221 that protects the main filter against premature 
clogging by larger particles. It should always be used for particle, 
gas and combined filters. Fits on all Sundström half- and full 
masks, and fan units. Carton: 10 boxes of 80 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-510-3-98
PARTICLE FILTER 
P3 SR510 5PCK

Particle filter SR 510 P3 R that protects against all types of 
particles (dust, smoke, fog, spray, asbestos), including bacteria, 
viruses and radioactive deposits. Very high efficiency. Fits on all 
Sundström half- and full masks, and fan system. If gas/vapors 
and particles are present at the same time, combine the particle 
filter with appropriate gas filter. Carton: 10 boxes of 5 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-217-0-98
GAS FILTER A1 
SR217 5PCK

Gas filter SR 217 A1 that protects against organic compounds 
with a boiling point above 65°C. Fits on all Sundström half- and 
full masks. Carton: 10 boxes of 5 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-218-0-98
GAS FILTER A2 

SR218 4PCK

Gas filter SR 218 A2 that protects against organic compounds 
with a boiling point above 65°C. Fits on all Sundström half- and 
full masks. Carton: 10 boxes of 4 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-315-0-98
GAS FILTER ABE1 

SR315 5PCK

Gas filter SR 315 ABE1 that protects against organic compounds 
with a boiling point above 65°C, inorganic and acid gases/
vapours. Fits on all Sundström half- and full masks.  
Carton: 10 boxes of 5 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-294-0-98
GAS FILTER ABE2 

SR294 3PCK

Gas filter SR 294 ABE2 that protects against organic 
 compounds with a boiling point above 65°C, inorganic and 
acid gases/vapours. Fits on all Sundström half- and full masks. 
Carton: 10 boxes of 3 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-297-0-98
GAS FILTER ABEK1 

SR297 4PCK

Gas filter SR 297 ABEK1 that protects against organic 
 compounds with a boiling point above 65°C, inorganic and acid 
gases/vapours, and ammonia. Fits on all Sundström half- and 
full masks. Carton: 10 boxes of 4 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-298-0-98
GAS FILTER AX 

SR298 3PCK

Gas filter SR 298 AX that protects against organic compounds 
with a boiling point equal to or lower than 65°C. Fits on all 
 Sundström half- and full masks. Carton: 10 boxes of 3 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-299-0-98
C FILT ABEK1 HG 
P3R SR299 3PCK

Combi filter SR 299 ABEK1 HG P3R that protects against 
 organic compounds with a boiling point above 65°C, inorganic 
and acid gases/vapours, ammonia, mercury vapour and all 
 types of particles. Warning! Maximum use time 50 hours 
 (mercury vapour) . Fits on all Sundström half- and full masks. 
Carton: 10 boxes of 3 pcs. 

Catalogue item

FILTER TO SUNDSTRÖM HALF AND FULL MASKS
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HELMET  SR580 0-6-68012-98
Helmet SR 580 with visor. Can be combined with fan SR 700 or SR 500/
SR 500 EX, or compressed air system. 30 mm slot for attachment of 
accessories (P3N). 

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 397, EN 12941 - With fan, EN 14594 - With 
 compressed air. ATEX Approved

MATERIAL PE-HD
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PRODUCT ART.NO. ARTICLE NAME DESCRIPTION STATUS

0-6-60810-98 HOSE 0,9M R06-0810 Hose R06-0810 to head unit SR 580. Catalogue item

0-6-60808-98 VISOR PC R06-0808
Visor R06-0808 in polycarbonate to head unit  
SR 580.

Catalogue item

0-6-60809-98 COMFORT BAND R06-0809 Comfort band R06-0809 to head unit SR 580. Catalogue item

0-6-60805-98 FACE SEAL R06-0805 Face seal R06-0805 to head unit SR 580. Catalogue item

0-26010-60827-10
ADAPTER SUNDSTRÖM 

P3N
Adapter P3E for Sunström helmets, for attaching 
3M earmuff. Suitable for helmet with 30 mm slot. 

Catalogue item

0-1205-0-98 GASKET R01-1205
Gasket R01-1205 to full mask SR 200 and helmet 
SR 580. 

Catalogue item

0-550-551-98 O-Ring R06-0202 O-Ring R06-0202 for hose to head unit SR 580. Catalogue item

0-6-68010-98 WELDING SHIELD SR584

Welding shield SR 584 for mounting on helmet 
SR 580. Protects eyes and face when welding. 
Supplied with lens 90 x 110 mm, DIN 10. Approved 
together with SR 500 and SR 700. 

By order

0-6-60802-98 VISOR FRAME R06-0802 Visor frame R06-0802 to head unit SR 580. By order

0-6-60803-98
VISOR LOWER FRAME 

R06-0803
Lower part R06-0803 to visor frame to head unit 
SR 580. 

By order

0-6-60807-98 VALVE SET R06-0807 Set of valves R06-0807 to head unit SR 580. By order

0-26600-40160-98
WELDING PROT HOSE 

SR59021
Hose protection SR 59021, for use when welding, 
to head unit SR 580. 

By order

ACCESSORIES TO SUNDSTRÖM HELMET SR 580
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FACE SHIELD SR570 0-25570-66512-5
Face shield SR 570 is a robust shield with flip-up visor, and gives the user 
comfortable and safe respiratory and eye protection. It is manufactured in 
material that permits use in tough environments. It can be used together 
with SR 500 powered fan unit, or air attachment SR 507. A wide range of 
accessories are available, to customise the shield for the work situation. 
30 mm slot for attachment of accessories (P3N). 

COLOR 5 Navy Blue

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 166, EN 12941, EN 14594

MATERIAL Shell: ABS, Visor: Polycarbonate

FAN SR500 0-7-500-98
Fan SR 500, battery operated, to be combined with mask. Filtrates 
gas and particles. Two air flow levels, 175 or 240 l/min. Up to 13-hours 
 operating time. Alarm system. Waterproofed and IP67 approved. Battery 
and charger included.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 12941, EN 12942

FAN SR500EX 0-6-62012-98
Fan SR 500 EX to be used in EX sone, battery operated, to be combined 
with mask. Filtrates gas and particles. Two air flow levels, 175 or 240 l/min. 
Up to 13-hours operating time. Alarm system. Waterproofed and IP67 
approved. Battery and charger included.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 12941, EN 12942, ATEX Approved

COMPRESSED AIR REGULATOR SR507 0-3-612-98
Compressed air regulator SR 507, with connection to Sundström head 
units. Permits alternation between compressed air and fan unit. Supplied 
with flow meter and warning whistle. Air flow between 175-260 l/min, 
compression 5-7 bar.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 14594

COMPRESSED AIR REGULATOR SR307 0-307-0-98
Compressed air regulator SR 307, with connection to Sundström half- and 
full mask. Supplied with flow meter and warning whistle. Air flow between 
150-320 l/min, compression 4-7 bar.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 14594

COMPRESSED AIR FILTER SR99-1 0-25991-32810-98
Compressed air filter SR 99-1, converting compressed air to pure 
 breathing air. It consists of a regulator, automatic drainage separator 
 separating particles, water and oil, and SR 292 filter kit with two P3 
particle filters and carbon filters. Maximum 900 liter/min. May have three 
users. Placed on floor or hang on wall.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE One Size
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FILTER CARTRIDGE SR292 0-6-4484-98
Filter cartridge SR 292, to compressed air filter SR 99-1.  Consists of two 
SR 510 P3 filters and about 450 g active carbon. If the air quality is normal, 
the lifetime of the filter is 6-12 months.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE One Size

HOOD SR530 0-530-0-98
Hood that protects the face, head and shoulders. Adjustable neck 
seal. Chemical resistant visor. Supplied with hose for connection to SR 
500/700. Can be combined with Sundström compressed air system.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 12941 - With SR 580/700

ESCAPE HOOD SR77-3 MOBIL M/L 0-6-77-98
Escape hood SR 77-3 for self-rescue in the event of fire and/or  chemical 
emission accident. Half mask with two exhalation valves. The Hood 
is  flame retardant, and vacuum packaged in an aluminum bag. The 
aluminum bag gives a carefree use for 10 years with no need of service or 
maintenance. Included: Gas filter SR 331-2 ABEK1-CO, particle filter SR 
510 P3. and carrying bag.

Compressed air hose SR 359 is equipped with CEJN safety couplings 
for direct connection to Sundström compressed air filter and 
 compressed air respiratory devices. Heat resistant and antistatic, 
 offshore approved. Available in several lengths and other variants.

COLOR 98  Assorted

SIZE One Size

STANDARD EN 403, EN 14387

ART.NO. ARTICLE NAME VARIANT

0-359-5-98 Compressed Air Hose SR 359 5M Length: 5 M 

0-359-10-98 Compressed Air Hose SR 359 10M Length: 10 M 

0-359-15-98 Compressed Air Hose SR 359 15M Length: 15 M 

0-359-20-98 Compressed Air Hose SR 359 20M Length: 20 M 

COMPRESSED AIR HOSE SR 359

COLOR 98 Assorted

MATERIAL EPDM, Polyester

STANDARD EN 14594
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PRODUCT ART.NO. ART. NAME DESCRIPTION STATUS

0-3-2002-98
CARRYING 
HARNESS 
SR552EX

Harness SR 552 EX, to fan SR 500 EX. The harness are adjustable, 
og give the possibility to wear the fan on the lower back or between 
the shoulder blades. The plate on the back has 3 size adjustments. 

Catalogue item

0-2148-0-98
BELT 

SR508EX
Belt SR 508 EX in cotton to fan SR 500 EX. Catalogue item

0-6-2002-98
BATTERY 
SR501EX

Battery SR 501 EX to fan SR 500 EX. Nickel-metal hydride, 2,1 Ah, 
rechargeable. 

Catalogue item

0-6-2003-98
BATTERY 
CHARGER 
SR513EX

attery charger SR 513 EX to fan SR 500 EX. Catalogue item

0-502-2-98
BATTERY STD 

SR501
Battery SR 501 to fan SR 500. Lithium-ion standard, 2,2 Ah. Catalogue item

0-26020-30346-98
FLOW METER 

R03-0346
Flow meter R03-0346 to fan SR 500. For flow control of compressed 
air equipments and fan units. Can also be used as a storage bag. 

Catalogue item

26602-11400-98
SPLASH 

 COVER SR514
Splash cover SR 514 in PVC to fan SR 500 protects the unit from 
liquid splashes and dust, when spray painting and washing. 

Catalogue item

2023-0-98
PRE FILTER 

HOLDER 
SR512EX

Pre-filter holder SR 512 EX, to fan SR 500 EX. Catalogue item

0-6107-0-98
GASKET R06-

0107
Gasket R06-0107 to fan SR 500 and SR 500 EX. Catalogue item

0-26006-20160-98
VASELINE 
TUBE R06-
2016 5PCK

Vaseline tube R06-2016 10 ml, to lubricate EX battery. By order

0-516-0-98
CHARGING 

STATION 
SR516

Charging station SR 516 for charging 1-5 batteries of fan SR 500. 
Delivered with 5 chargers type 2541 mounted. The charger senses 
the battery condition and provides optimum charging conditions, with 
the shortest possible charging time. 

By order

0-26601-10800-98
CHARGING 

STATION 
SR506

Charging station SR 506 for charging 1-5 batteries of fan SR 500 and 
SR 500 EX. Charger is not included. 

By order

0-26023-60121-98
HOSE 

PROTECTION 
T06-0121

Hose protection T06-0121, that protects the hose from dirt. To fan SR 
500 and SR 700. 

By order

0-26024-11221-98
HOSE 0,9M 

SR551

Breathing hose SR 551 for connection to full face mask SR 200 and 
SR 200 Airline, together with SR 500, SR 500 EX and SR 700 fan. 
Delivered with couplings. 

By order

0-26060-70300-98
PLUG KIT FAN 

R06-0703 
5PCK

Plug KIT R06-0703 to fan SR 500. For cleaning and storage. By order

0-26022-62150-98
RUBBER BELT 

SR504EX
Rubber belt SR 504 EX, to fan SR 500 EX. By order

ACCESSORIES TO SUNDSTRÖM FAN UNIT SR 500 / SR 500 EX
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PRODUCT ART.NO. ART. NAME DESCRIPTION STATUS

0-6-1605-98

PRE FILT 
HOLDER 
R01-0605 

5PCK

Pre filter holder R01-0605 is mounted with prefilter SR 221 on gas, particulate 
or combination filter. Carton: 5 pcs. 

Catalogue 
item

0-221-0-98
PRE FILTER 

SR221 
80PCK

Pre-filter SR 221 that protects the main filter against premature clogging by 
larger particles. It should always be used for particle, gas and combined 
filters. Fits on all Sundström half- and full masks, and fan units. Carton: 10 
boxes of 80 pcs. 

Catalogue 
item

0-510-3-98
PARTICLE 
FILTER P3 

SR510 5PCK

Particle filter SR 510 P3 R that protects against all types of particles (dust, 
smoke, fog, spray, asbestos), including bacteria, viruses and radioactive 
deposits. Very high efficiency. Fits on all Sundström half- and full masks, and 
fan system. If gas/vapors and particles are present at the same time, combine 
the particle filter with appropriate gas filter. Carton: 10 boxes of 5 pcs. 

Catalogue 
item

0-6-1512-98
PARTICLE 
FILTER P3 

SR710

Particle filter SR 710 P3 R that protects against all types of particles, solid and 
liquid. Fits on Sundström fan systems. Can not be combined with gas filter. 
Carton: 10 boxes of 2 pcs. 

Catalogue 
item

0-518-0-98
GAS FILTER 
A2 SR518 

2PCK

Gas filter SR 518 A2 that protects against organic gases and vapours, such as 
solvents, with boiling points > +65°C. Fits on Sundström fan systems. SR 500 
and SR 500 EX fan units gas filters must always be used in combination with 
particle filter SR 510 P3 R. Carton: 10 boxes of 2 pcs. 

Catalogue 
item

0-515-0-98
GAS FILTER 
ABE1 SR515 

2PCK

Gas filter SR 515 ABE1 that protects against organic compounds with 
a  boiling point above 65°C, inorganic and acid gases/vapours. Fits on 
 Sundström fan systems. SR 500 and SR 500 EX fan units gas filters must 
always be used in combination with particle filter SR 510 P3 R.  
Carton: 10 boxes of 2 pcs. 

Catalogue 
item

0-6-597-98
GAS FILTER 

A1BE2K1 
SR597 

Gas filter SR 597 A1BE2KI that protects against organic compounds with a 
boiling point above 65°C, inorganic and acid gases/vapours, ammonia and 
certain amines. Fits on Sundström fan systems. SR 500 and SR 500 EX fan 
units gas filters must always be used in combination with particle filter SR 510 
P3 R. Carton: 10 boxes of 2 pcs. 

Catalogue 
item

0-6-7312-98

COMB FILT 
A1BE2K1 
HG P3R 
SR599

Combi filter SR 599 A1BE2K1 HG P3 R that protects against organic com-
pounds with a boiling point above +65°C, inorganic and acid gases/vapours, 
ammonia, mercury vapour and all types of particles. Warning! Maximum usa-
ge time for protection against mercury fumes is 50 hours. Fits on Sundström 
SR 500 and SR 500 EX fan systems. Carton: 10 pcs. 

Catalogue 
item

FILTER TO SUNDSTRÖM FAN UNITS

PRODUCT ART. NO. ARTICLE NAME DESCRIPTION STATUS

0-6-344-98 STORAGE BOX SR344
Storage box SR 344 for storage of respiratory 
products. Transparent lid for view access. Can be 
mounted on wall. Carton: 8 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-230-0-98 STORAGE BOX SR230

Storage box SR 230, for storage of half mask and 
filters, with strap to hang over shoulder. Box pro-
tects equipment against dirt and physical damage. 
Carton: 10 pcs. 

Catalogue item

0-6-5226-98
CLEANING WIPES SR5226 

50PCK

Cleaning wipes SR 5226 for daily cleaning of Sund-
ström products. Box of 50 pcs. Carton: 20 boxes 
of 50 pcs. 

Catalogue item

ACCESSORIES TO SUNDSTRÖM - VARIOUS
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FULL MASK 3M 6700/6800/6900

COLOR 98 Assorted

MATERIAL Silicone

STANDARD EN 136

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE NAME VARIANT

0-6700-0-98 FULL MASK 3M 6700 SMALL Size: Small

0-6800-0-98 FULL MASK 3M 6800 MEDIUM Size: Medium

0-6900-0-98 FULL MASK 3M 6900 LARGE Size: Large

HALF MASK 3M 7501/7502/7503

COLOR 98 Assorted

MATERIAL Silicone

STANDARD EN 140

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE NAME VARIANT

0-7501-0-98 HALF MASK 3M 7501 SMALL Size: Small

0-7502-0-98 HALF MASK 3M 7502 MEDIUM Size: Medium

0-7503-0-98 HALF MASK 3M 7503 LARGE Size: Large

HALF MASK 3M 6100/6200/6300

COLOR 98 Assorted

MATERIAL
STANDARD

TPU
EN 140

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE NAME VARIANT

0-6100-0-98 HALF MASK 3M 6100 SMALL Size: Small

0-6200-0-98 HALF MASK 3M 6200 MEDIUM Size: Medium

0-6300-0-98 HALF MASK 3M 6300 LARGE Size: Large

Full mask with exhalation valve, silicone sealing, large polycarbonate visor 
that is scratch- and chemical resistant, speech membrane and adjustable  
4 point headband. Bayonette attachment for two filters. Compatible with 
3M Versaflo S-200 compressed air system. Carton: 4 pcs.

Half mask with exhalation valve, silicone seal and adjustable headband. 
 Bayonette attachment for two filters. Compatible with 3M Versaflo S-200 
compressed air system. Carton: 10 pcs.

Half mask in TPU with exhalation valve and adjustable headband. 
 Bayonette attachment for two filters. Compatible with 3M Versaflo  
S-200 compressed air system. Carton: 8 pcs.
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FIRST-AID

WHEN MISHAPS HAPPEN

Sudden workplace injuries place great demands on those who are nearby when mishaps happen. 

Fall accidents and persons being squeezed under heavy machinery, are typical examples of 
situations where the intervention of colleagues may be of decisive importance to the extent and 
outcome of the injury.

The same goes for acute incidents, such as heart attacks and strokes, which do not necessarily 
have anything to do with the work going on, but where the first minutes are critical.

In such situations it is vital for all personnel to know where to find the right kind of first aid 
 equipment, and that they are conversant with how to use it.

Under the working environment it is the employer’s responsibility to ensure that first aid 
 equipment is in place, that it is easily accessible and adapted to the size of the workplace, and 
that it has precise user instructions. 

Whatever the requirements may be, we offer a wide selection of first aid equipment from leading 
suppliers.  

Around 12 percent of all personal injuries in Norway occur in connection with work. That 
makes it all the more important to have the right first aid equipment in place, and know 
how you are going to use it.

WALL SUSP CEDDEROTH F//EYEWASH 0-7200-0-98
Robust and practical wall bracket for Cederroth Eye Wash 500 ml  
(Art. 7251). The wall bracket gives the bottle a fixed location so  everyone 
knows where it is. The bottle is held in the wall bracket, and opens 
 automatically when twisted out of the bracket, so flushing can begin 
 immediately. It can be positioned in several different ways, making it 
suitable for all workplaces. Carton: 10 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE One Size

MATERIAL Plastic

EYE WASH CEDERROTH 2X500ML 0-7252-0-98
Eyewash, 2 pcs, for single use. Conains sterile sotonic, borate buffered 
sodium chloride solution without preservatives. Bottle with integrated 
eyecup designed to rinse the eye with a good flow of liquid. Neutralising 
effect on alkali or acid splashes. Carton: 6 pcs.

COLOR 98 Assorted

SIZE BOX
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OVERDELER/UPPER PART

KJELEDRESSER/COVERALLS

FINDING THE RIGHT SIZE
All stated measures are body measurements. Measure as 
illustrated and find your size. Garment’s measurement can
varyfrommodeltomodelduetodifferentmovementwidthof
thegarment.Wemakecertainreservationsforsomemodels.
The inch indicationsareapproximateandweadviseyou to
choosesizebasedoncmfromwaistmeasurementandthe
widthofthehip.

STØRRELSE / SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58 C60 C62 C64 C66 C68 C70

UK SIZE 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

Kroppsmål / Body 

measurement

ABryst/Chestcm 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136 140

BLivvidde/Waistcm 72 76 80 84 88 92 97 102 108 114 120 126 132 138 144

STØRRELSE / SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58 C60 C62 C64 C66 C68 C70

UK SIZE 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

Kroppsmål / 

Body measu-

rement

ABryst/Chestcm 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136 140

BLivvidde/Waistcm 72 76 80 84 88 92 97 102 108 114 120 126 132 138 144

CHofter/Hipcm 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 119 124 129 134 139 146 149 154

DInnvendigbenlengde/Inseamcm 80 80 80 82 82 82 82 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84

A

B B

C

D

A

B

C

A

B

C

D

D

Bryst/Chest

Livvidde/Waist

Hofter/Hip

Innvendigbenlengde/Inseam

A

B B

C

D

A

B

C

A

B

C

D

D

A

B B

C

D

A

B

C

A

B

C

D

D

Bryst/Chest

Livvidde/Waist

A

B B

C

D

A

B

C

A

B

C

D

D
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BUKSER /TROUSERS

C standard 

C lang/long 

D kort/short 

STØRRELSE / SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58 C60 C62 C64 C66 C68 C70

UK SIZE 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

Kroppsmål / Body 

measurement

ABryst/Chestcm 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136 140

BLivvidde/Waistcm 72 76 80 84 88 92 97 102 108 114 120 126 132 138 144

STØRRELSE / SIZE C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58 C60 C62 C64 C66 C68 C70

UK SIZE (INCH) 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54
Kroppsmål / 

Body measur-

ment

Tommer-faktisk*/Inch-actual** 28,3 29,9 31,5 33,1 34,6 36,2 38,2 40,2 42,5 44,8 47,2 49,6 51,9 54,3 56,7

BLivvidde/Waistcm 72 76 80 84 88 92 97 102 108 114 120 126 132 138 144

CHofter/Hipcm 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 119 124 129 134 139 144 149 154

DInnvendigbenlengde/Inseamcm 80 80 80 82 82 82 82 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84

STØRRELSE / SIZE C146 C148 C150 C152 C154 C156

UK SIZE (INCH) 30 32 34 36 38 40
Kroppsmål / 

Body measu-

rement

Tommer-faktisk*/Inch-actual** 31,5 33,1 34,6 36,2 38,2 40,2

BLivvidde/Waistcm 80 84 88 92 97 102

CHofter/Hipcm 98 102 106 110 114 119

DInnvendigbenlengde/Inseamcm 80 82 82 82 82 84

STØRRELSE / SIZE D92 D96 D100 D104 D108 D112 D116 D120

UK SIZE (INCH) 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48
Kroppsmål / 

Body measure-

ment

Tommer-faktisk*/Inch-actual** 33,8 35,4 37 38,5 40,5 42,5 44,8 47,2

BLivvidde/Waistcm 86 90 94 98 103 108 114 120

CHofter/Hipcm 100 104 108 112 116 121 126 131

DInnvendigbenlengde/Inseamcm 76 78 78 78 78 80 80 80

Livvidde/Waist

Hofter/Hip

Innvendigbenlengde/Inseam

A

B B

C

D

A

B

C

A

B

C

D

D

A

B B

C

D

A

B

C

A

B

C

D

D

*Tommeangivelseneerkunomtrentligeogvianbefaleråvelgestørrelsebasertpåcm-målforlivviddeoghoftevidde.
**Pleasenotethattheinchindicationareonlymeantasaguideline,andwerecommendyoutochoosesizebasedonyourwaistandhipmeasurementsincm.

MEASUREMENT CHART
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DAMEBUKSER/ 
LADY PANTS

OVERDELER DAME/
UPPER PART, LADY

ALFA STØRRELSE / SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL

EURO STØRRELSE / SIZE C32 C34 C36 C38 C40 C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54

UK STØRRELSE / SIZE 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Kroppsmål /  

Body  measurement

B Livvidde cm 71 74 77 80 84 88 92 96 101 107 113 119

C Hofter cm 93 96 99 102 106 110 114 118 123 128 133 138

D Innvendigbenlengde cm 77 77 79 79 79 79 81 81 81 81 81 81

A

B B

C

D

A

B

C

A

B

C

D

D

ALPHA SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL

EURO SIZE C32 C34 C36 C38 C40 C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54

Kroppsmål /  

Body  measurement

A Brystvidde / Cheast cm 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128

B Livvidde / Waist cm 71 74 77 80 84 88 92 96 101 107 113 119

C Hofter / Hip cm 93 96 99 102 106 110 114 118 123 128 133 138

D Innvendig lår /Inseam cm 77 77 79 79 79 79 81 81 81 81 81 81
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B
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D

D
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Innvendigbenlengde/Inseam
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D
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C
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B
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D

D
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ALPHA SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL

EURO SIZE C32 C34 C36 C38 C40 C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54

Kroppsmål /  

Body  measurement

A Brystvidde / Cheast cm 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128

B Livvidde / Waist cm 71 74 77 80 84 88 92 96 101 107 113 119

C Hofter / Hip cm 93 96 99 102 106 110 114 118 123 128 133 138

D Innvendig lår /Inseam cm 77 77 79 79 79 79 81 81 81 81 81 81
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BEKLEDNING

The Directive also sets out that personal protective  
equipment must be marked with the following symbols:

User information
The symbol must make the user aware that user 
information is provided with the product and 
must be read

CE mark
The symbol shows that the product complies 
with the requirements in Directive 89/686/EEC

STANDARDS FOR PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

EN 340 and EN ISO 13688 Protective clothing – General 
requirements

Standard that specifies general requirements for protective 
clothing such as:
• Product and packaging information and labelling.
• Model and design.
• Care and maintenance.
• Size.
• Requirements regarding the fabric’s content of substances 

harmful to health and the environment, and pH value.

EN ISO 11612
Protective clothing – Clothing for protection 
against heat and flame

Standard for protective clothing which must protect the user 
in the event of unintentional contact with heat and flame. The 
standard is relevant for industrial workers and electricians. 
The standard has different code letters that describe the level 
of protection.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Minimum 20 cm overlap between jacket and trousers in all 
work positions. It must be impossible for metal parts to come 
into direct contact with the user’s skin. Additional design  
requirements apply to code letters D and E.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
General requirements: Heat resistance at a temperature of 
180°C: The fabric must not ignite or melt, and not shrink more 
than 5%.

Code letter A1 – Limited flame spread, surface ignition, 
ISO 15025 Procedure A
• No specimen shall give flaming to the top or either side edge.
• No specimen shall give hole formation.
• No specimen shall give flaming or molten debris.
• Mean value for after burn time must be ≤ 2 seconds.
• Mean value for afterglow time must be ≤ 2 seconds.

Code letter A2 – Limited flame spread, edge ignition,  
ISO 15025 Procedure B
• No specimen shall give flaming to the top or either side edge.
• No specimen shall give flaming or molten debris.
• Mean value for after burn time must be ≤ 2 seconds.
• Mean value for afterglow time must be ≤ 2 seconds.

EN STANDARDS
It is the responsibility of the employer to ensure that  
personal protective equipment used in the workplace is CE 
marked and provides appropriate protection at all times 
against the risk the employee is exposed to. Employers 
are also responsible for ensuring that personal protective 
equipment is available where it is needed and that  
necessary training is given. Regular controls that personal 
protection is being used should be made and immediate 
measures should be put in place if mandatory personal 
protection equipment is not being utilised. The employer 
is also responsible for drawing up procedures for storing, 
maintaining, repairing and replacing personal protective 
equipment and for ensuring that the personal protective 
equipment is in a good hygienic condition.

Wenaas workwear and PPE is produced and tested in  
accordance with the standards in the EU Directive  
89/686/EEC.

EU DIRECTIVE 89/686/EEC ON PERSONAL PROTECTIVE 
EQUIPMENT

The Directive regulates the development, production and 
CE marking of personal protection equipment (PPE) which 
is sold in the EU and EEA, and ensures that the products 
maintain a consistent level of protection. The CE marking, 
together with information on the EN standard(s) the product 
is certified to, informs the user that the PPE is approved 
and in which areas it is intended to be used.

The Directive defines three categories of personal  
protective equipment:

Category 1 – The product protects against minor dangers 
with minimum risk to life and health
Protective equipment in this category only protects against 
minor impacts, where the danger is gradual and can 
be identified by the user in good time. Test reports on  
materials and accessories must be reviewed by the  
producer and meet the requirements in the Directive.  
The CE label consists only of the CE symbol.

Category 2 – The product protects against moderate risk 
to life and health
The product must be tested and type-approved by a  
notified body, that also reviews the producer’s technical  
documentation to establish that the product has been  
produced in accordance with the Directive. The CE  
label consists of the CE symbol, the EN standard, the EN  
pictogram, the level of fulfilled requirements, and where  
applicable, the year of the first approval.

Category 3 – The product protects against high risk that 
may endanger life and health
The product is subject to the same inspections as for  
Category 2, but is also subject to an annual quality  
inspection. The CE label consists of the notified body’s  
approval number, the CE symbol, the EN standard, the  
EN pictogram, the level of fulfilled requirements, and where 
applicable, the year of the first approval.

INFORMATION
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Code letter B – Convective heat, ISO 9151
Convective heat is the heat transmission through the  
garment on contact with flame. Even if the outer layer does 
not burn, the user can still be exposed to injury due to the 
heat that forms when the fabric, and indirectly the body, 
comes into contact with flame.

Performance levels: Heat transfer measured in seconds
 Min. Max.
B1 4 < 10
B2 10 < 20
B3 20 

Code letter C – Radiant heat, ISO 6942
Low heat radiation over a long period of time can result in 
a risk of injury.

Performance levels: Radiant heat measured in seconds
 Min. Max.
C1 7 < 20
C2 20 < 50
C3 50 < 95
C4 95 

Code letter D – Molten aluminium, ISO 9185
Even if the fabric does not burn and disintegrate when 
in contact with molten metal, burn injuries can still occur.  
The test gives an indication of how much metal splash the 
garment can withstand before its ability to protect fails and 
is conducted for code letter D for molten aluminium and 
code letter E for molten iron.

Performance levels: Molten aluminium measured in grams
 Min. Max.
D1 100 < 200
D2 200 < 350
D3 350 

Code letter E – Molten iron, ISO 9185

Performance levels: Molten iron measured in grams
 Min. Max.
E1 60 < 120
E2 120 < 200
E3 200 

Code letter F – Contact heat, ISO 12127
The garment’s protection against contact heat transfer is 
tested in accordance with ISO 12127 at a temperature of 
250°C.

Performance levels: Contact heat, measured in seconds
 Min. Max.
F1 5 < 10
F2 10 < 15
F3 15 

USER INFORMATION
Two-piece protective clothing must be used together to  
obtain the specified level of protection. The CE label on  
the garment provides information on the necessary  

combination of garments. The CE label also provides  
information on which code letters the garment is certified to. 
If, in the event of an accident, chemical or flammable liquid 
splash ends up on the clothing the user should move away 
from the area immediately and carefully remove the gar-
ments. Take care that chemicals or liquids do not come into  
contact with the skin. The garments must then be cleaned 
or disposed of.

EN ISO 14116
Protective clothing – Protection against heat and 
flame –  Limited flame spread materials, material 
assemblies and clothing

Standard for protective clothing which must protect the user 
in the event of unintentional contact with heat and flames. 
Protective clothing complying with this standard is intend-
ed to protect against occasional and brief contact with 
small flames, in work situations where there is no significant  
heat hazard. When protection against heat hazards is  
necessary in addition to protection against limited flame 
spread, garments certified according to EN ISO 11612 are 
more appropriate.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Minimum 20 cm overlap between jacket and trousers in all 
work positions. The trousers must not have turn-ups.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
Requirements for flame and heat resistance are defined in 
accordance with three index levels, where Index 3 is the 
highest level.

Index 1
• No specimen shall give flaming to the top or either side 

edge.
• No specimen shall give flaming debris.
• Afterglow must not spread after the flame is removed.

Index 2
Same as for Index 1, plus:
• No specimen shall give hole formation.

Index 3
Same as for Index 2, plus:
• Mean value for after burn time must be ≤ 2 seconds.

Materials or garments which are only approved in accordance  
with Index 1 must not come into contact with the skin during 
use. If protective garments are Index 1, they must be used 
over Index 2, Index 3 or EN ISO 11612 certified garments..

USER INFORMATION
To provide full protection full-body ensembles, such as a 
jacket and trousers or coverall made from a flame retardant  
fabric approved to EN ISO 11612, must be used. 
EN ISO 14116 certified garments are not designed to  
protect against convective heat, radiant heat, liquid metal 
or similar hazards.

STANDARDS
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EN ISO 11611
Protective clothing for use in welding and related 
processes

Standard for protective clothing which protects the user 
when welding or during the performance of similar work. 
The standard is relevant for welders and industrial workers.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Production of the garment is based on the standard’s  
different design requirements. For example, the design 
must reduce the risk of welding spatter collecting on the 
garment.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
The requirements for mechanical strength, flame and heat  
resistance are divided into two classes:

Class 1:
For less dangerous techniques and situations that cause  
minor amounts of drops and radiant heat. Suitable for  
manual welding techniques with minor amounts of splash 
and drops, e.g. gas welding, TIG welding, MIG welding, 
microplasma welding, soldering, sport welding and MMA 
welding. The fabric must be able to withstand at least 15 
drops of liquid metal without transferring and exceeding 
an increase in temperature of 40°C on the rear side of the 
fabric.

Class 2:
For more dangerous welding techniques and situations 
that cause larger amounts of drops and radiant heat.  
Suitable for manual welding techniques with minor amounts 
of splash and drops, e.g. MMA welding (with basic or  
cellulose-coated electrode), MAG welding (with CO2 or 
mixed gas), MIG welding (with high current). The fabric  
must be able to withstand at least 25 drops of liquid 
metal without transferring and exceeding an increase in  
temperature of 40°C on the rear side of the fabric.

USER INFORMATION
It is important to choose a garment suitable for the type 
of work to be performed. If extra, partially protective gar-
ments are used the main garment must comply with at least  
Class 1. Two-piece protective clothing must be used  
together to attain the specified level of protection. The 
CE label inside the garment provides information on the  
necessary combination of garments.

The garment does not protect against direct contact with 
all equipment carrying welding voltage. It is designed  
to provide protection against short-term, unintentional  
contact with active electric conductors with voltages of 
up to approx. 100 V DC. The garment is not designed 
to protect against electric shock. An extra layer of  
insulation is required in work environment with an increased 
risk of electric shock. Show care when welding in areas 
with a high concentration of oxygen as this reduces the 
garment’s flame retardant properties. Extra, partial body 
protection may be necessary in some situations, e.g. when 
welding overhead. Leather aprons that cover the body  
at least from side seam to side seam should be used  
to protect other welding clothes from sparks. Class 2  
garments are designed to withstand more than Class 1 
garments, although this difference cannot be measured 
exactly.

INFORMATION ON DANGERS OF UV RADIATION

During arc welding there is a risk of exposure to ultraviolet  
(UV) radiation. During use the fabric in the garment  
will become worn, lessening the protection provid-
ed. Therefore, examine the garment regularly to avoid  
exposure to UV radiation.

A simple way of checking that the garment continues 
to protect against UV radiation is to hold the garment at  
an arm’s length against the light from a 100 W bulb  
(distance from the light source must be approx. 1 m). If light 
penetrates the fabric, UV rays will also penetrate. Checks 
should be made weekly.

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR WELDERS CLOTHING:

 

CLASS SELECTION CRITERIA BASED ON PROCESS SELECTION CRITERIA BASED ON ENVIRONMENT
 

CLASS 1 Manual welding techniques, small amount of spatters and drops, e.g.:
- Gas welding
- TIG welding
- MIG welding
- Microplasma welding
- Brazing
- Spot welding
- MMA welding (with rutile covered electrode)

Use of machines e.g.:
- Oxygen cutting machines
- Plasma cutting machines
- Resistance welding machines
- Machines for thermal spraying
- Bench welding

 

CLASS 2 Manual welding techniques, large amount of spatters and drops, e.g.:
- MMA welding (with basic or cellulose-covered electrode)
- MAG welding (with CO2 or mixed gas)
- MIG welding (with high current)
- Self-shielded flux cored arc welding
- Plasma cutting
- Oxygen cutting
- Thermal spraying

Use of machines e.g.:
- In small rooms
- When welding or cutting overhead
- In other confined situations

 

INFORMATION
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If the user experiences symptoms similar to sunburn,  
UV rays are getting through the fabric. If UV rays are  
penetrating the garment, it must be repaired (if possible) 
or replaced, and the future use of several, more protective 
layers should be considered.

EN 61482-1-2
Clothing for protection against the thermal 
hazards of an electric arc

Standard for protective clothing that protects the user 
against the thermal hazards connected to an electrical 
short circuit. The standard is relevant for work in areas with 
a risk of electrical arcs.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
• Minimum 20 cm overlap between jacket and trousers in 

all work positions. 
• Seams must withstand flame test.
• Metal components on the outside or inside must be  

covered and it must be impossible for metal parts to 
come into direct contact with the user’s skin.

• The garment must be possible to open after exposure to 
an electric arc.

• Buttons, zippers and other accessories must not catch 
fire or increase the risk of a burn injury.

• The inside of the garment must be completely intact after 
an electric arc, without molten or burnt parts.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
General requirements: Heat resistance at a temperature of 
180°C: The material must not ignite or melt and must not 
shrink more than 5%.
• Burning time: ≤ 5 s
• Melting: No melting through to the inner side
• No hole bigger than max 5 mm in every direction (in the 

innermost layer)

Test method
Test with controlled arc (“box test”). 

The test can be conducted in two different test classes:
Class 1 (4 kA) or class 2 (7 kA)
Voltage: 400 V
Duration of the arc: 500 ms
Frequency: 50 Hz or 60 Hz
The result of the test is passed/failed.

USER INFORMATION
Two-piece protective clothing must be worn together to  
attain the specified level of protection. The CE label  
inside the garment provides information on the necessary  
combination of garments. To protect the whole body, the 
clothing must be closed and worn together with other  
suitable protective equipment such as a helmet with face 
guard, protective gloves or safety footwear.
Flame retardant underwear must be worn. Garments made 
from synthetic materials will melt on exposure to an arc and will  
cause serious skin damage. Attention must be paid to the  
environment and risk conditions of the workplace. Deviations  
from these recommendations can result in serious injury.

EN 13034
Protective clothing against liquid chemicals  
– Performance requirements of protective 
clothing that gives limited protection against 
liquid chemicals

Standard for protective clothing that gives limited protection  
against chemicals in liquid form. Suitable for work in  
environments where there can be a risk of chemical splashes, 
but where a total chemical barrier is not necessary.

The standard has two classes:
• Type 6 protective clothing has been tested as a full-body 

suit.
• Type PB[6] (Partial Body protection) has not been tested 

as a full-body suit.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Seams must prevent liquid from penetrating stitches or  
other seam components and must ensure the liquid runs 
off.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
Mechanical strength, liquid repellency, resistance to the 
penetration of liquid.

The following chemicals are tested in accordance with  
EN 14325:
• Sulphuric acid, H2SO4, 30%.
• Sodium hydroxide, NaHO, 10%.
• O-xylene, undiluted.
• 1-butanol, undiluted.

USER INFORMATION
Before use the clothing must be checked to ensure that  
it is intact, that it fits and that the user knows how to open  
and remove it. Two-piece protective clothing must be  
worn together to attain the specified level of protection. 
The CE label on the garment provides information on the 
necessary combination of garments. If chemicals splash 
unintentionally onto the garment, the user must move away 
from the area, carefully remove the garment and make sure 
that chemicals or liquid have not come into contact with 
the body. The garment must then be cleaned or taken out 
of use.

EN 1149-5
Protective clothing – Electrostatic properties
– Part 5: Performance requirements for 
materials and design

Standard for protective clothing that provide antistatic  
protection in areas with a risk for explosions.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
• The garment must cover all fabrics that do not provide 

antistatic protection.
• Accessories, su ch as badges, labels, and reflectors, 

must be permanently affixed to the garment in such a 
way that they cannot be separated from the garment. 
Loose hanging parts are not permitted.

INFORMATION
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• Accessories that can conduct electricity, for example 
metal zippers and buttons, are only permitted if they are 
completely covered by the antistatic outer fabric.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
The outer fabric must be tested and approved according 
to one of the following standards: EN 1149-1 or EN 1149-3. 
The distance between the conductive threads in the fabric 
must not be greater than 10 mm.

USER INFORMATION
When wearing clothes with electrostatic properties it 
is important to be properly earthed. The resistance  
between person and earth must be less than 108Ω, which 
is achieved, for example, by wearing suitable safety  
footwear such as shoes with electrostatic properties that 
satisfy the requirements of EN ISO 20345:2011.

Protective clothing with electrostatic properties must  
not be opened or removed in flammable or explosive  
environments or when handling flammable or explosive  
substances. The use of garments in areas with high  
oxygen content should only take place after approval from 
the responsible safety technician at the workplace. The  
antistatic properties in the garment can be affected by 
wear, washing and possible impurities. Materials not  
approved in accordance with the standard must be  
covered by protective clothes during normal use (including 
bending and movement).

EN 471
High visibility warning clothing for 
professional use

Standard for high visibility work clothes. High visibility 
clothing has both fluorescent and reflective parts to make 
the user more visible in all light conditions.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The standard sets out requirements for the special placing  
of fluorescent and retroreflective parts. Visible materials  
must be equally spaced on the front and rear of the  
garment with a maximum deviation of ± 10%.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
• For fluorescent colours there are requirements for the 

colour’s shade and light reflection.
• For contrasting colours there are requirements for colour 

fastness, ISO 105-A02.
• For retroreflective materials there are requirements for 

how much light is reflected.

See the table below for information on classes and the 
minimum sizes of areas with fluorescent and retroreflective 
parts, specified in m2 per garment.

Fabric  Class 3  Class 2  Class 1
Fluorescent material 0,80 0,50  0,14
Retroreflective material 0,20 0,13  0,10

USER INFORMATION
Class 3 is the highest class. The fluorescent or reflective 
parts must not be covered by other garments during use. 
Bear in mind the size limitation for embroidery and printing 
to maintain the certified class.

EN ISO 20471 (replacing EN 471)
High visibility clothing

The standard specifies the requirements and test methods  
for high visibility clothing which is intended to visually  
signal the user’s presence in high-risk situations in any light 
condition.  

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The standard sets out requirements for the special placing  
of fluorescent and retroreflective parts. The requirements  
depend on which part of the body the garment is  
covering (torso only, torso and arms, legs, torso and legs 
and garments covering torso, arms and legs). Visible  
materials must be equally spaced on the front and rear of 
the garment with a maximum deviation of ± 10%.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
• For fluorescent colours there are requirements for the 

colour’s shade and light reflection before and after  
washing.

• For contrasting colours there are requirements for colour 
fastness.

• For retroreflective materials there are requirements for 
how much light is reflected before and after washing and 
drying. 

See the table below for information on classes and the  
minimum sizes of areas with fluorescent and reflective 
parts, specified in m2 per garment.

Fabric  Class 3  Class 2  Class 1
Fluorescent material 0,80 0,50  0,14
Retroreflective material 0,20 0,13  0,10

USER INFORMATION
Class 3 is the highest class. All Class 3 garments must 
cover the torso and have as a minimum either sleeves with 
retro reflective bands or full length trouser legs with retro 
reflective bands.

It is possible to CE mark separate garments together to 
fulfill a requirement for a certain performance class. This 
is achieved by certifying a clothing ensemble: e.g. a jacket 
and trousers together. This is marked on the CE label of 
the garment.  

The fluorescent or reflective parts must not be covered by 
other garments during use. Bear in mind the size limitation 
for embroidery and printing to maintain the certified class.
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EN 343:2003
Protective clothing – Protection against rain

Standard that describes the requirements for protective 
clothes against rain.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Taped seams must be waterproof and the fabric must  
be tested for water penetration. There are no other  
requirements for the design of the garment.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
Requirements for mechanical properties: Water  
penetration (Wp), EN 20811 and resistance to water vapour 
(Ret), EN 31092 are shown in the tables below. Both Wp 
and Ret are tested after repeating flexing and exposure  
to iso-octane and straight-chain paraffin’s in accordance 
with ISO 1817. Resistance to water vapour (Ret) is tested in 
accordance with EN 31092.

EN 342
Ensembles and garments for protection 
against cold

Standard that describes the requirements for protective 
garments against cold. Requirements are set on thermal  
insulation and air permeability. Resistance to water  
penetration is an optional requirement.

A cold climate is characterised by a combination of  
moisture and a temperature below -5 degrees. EN 342  
indicates the value of the resulting effective thermal  
insulation for a wearer. It indicates the lowest temperature 
at which the body can maintain thermal neutral conditions 
indefinitely (8 hours) for light and medium duty tasks. It also 
indicates the lowest temperature at which body-cooling  
is sustained at an acceptable level for 1 hour, while the user 
is performing light and medium duty tasks. 

a) The garment’s thermal insulation properties
b) The thermal insulation standing still (optional)
c)  Air permeability (1-3)
d) Resistance to water penetration (optional)

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT OUR GARMENTS
• Metal parts, for example buttons, zippers, buckles and 

loops, do not show nickel separation when tested in  
accordance with EN 1811.

• The garments have a pH value of more than 3.5 and less 
than 9.5 when tested in accordance with EN 1413.

• Our fabrics have good colour fastness when tested in 
accordance with EN ISO 105.

• The fabrics do not contain azo-colourants – which give 
off carcinogenic amines – when tested in accordance 
with EN 14362-1.

• The garments do not contain substances in amounts 
which are known to have or suspected of having a  
negative effect on the user’s hygiene or health.

• The garments do not contain PBB (polybrominated  
biphenyls) or PBDE (polybrominated diphenyl ethers).

General user information for protective garments for  
protection against heat and flame
• Before use the clothing must be checked to ensure that it 

is intact, that it fits and that the user knows how to open 
and remove it.

• Flame retardant materials must stop flames from  
spreading. However, heat can still spread through the 
garment which can result in burn injuries. Several layers 
of flame retardant materials will increase protection.

• Use flame retardant undergarments. Synthetic materials 
can melt.

• When exposed to flame, the garments will no longer give 
the same protection. Even if there is no visible damage, 
the fabric will have become weakened and impaired.

• The flame retardant properties are reduced if the  
protective clothing is soiled with flammable materials.

EN 343 RAIN CLOTHING

WP (WATER PENETRATION)  
 

MANDATORY TESTING CLASS 1 CLASS 2 CLASS 3

Fabric before pre-treatment Wp ≥ 8000 Pa Does not require testing Does not require testing

Fabric after each pre-treatment Does not require testing Wp ≥ 8000 Pa Wp ≥ 13,000 Pa

Seams before pre-treatment Wp ≥ 8000 Pa Wp ≥ 8000 Pa Wp ≥ 13,000 Pa

EN 343 RAIN CLOTHING

RET WITH RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS PERIOD OF USE (BREATHABILITY)  
 

SURROUNDING TEMPERATURE ON SITE CLASS 1   Ret > 40 min. CLASS 2   20 < Ret ≤ 40 min. CLASS 3  Ret ≤ 20 min.

25 60 105 205

20 75 250  -

15 100  -  -

10 240  -  -

5  -  -  -

STANDARDS
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• The various EN ISO standards set out strict requirements 
for the fabric’s protective properties against flame and 
heat. There are also strict requirements for the design of 
the garments. This is to increase the safety of the user  in 
the event of an accident.

• Transfers, embroidery, labels and reflective materials 
must be tested for flame retardant properties together 
with the main fabric.

Instructions for storing protective clothing
• Store the garments in a dark and dry place with good 

air circulation when they are not being used. Storage  
in a hot and damp place can lead to hydrolysis, a  
chemical reaction which can weaken or remove the  
protective properties of the garment.

Instructions for repairing protective clothing
• When repairing protective clothing, use the same fabric,  

thread and accessories that the garment is made of.  
Alternatively: Use fabric, thread and accessories that 
have the same or higher certification as the garment.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
Warning: Dirty protective clothing can reduce the protection  
and affect the user’s safety. To retain the garment’s  
protective properties the garment must be washed when 
necessary and in the correct manner. Dirty protective 
clothing must not be stored, but washed immediately.

General washing and drying instructions for protective 
clothing
• We recommend industrial laundering for our garments.
• The garments must be laundered separately with all  

fasteners closed.
• Only use synthetic laundry detergent to retain the  

garment’s protective properties.
• Do not use laundry detergent that contains bleaching 

agents as this reduces the protective properties.
• Do not use fabric softener.
• Rinse the garment well after washing.
• When tumble drying use the lowest temperature,  

maximum 70°C.
• Avoid over drying, the recommended remaining moisture 

content is 10-15%.
• Tunnel washing or drying is not advised.
• When ironing, avoid direct and intense steam.

Washing instructions for protective clothing with high  
visibility properties
• Do not use laundry detergent that contains optical  

whiteners.
• Wash separately or together with garments approved  

in accordance with EN 471 or EN ISO 20471 of similar 
colours.

• Garments with reflective bands must be turned inside out 
when washing.

Washing instructions for protective clothing against liquid 
chemicals
• Fluorocarbon must be added to the washing process at 

least every 5th wash.

EN STANDARD FOR KNEE PROTECTORS

EN 14404 
Knee protectors for kneeling work

Standard that describes the properties for knee protectors.

TYPES OF KNEE PROTECTOR:
Type 1
Knee protector that is independent of other types of clothes 
and is fastened around the leg.

Type 2
Foam plastic or other padded fabric placed in the knee 
pockets on the trousers or permanently fastened to the 
trousers.

Type 3
Knee protector that is not fastened to the body but is moved 
when the user moves around.

Type 4
Knee protector that is part of a unit with other functions, 
such as a structure designed to aid standing or kneeling.

PERFORMANCE LEVEL
There are three different performance levels.

Level 0
Knee protector only suitable for use on flat floor surfaces. 
No protection against penetration.

Level 1
Knee protector suitable for use on flat or not flat floor  
surfaces. Protects against penetration with a force of at 
least 100 ± 5 N.

Level 2
Knee protector suitable for use on flat or not flat floor  
surfaces in tough conditions. Protects against penetration 
with a force of at least 250 ± 10 N.

USER INFORMATION
Using knee protectors does not guarantee full protection 
against injury. It is not advised to kneel on knee protectors 
for more than one hour at a time. If the knees or legs swell 
up during kneeling work, a doctor should be consulted.

INFORMATION
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EN STANDARDS FOR PROTECTIVE GLOVES

EN 420
Protective gloves

European standard that specifies general requirements for 
most types of protective gloves such as:
• Product, packaging and labelling information.
• Model and design.
• Wash and care.
• Size.
• Maximum values for chemical contents.
• Storage of the products.

EN 388:2003
Protective gloves against mechanically 
induced injury

Protection level
a) Wear resistance 0 – 4
b) Cut resistance 0 – 5
c)  Tear resistance 0 – 4
d) Puncture resistance 0 – 4

EN 1082
Protective gloves against cuts and stabs from 
hand knives

Approved or not approved

EN 1149-3
Protection against electrostatic discharge (ESD)

Approved or not approved

EN 511
Protective gloves against cold

Protection level
a) Convective cold 0 – 4
b) Contact cold 0 – 4
c) Water penetration 0 – 1

EN 374
Protective gloves against chemicals and micro-
organisms
– Part 1: Terminology and functional 
requirements
EN 374-2
Protective gloves against chemicals and micro-
organisms
– Part 2: Resistance to permeation by 
chemicals

The performance level for penetration is determined  
by measuring the breakthrough time of the chemical  
substance through the glove material.

Performance level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Breakthrough time (min) ≤ 2 > 10 > 30 > 60 > 120 > 240 > 480

Expressed as Acceptable Quality Level (AQL).

EN 374-3
Protective gloves against chemicals and micro-
organisms
– Part 3: Determining the resistance to 
molecular penetration of chemicals

A certified chemical glove must attain Performance level 2 
for at least three of these 12 chemicals.

Code Chemical
A  Methanol
B  Acetone
C  Acetonitrile
D  Dichloromethane
E  Carbon disulphide
F  Toluene
G  Diethylamine
H  Tetrahydrofuran
I  Ethyl acetate
J  n-Heptane
K  Sodium hydroxide 40%
L  Sulphuric acid 96%

EN 407
Protective gloves against thermal risks 
(heat and/or flame)

Protection level
a)  Open fire  0 – 4
b) Contact heat 0 – 4
c) Convective heat 0 – 4
d) Radiant heat 0 – 4
e)  Welding spatter 0 – 4
f)  Liquid metal 0 – 4

EN 12477
Protective gloves for welders

  Min. Max.
  require- value
  ments
Test criteria Standard A B  
Abrasion resistance EN 388 2 1 4
Cut resistance  EN 388  1  1  5
Tear resistance  EN 388  2  1  4
Puncture resistance  EN 407 2  1  4
Flame retardant  EN 407 3  2  4
Contact heat  EN 407  1  1  4
Convective heat  EN 407  2  N/A  4
Metal splash  EN 407  3  2  4
Fit  EN 420  1  4  5

Directive EC/1935/2004 (L338/4) states that  
materials that are in contact with food must be 
safe. They must not transfer their components  
to the food in amounts that may be harmful to 
health, change the composition of the food in an 
unacceptable way or destroy the taste and smell 
of food.

STANDARDS
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EN STANDARD FOR PROTECTIVE FOOTWEAR

EN ISO 20345:2011Protective footwear

Standard that specifies requirements for the marking of 
protective footwear.

The symbols indicate the protective class and what  
properties the footwear has been approved and tested for.

Class 1 – Protective footwear made from leather
Class 2 – Protective footwear made from PVC/PU/rubber

Category Class Requirements
SB 1 or 2 Standard basic
S1 1 As SB + Closed heel + A + E
S2 1 As S1 + WRU
S3 1 As S2 + P
S4 2 As S2 protective footwear
   made from PVC/PU/rubber
S5 2 As S3 protective footwear 
   made from PVC/PU/rubber

MARKING MINIMUM REQUIREMENT  
 

Protective toe cap 200J/1500 N

AN Ankle protection
(closed heel)

≤ 20 Kn

A Antistatic properties Resistance 0.1–1000Ω

E Energy absorbing heel ≤ 20 Joules

WRU Water-resistant leather upper 1 hour

WR Water-resistant shoe  ≥ 3 cm2

C Conductive properties Resistance 0.1 MΩ

CI Cold insulating Test -20°C

HI Heat insulating Test 150°C

HRO Heat-resistant outer sole Test 300°C

M Protection of the metatarsal ≤ 40 mm

P Protection against penetration ≥ 1100 Newton

SRA Slip-resistant properties Coefficient heel ≥ 0.28

on standard ceramic floor 
when cleaning with water 
and detergent

Coefficient flat ≥ 0.32

SRB Slip-resistant properties Coefficient heel ≥ 0.13

on steel floor treated with 
glycerine lubricant

Coefficient flat ≥ 0.18

SRC SRA + SRB

INFORMATION STANDARDS
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0-10016-10000-40 88
0-1008-7422-98 94
0-1009-2880-98 94
0-1009-4608-98 94
0-1010-18-3210 35
0-1011-5836-98 87
0-1011-5840-98 87
0-1012-0-98 106
0-1012-1266-98 88
0-1012-1268-98 88
0-1012-7061-98 88
0-1012-8850-98 106
0-1012-8871-98 106
0-1013-40-98 95
0-1013-47-98 95
0-10150-0-805 51
0-10160-0-10 51
0-10170-0-8010 51
0-1033-10-98 95
0-11100-1120-4510 76
0-11100-1130-6010 76
0-11200-1120-4410 76
0-112-10- 87
0-11300-1110-10 76
0-11300-1120-510 76
0-113-530-4 46
0-11500-1120-60 76
0-119-11-4 47
0-1203-0-98 108
0-1204-0-98 108
0-1205-0-98 108
0-1205-0-98 112
0-1210-3101-1032 60
0-1211-1101-10 61
0-121-62-40 44
0-122-209-10 46
0-122-210-10 47
0-1228-1105-10 69
0-127-382-10 49
0-130-310-110 49
0-13100-1210-1032 77
0-1310-1101-10 61
0-13115-1111-98 77
0-1329-1105-10 69
0-13500-1110-10 78
0-13500-1120-3210 78
0-14034-0-10 66
0-1410-1101-10 61
0-14234-0-10 66
0-14394-10202-3210 33
0-1450-1505-10 67
0-15500-1010-50 77
0-1722-0-5 43
0-19587-1135-12910 77
0-200-1-98 106
0-20100-1010-10 79
0-20220-15202-98 97
0-20221-15202-98 97
0-20222-15202-98 97

0-20223-15202-98 97
0-2023-0-98 116
0-203-50-32 38
0-209-2002-98 79
0-21020-10000-98 101
0-2148-0-98 116
0-217-0-98 110
0-218-0-98 110
0-221-0-98 110
0-221-0-98 117
0-22147-446-8005 29
0-230-0-98 117
0-23100-1010-50 79
0-23100-1030-50 79
0-24196-10202-3210 32
0-251-310-110 49
0-25570-66512-5 114
0-25682-18006-32 35
0-259-10-98 115
0-2593-78-98 88
0-25991-32810-98 114
0-26005-0-98 51
0-26006-20160-98 116
0-26010-60827-10 112
0-26020-30346-98 116
0-26021-11206-98 108
0-26022-62150-98 116
0-26023-60121-98 116
0-26024-11221-98 116
0-26060-70300-98 116
0-26600-40160-98 112
0-26601-10800-98 116
0-26602-11400-98 116
0-2660-500 87
0-26850-19819-3205 25
0-27950-0-44 44
0-280-0-98 108
0-28-100-5 88
0-29137-12507-7 32
0-294-0-98 110
0-29637-12507-7 31
0-29671-12203-30 30
0-297-0-98 110
0-298-0-98 110
0-299-0-98 110
0-2998-0-3210 39
0-3004-0-98 109
0-307-0-98 114
0-3102-222-10 64
0-315-0-98 110
0-3-2002-98 116
0-3300-351-10 66
0-330-1105-98 95
0-3412-0-98 109
0-35010-0 43
0-35094-10302-3210 38
0-35146-0 43
0-35167-10402-5 44
0-35194-10302-3210 39

0-35195-10302-3210 39
0-35207-21601-59 45
0-35517-0 45
0-35518-0-5 45
0-35535-0-10 46
0-35594-218-3210 38
0-359-15-98 115
0-359-20-98 115
0-359-5-98 115
0-3-612-98 114
0-36700-0-5 50
0-36701-196-80 50
0-40100-54540-98 90
0-40101-54540-98 91
0-40110-47080-98 90
0-40120-54010-98 91
0-40122-55680-98 91
0-40123-54220-98 91
0-40125-55800-98 91
0-40555-47000-98 90
0-40556-47500-98 90
0-40557-47001-98 90
0-40558-47002-98 90
0-4101-122-10 64
0-45000-10000-98 91
0-45747-446-8005 29
0-462-933-15 70
0-4-8610-98 100
0-4-8680-98 100
0-49671-12203-30 31
0-502-2-98 116
0-5101-122-10 64
0-510-3-98 110
0-510-3-98 115
0-510-3-98 117
0-515-0-98 117
0-51594-18807-3210 33
0-516-0-98 116
0-518-0-98 117
0-5203-112-10 69
0-53400-0-15 70
0-550-0-98 108
0-550-551-98 112
0-56810-19101-28 26
0-56830-19819-3205 25
0-56855-19101 28
0-6-10000-98 94
0-6100-0-98 118
0-6-10010-98 94
0-6-10013-98 94
0-6-100-98 109
0-6101-122-10 65
0-6-101-98 109
0-6102-122-10 65
0-6-103-98 109
0-6107-0-98 116
0-6-1090-98 98
0-6-11624-98 79
0-6-1215-98 108
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0-6-1312-98 106
0-6-1512-98 117
0-6-1605-98 110
0-6-1605-98 117
0-6200-0-98 118
0-6-2002-98 116
0-6-2003-98 116
0-6-2004-98 109
0-6-2005-98 109
0-6300-0-98 118
0-6-3112-98 109
0-6-3212-98 109
0-6-341-98 108
0-6-343-98 108
0-6-344-98 117
0-6-37675-15 79
0-6-4110-98 100
0-6-4120-98 100
0-6-4130-98 100
0-6-4484-98 115
0-6-5030-10 73
0-6-5226-98 117
0-6-52502-98 81
0-6-57100-10 73
0-6-57130-10 73
0-6-57160-10 73
0-6-57200-10 73
0-6-597-98 117
0-6-60802-98 112
0-6-60803-98 112
0-6-60805-98 112
0-6-60807-98 112
0-6-60808-98 112
0-6-60809-98 112
0-6-60810-98 112
0-6609-111-98 99
0-6609-222-98 99
0-6609-888-98 99
0-6610-20-98 100
0-6614-111-98 99
0-6614-44-98 99
0-6-62012-98 114
0-6620-666-98 99
0-662-933-15 70
0-6-6354-1080 81
0-6-6358-98 81
0-6-6362-1032 81
0-6-6692-98 81
0-6-68010-98 112
0-6-68012-98 111
0-6700-0-98 118
0-6-704-98 100
0-6-7312-98 117
0-6-77-98 115
0-6800-0-98 118
0-6-8040-40 41
0-6-8111-40 41
0-6900-0-98 118
0-6-92600-98 81

0-6-952-98 109
0-6-9971-98 98
0-6-9972-98 98
0-6-9973-98 98
0-7200-0-98 120
0-7252-0-98 120
0-72-820-10 67
0-7-500-98 114
0-7501-0-98 118
0-7502-0-98 118
0-7503-0-98 118
0-75-855-10 62
0-75-856-10 62
0-75-857-10 62
0-76-850-10 66
0-80760-114 27
0-80911-10222 27
0-80920-15511 26
0-80926-16100 27
0-80930-19819-3205 25
0-81-293-45 73
0-815-269-10 50
0-81594-18807-3210 33
0-85650-186-29 31
0-87855-156 28
0-88355-19101 29
0-89869-10222-10 28
0-90-281-98 73
0-90-282-98 73
0-90-283-98 73
0-912-520-40 87
0-9160-275-98 97
0-9160-76-98 97
0-9169-260-98 97
0-9302-245-98 97
0-95200-18103-25 30
0-95300-18103-25 30
0-95482-18006-32 35
0-96809-19103-3205 26
0-9970-2-98 98
4-23621-70881-7 32
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HEADQUARTERS:

WENAAS WORKWEAR AS, 

Bruasetvegen 122,

Voll, N-6386 Måndalen.

Tlf: +47 71 22 73 00

WENAAS WORKWEAR AS, 

Avd. Stavanger

Fabrikkveien 30, 

N-4033 Stavanger.

WENAAS WORKWEAR (UK),

Unit 1, Hub at Hareness

Hareness Road

Aberdeen

Scotland

       AB12 3LE

Sales no. + 44 7741 314414

Customer service no: +47 71 227319

Email: post@wenaas.com

order.international@wenaas.no

post@wenaas.no

faktura.service@wenaas.no

FØLG OSS PÅ:

wenaas.no

Wenaas workwear

#wenaas

Wenaas Workwear International
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